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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Although much work has been done on the subject of 

natural disasters, most of this has dealt with the socio-

psychological aspects. Reaction to stress, group communica

tion, and related topics have been studied after a violent 

event such as a hurricane, flood, qr tornado. Little, 

however, has been done in the way of economic analysis of 

these phenomena. Dacy and Kunreuther's book. The Economics 

of Natural Disasters,is the most definitive work in that 

area to date. 

One possible reason for the prevalence of the former 

group of literature and a dearth of the latter is that 

behavior immediately after such a disruptive event may be 

considered in some instances irrational. It is this irra

tional behavior which has prompted certain social scientists 

such as sociologists and psychologists to study the causes, 

manifestations, and effects of human behavior immediately 

following a natural disaster. 

One of the basic assumptions on which economic analysis 

is based is that of rationality. Therefore, it may be ar

gued by some that the period following a natural disaster is 

not amenable to study of economic effects. It is the opinion 



of this author that while those who have been personally 

affected may react irrationally and as if they were suffer

ing shock (which in some instances may be the case), this 

condition is so short-lived that this will not preclude 

economic analysis of the event. In addition, there are 

those who show no aberrations in their behavior. Thus, the 

assumption of rationality is not violated in this instance 

and results of economic analysis are valid. 

By far the most important agent in alleviating the 

economic distress of any community which qualifies as a 

"major disaster area" is the federal government. As soon 

as the President designates an area a "major disaster area," 

the resources and manpower of the federal government set up 

for such contingencies swing into action. Although aid is 

available from private sources, by far the most important 

comes from the government. Thus, this paper will deal with 

that sector to the virtual exclusion of private sources al

though they may be mentioned throughout the paper. 

Far less emphasis in the past has gone to reduce the 

adverse effects of natural disasters on the long-term via

bility of the communities which they strike. For the most 

part, small communities do not have the means to finance 

programs that would alleviate these long-term effects. How

ever, the federal government in the recent past has been 

becoming increasingly involved in this typo program. 



The early government programs were structured toward 

the immediate when it became apparent that the emergency 

preparedness programs of many cities and towns were either 

nonexistent or inadequate. From there the federal govern

ment has expanded its influence to encompass policies which 

enable the community to achieve quickly its pre-disaster 

state. This trend toward expanding federal government par

ticipation is continuing. 

It is the purpose of this paper to examine the role of 

the federal government in relation to the tornado which 

occurred at Lubbock, Texas, on the evening of May 11, 1970. 

An attempt will be made to evaluate the government's activi

ties and to suggest policies relative to natural disaster 

relief. It is thus assumed that federal government partici

pation in disaster relief at Lubbock, Texas, was typical and . 

represenuative of programs available to all persons and com

munities in the United States. Therefore, conclusions drawn 

from study of this disaster may be applied to all cases with 

little, if any, modification. 

The study of floods as one classification of disaster 

has been systematically deleted from this paper. Special 

legislative provisions have been made for providing flood 

relief,and in this sense, floods must be considered sepa

rately from other types of natural disasters. Such consid

eration is beyond the scope of this work. 



CHAPTER II 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PHENOMENON 

The ratio of lives lost to property damage has been a 

declining ratio. This is primarily due to two factors. The 

decrease in loss of life is due to improvements of meteoro

logical techniques and more effective communications. Fore

casters become increasingly adept at predicting severe 

weather, and these predictions are transmitted to persons 

via radio, television, and newspaper to enable them to pre

pare for their personal safety. In addition, increased 

urbanization and attendent concentration of housing and 

business and industrial buildings makes the probability of 

higher dollar amounts of damage being done in an area even 

greater. Thus the trend is for decreases in the numerator 

and increases in the denominator of that ratio. It is no 

surprise that the ratio is a declining one. 

In the case of flood damage, rising water levels and 

calculations about rainfall and amount of run-off can be 

computed to provide warning for those in the watershed area. 

Hurricanes also develop slowly enough to be charted and 

predictions to be made as to the areas which will bear the 

brunt of the storm. Other storms provide little, if any, 

warning of their danger. 



So it was on the night of May 11, 1970, in Lubbock, 

Texas. Officials at the weather bureau at the West Texas 

Air Terminal in Lubbock watched with caution the sudden 

build-up of thunderstorms around the Lubbock area. At 

8:15 p.m. they issued a tornado warning alert, indicating 

that conditions were favorable for spawning this twisting 

fury, but it was not until 9:15 p.m. that the tell-tale 
2 

"hook" was sighted on the radar screen. 

To the residents of this city of over 150,000 located 

in the South Plains of Texas this was no new experience. 

For they live in a portion of "tornado alley" which stretches 

3 from Texas to the Canadian border. In the early spring 

tornadoes occur with greater frequency at the southern end 

of this belt, but as the season advances, the number of 

tornadoes becomes more frequent in the central, then north-
4 

ern, part of this alley. Statistics compiled by the 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration in the De

partment of Commerce indicate that the absolute number of 

tornadoes is greatest during the month of May although the 

number of deaths attributable to tornadoes reaches a peak 

in April. These statistics are based on data from 19 53-

1969. From the same set of data it has been ascertained 

that Texas ranks 25th in order of threat rating from 19 53-

19 69. Threat rating of 10 is defined as either 10 tornadoes 

per 10,000 square miles and 10 people per s.̂ uarc irilc or one 



tornado per 10,000 square miles and 100 people per square 

mile. In addition, during this period Texas experienced 

the greatest absolute number of tornadoes (1758) but ranked 

eighth (tied for that spot with Illinois) in order of mean 
7 

annual tornadoes per 10,000 square miles. It also suffered 

the greatest absolute number of deaths due to tornadoes 

(234) but tied Minnesota for the rank of thirteen as to 
o 

number of deaths per 10,000 miles. Thus Texas experienced 

not only the largest absolute amount of tornadoes, but also 

the greatest absolute number of deaths associated with tor

nadoes . It is only when compared to the relative area of 

the states does it rank lower than would be expected. Com

paring the statistics for Texas relative to threat rating 

and absolute number of deaths and number of tornadoes, it 

seems likely that it is due to Texas' large land area and 

the fact that certain large areas are sparsely populated 

which contributes to a low relative threat rating. This 

sparse population raises another point. Since there are 

huge tracts of land (especially in West Texas) that have 

small population densities, it is entirely possible that 

there are tornadoes that occur in this area that are never 

reported. Thus the number of tornadoes occurring in this 

area is understated by that amount. It is known that there 

are some tornadoes that form that are not picked up on 

radar, and thus radar is not an infallible i:̂ .jtriimont to 

spot them. 



There is no state that is totally immune to the threat 

of tornadoes although they do occur with greater frequency 

in the central part of the nation. It is here that the warm 

moist air of the southern Gulf collides with the hot dry air 
9 

from the desert Southwest. Add to this the cold air from 

the Artie-Pacific Northwest, the influence of the Jetstream, 

and a volatile weather condition results. Warm air currents 

rise and cool air currents fall, causing a twisting effect. 

As to the actual cause of a tornado, meteorologists are 

still in the dark. "Although meteorologists still do not 

know how and why tornado funnels form where they do, they 

can specify the conditions usually associated with their 

development." 

It was to these conditions that meteorologists at 

Lubbock, Texas, reacted when they issued their 8:15 p.m. 

tornado warning. Unfortunately, citizens of this area have 

accepted such alerts as a way of life and thus perhaps are 

more negligent about taking sufficient precautions. City 

leaders, however, had foreseen the necessity for a central 

headquarters where city officials and heads of city depart

ments might coordinate their efforts in the event they were 

needed. This central headquarters, the Emergency Operating 

Center (EOC), is located in the basement of the Municipal 

Building in the heart of downtown Lubbock. It is equipped 

with two-way radios to essential city services departr.ieiUs 
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and to the emergency broadcast station (KFYO). It has pri

mary and back-up antennae for these radios and a generator 

which provides power in the event city power is interrupted. 

When a potential hazard exists, the director of civil de

fense summons various personnel to the EOC. These include 

political, administrative, support, and other agency teams. 

These all have specific duties outlined and have responsi

bilities to carry out. 

The night of Monday, May 11, 19 70, the EOC was staffed 

and monitoring weather bulletins to be prepared for any con

tingency. However, although this storm was formed under 

the conditions outlined above, " . . . there was little or 

no advanced notice or direction of the actual twister." 

Tornado warnings and watches had been issued for the area 

earlier, but that tornado had bypassed the city to the 

south. The one that caused the death and destruction in 

Lubbock was spotted on the radar screen at the weather 

station at the Lubbock airport and almost at the same time 

by a policeman. It had developed directly over the city. 

Although there was an order given to sound a warning on the 

civil defense siren, by that time it was too late—the tor

nado was upon the city and had destroyed those warning 

devices. 

There has been some question as to whether all of the 

damage was attributable to one funnel or to r.iultiplo rum.els 



that could have been spun off the major funnel. Investiga

tion is continuing by engineers and meteorologists to 

resolve this issue. 

There were at least two other unusual features of this 

twister. (For simplicity, it will be assumed that one 

tornado was responsible as this will not affect the economic 

analysis.) First, it was a very wide tornado and thus cut 

through several diverse sections of the city. It is esti

mated that the tornado reached a width of 1.5 miles at one 

point. In all, it affected seriously approximately 15 

square miles of the city—almost the entire north quarter of 

12 the city. The path of the tornado (see Figure 1) cut a 

swath through a fringe of the business district, the outly

ing industrial and warehouse district, the low-income 

Mexican-American barrio, and the plush homes near the Lubbock 

Country Club. The destruction was extensive. Especially 

vulnerable were multi-story buildings, buildings with poorly 

supported roofs, and the low-cost wood frame houses in the 

barrio. A survey of the physical damage done indicates 508 

business firms suffered either complete or partial destruc

tion and approximately 2,500 housing units (both single- and 

13 multi-family) were damaged or destroyed. 

In addition, twenty-six persons lost their lives as a 

direct result of the tornado. Most of these were killed 

either by falling structures or flying cebris. Tlu najority 
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Figure 1.—Area damaged by high winds and tornadoes 

Source: J. Neils Thompson, et al., The Lubbock Storm 
of May 11, 1970, Report to the Committee on 
Earthquake Inspection, Division of Engineering, 
National Research Council, National Academy of 
Engineering (\;ashington, D.C.: :.\iuior.aI Acad
emy of Sciences, 1970), p. J. 
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of these fatalities occurred on either side of Loop 289 

north of the city in the Mesa Road area near the Lubbock 

Country Club. In addition, there were estimates of up to 

2,000 injured. These injured were treated by doctors, 

nurses, and other medical teams who donated their services 

immediately after the tragedy. Those killed and injured 

represented all ages and socioeconomic levels. Although 

the tornado traveled through some residential districts, 

the business-industrial area was hardest hit. The number 

of deaths attributable to the tornado probably would have 

been higher had the storm struck during the business day. 

At 9 or 10 p.m. most citizens are at home so that the busi

ness district was only sparsely populated. 

As soon as the wind stopped blowing, efforts began 

being made to determine the perimeter of the damage area, 

begin search operations for the dead and injured, eliminate 

potential health hazards caused by the storm, and assess 

the amount of damage done. Officials at the Emergency Oper

ating Center were at that time directing their units in the 

city in carrying out these essential duties. 

While the police were responsible for patrols and for 

keeping out those who might unintentionally slow rescue 

work, the fire department was charged with the responsibil

ity to make a systematic search through the debris for any 

dead and injured who had not been found by the polic*. in 

their preliminary survey of the area. 
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The fire department's primary responsibility was still 

fire-fighting, but fortunately a skeleton crew at each fire-

house was able to fulfill this duty, leaving the rest of 

the on-duty firemen and off-duty firemen who had either 

reported voluntarily or who had responded to a call over 

the emergency broadcast station, KFYO, to handle rescue op

erations. In addition, members of the sheriff's office, 

the Department of Public Safety, and National Guard were at 

the scene shortly after the storm contributing their 

14 services. 

Also represented at the disaster scene were persons 

working for the public utilities companies in Lubbock. Of

ficials of the gas company and the electric companies 

scoured the area to search for broken mains and live wires 

which could pose potential hazard. At times representatives 

from each utility would team up because it was often neces

sary to cut the power before the gas mains could be serviced. 

These teams were successful in greatly limiting the number 

of fires and explosions immediately after the tornado. 

One of the major problems facing rescue workers was the 

breakdown in communications. Approximately one-fourth of 

the telephone service in Lubbock was rendered inoperable as 

an immediate consequence of the tornado,and the remaining 

circuits quickly became overloaded. Thus telephone communi 

cation with the damage area was, for the most part. 
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impossible. In addition, both the primary and back-up 

antennae at the Emergency Operating Center were knocked out, 

and mobile units parked in front of the Center had to act 

as relays until a temporary antenna could be rigged to the 

17 EOC. This solution to one problem created another. Not 

all city and county officials use the same frequency in 

their mobile units. This made communications between them 

difficult at best. Immediately after the storm as survey 

teams were attempting to establish a perimeter and begin 

rescue work,a communications jam occurred. 

Another problem faced by rescue teams and public ser

vice and utility teams in the area was the difficulty they 

encountered in attempting to travel in the area. The 

streets were littered with debris and broken glass. In some 

instances debris rendered certain streets completely impass

able, and often streets that could be traversed were so 

covered with broken glass and other sharp objects that 

service vehicles experienced numerous punctures. This 

slowed work in the area. 

After the initial shock of the storm, residents were 

treated to a sight of destruction the extent of which few 

had seen before. Those fortunate enough to escape witli their 

lives and without serious injury had to face problems in the 

aftermath of the storm which required reserves of human 

strength that had so recently been tried: v.idcsproad power 
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failure, possible loss of gas service, telephones out of 

service or overloaded circuits, damaged or destroyed prop

erty, dead or injured fcimily or friends, lack of information 

resulting in confusion and disorientation, water shortage 

(caused by broken water lines or the fact that the pumps 

at the city water system are operated electrically), and 

others. 

With remarkable speed after the tornado, insurance com

panies, as well as state and federal government agencies, 

indicated their willingness to offer assistance to the citi

zens of Lubbock. Much of the immediate storm relief was pro

vided by individual volunteers and private relief agencies 

such as the American Red Cross. 

The city made available to the American Red Cross the 

Municipal Coliseum. The Coliseum is located immediately 

adjacent to Texas Tech University in the western part of the 

city. The Coliseum was used primarily for temporary feeding 

operations for victims and volunteer workers and also as a 

place for temporary housing for victims until they could 

formulate plans for the future. 

Other public facilities, especially school buildings, 

were pressed into service as relief centers. One school 

building served as a temporary morgue. 

The downtown area of Lubbock was cordoned off by Na

tional Guardsmen soon after the storm v/hcn it became 
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apparent that looting in the downtown area might be an 

immediate problem. Police Chief Alley indicated at the time 

that looters were subject to being shot, but.there were no 

18 reports of this occurring. In fact, no arrests were made 

on the offense,and a later report from an official of the 

Lubbock Police Department indicated that looting was never 

a problem. 

There were special passes issued to those who lived or 

had businesses in the affected area. This was done to mini

mize the nim±>er of sight-seers in an area where rescue oper

ations and building inspection was continuing. Increased 

congestion in a disaster area can only hamper effective work 

there. However, this pass system had serious drawbacks. 

The lack of an established criterion for determin
ing who should be admitted required discretion by 
those issuing the passes. . . . Businessmen, for 
example, were given enough passes to admit all of 
their employees while some residents of the area 
had trouble gaining access.^^ 

Residents who were greatly delayed in gaining entrance to 

the area were vocal in their complaint against this system. 

As soon as possible they wanted to return to their homes, 

or what was left of them, and begin salvaging those of their 

possessions that had not been destroyed. 

At this point in time, city personnel were succeeding 

in coping with problems that arose in the administration of 

their disaster-related duties. Provisions had been made 
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for emergency services to victims. Although operations did 

not go as smoothly as would have been hoped, at no time was 

there a complete breakdown of authority. This was due 

greatly to the carefully planned emergency preparedness 

operations. 

Although faced with a mammoth clean-up job, people began 

at once trying to restore order to their lives. The post-

tornado clean-up was greatly facilitated by the number of 

persons who had lost little or perhaps nothing to the tor

nado who volunteered their time, effort, and equipment to 

help those less fortunate than themselves. In addition to 

their fellow Lubbockites, victims were aided by volunteer 

labor and supplies from nearby towns and by aid that was 

sent from long distances. 

Thus Lubbock had suffered the worst tornado of her 

history. The people and city were severely tested and were 

found able to cope. The immediate problems were being 

handled. But fully a quarter of the city was destroyed or 

damaged (later variously estimated to be $108 and $135 mil

lion) and plans had to be made for recovery. 



CHAPTER III 

GENERAL ECONOMIC EFFECTS AND THOSE 
\ 

PECULIAR TO LUBBOCK 

A tornado is one of the smallest of nature's storms in 

size. However, it is also one of the most intense. Whereas 

the area affected by a hurricane or flood may encompass a 

considerably greater land area, the tornado's higher wind 

velocity often results in greater amount of damage per unit 

area. Thus what the tornado lacks in size is more than com

pensated for by intensity. 

The tornado which struck Lubbock on that night of 

May 11, 1970, was just such an example of intensity. United 

States Senator from Texas, John G. Tower, inspecting the 

ravaged city the morning after the storm likened the destruc

tion to that received by cities bombed during World War II. 

Tower is quoted as saying, " . . . one Air Force officer re

marked that a dozen B52s couldn't cause that much damage." 

An attempt will be made in this chapter to catalog the 

various economic effects of a natural disaster. Then the 

economic effects of the tornado at Lubbock will be iterated 

with an attempt to arrive at a figure which might represent 

a diminution of wealth. 

The wealth of any community may be considered to be 

composed of various parts. These are liquid assets, pri\ato 

17 
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productive capital, private nonproductive capital, public 

capital, and human capital. The sum of the monetary value 

of these factors represents the total wealth of the com

munity in money terms. A reduction in any or all of these 

components thus results in the diminution of that community's 

total wealth. 

Expressing some of these factors in monetary terms may 

be difficult, however, because they are not normally evalu

ated in those terms. Take for instance the factor "human 

capital." In order to determine a monetary expression of 

this factor requires that the value of a human being be 

expressed thus. It has been stated that the value of the 

chemicals which comprise the human body is somewhat less 

than two dollars, but few would seriously consider this to 

be the value of a human being. In the criminal underground 

it is possible to "contract" for the death of a person. In 

this sense, a dollar value has been attached to the life of 

a person, but this method is rejected for this study. 

In the mixed, capitalist economy of the United States, 

the income of a person is a good proxy to evaluate that 

person's contributions to the economy. It is thus that the 

economist chooses to evaluate the monetary value of a human 

being, although the economist is aware that this income 

proxy by no means is able to describe fully the value of a 

human life. 
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By computing the present value of a person's expected 

income stream, an estimate can be made as to the economic 

value of the person. Thus, though far from an ideal measure, 

this determination of value via discounted expected income 

stream will be the method by which the value of human capi

tal will be expressed in this paper. 

A monetary measure of value of liquid assets, the value 

of productive capital, and nonproductive capital is avail

able. Now that a method for estimating the value of human 

capital has been settled upon, it is now possible to ascer

tain the wealth of a community in monetary terms. 

A reduction in the value of any or all of these com

ponents of wealth as a result of a natural disaster will 

diminish the wealth of the community. The result of the 

multiplier effect on this reduction in wealth represents a 

greater reduction in income for the community. (This is 

assuming no aid from outside the community.) 

If a natural disaster causes death, the community is 

affected economically by that loss of human capital. Even 

those injured and not killed will experience a cessation of 

their income stream for a time,determined by the seriousness 

of their injury. (This is barring the fact that the person 

may have carried some form of income protection insurance.) 

The most highly visible effect of a natural disaster is 

the amount of physical damage that occurs to structures and; 
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facilities. The recovery ability of the community will be 

influenced by the type of structure which receives the 

damage. If the disaster concentrates on the business or 

income-producing section of the community, the recovery 

period will be much longer than if the residential area bore 

the brunt, leaving the business sector undamaged or with 

little damage. Also, damage to the public sector may more 
2 

seriously affect recovery than damage to the private sector. 

A business concern may sustain losses from natural 

disasters in several ways. In addition to the cost of 

repairing or replacing the physical facility in which the 

business was housed, the contents of the buildings may also 

be damaged or destroyed, including inventory. If the damage 

to the business is severe, it may experience a period of no 

production and/or no sales. Thus, foregone income may be 

included as one of the effects of a natural disaster on the 

business sector of the economy. 

Destruction of places of residence results in persons 

requiring housing, either of a temporary nature if the dam

age is repairable or of a permanent nature if the residence 

is destroyed, and the occupant chooses not, or is unable, to 

rebuild. The person may have to provide rental housing for 

himself and his family until he can repair or rebuild his 

home. If the destruction is complete, he may choose to buy 

existing housing rather than to rebuild. In ar.y event, he 
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will have to lay out funds to provide housing unless he and 

his family are the recipients of charity housing from rela

tives or other individuals. Private relief agencies such 

as the American Red Cross and Salvation Army may intervene 

to aid victims of a natural disaster by helping them to ob

tain temporary housing, food, and clothing. 

During a natural disaster, the loss of telephone, elec

tric, gas, and water service adds to the confusion and in

convenience. Loss of source of power and communication 

lines renders information transfer difficult or impossible. 

Broken gas mains and power lines combine to produce the dan

ger of explosion and fire. These conditions must be dealt 

with immediately to prevent furthering of the destruction. 

In addition to private productive and nonproductive 

capital loss, public facilities may be lost. Schools, li

braries, park facilities, state and federal buildings, and 

other like facilities may also sustain damage from the di

saster. These facilities belong to no one person but are 

rather p\iblicly owned. They are financed by taxes or bonds. 

As mentioned above, damage to these may cripple recovery 

efforts more severely than damage to the private sector. 

Hopefully,each of the above described will carry insur

ance against such contingencies as natural disasters. Income 

from insurance companies can help to alleviate the effects 

of a catastrophe by providing a source of funds. 
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The tornado which struck Lubbock on May 11 made its 

effects felt on each of the above factors. As mentioned in 

Chapter II, this tornado (or tornadoes) was an unusually wide 

one which cut a swath through a cross-section of the city. 

The downtown and outlying manufacturing and warehousing dis

tricts were hardest hit along with the frame houses of the 

low-income Mexican-Americans living in the Guadalupe barrio. 

Then the storm continued to the outskirts of the city where 

it ravaged the plush homes located near the Lubbock Country 

Club. 

Along its twisting path the tornado was either directly 

or indirectly responsible for the deaths of 26 persons. 
3 

These ranged in age from 9 months to 88 years old. In addi-
4 

tion, it has been estimated that over 2,000 were injured. 

These dead and injured represent a reduction in human capi

tal. There are no estimates as to the number of persons who 

were so injured as to be unable to hold a job paying at 

least their previous level of income. Thus it is impossible 

to quantify the effect of the storm on the incomes of those 

physically affected by it. 

One physical damage estimate that was finally arrived at 

was reached six days after the tornado struck. According to 

city officials the damage was estimated to be $135,250,000 

which was broken down as follows: 
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teal estate $ 64,800,000 
Texas Highway Department 250,000 
Lubbock schools 600,000 
texas Tech University 100,000 
Automobiles 6/000,000 
l>ersonal household 

furnishings 13,500,000 
Business inventories 41,400,000 
City-owned property 9,000,000 

Total $135,250,000^ 

This figure is exclusive of aircraft losses. In addition, 

on May 19, 1970, Stumpy Hamilton, who is city park director 

for Lubbock, released an initial estimate of $104,125 for 

damage done to a dozen city parks and MacKenzie State Park 

located in the eastern part of the city. This would boost 

the damage total to $135,354,125, still exclusive of esti

mates of aircraft losses. 

This $64,800,000 damage to real estate estimate was 

prepared according to a lot-by-lot canvass of the city. Of

ficials of the City Planning Department found 1,0 40 of the 

city's 14,509 dwelling units destroyed and another 8,876 

damage to the extent that the average homeowner would be 
7 

unable to make repairs. In the fifteen square miles of 

city affected by the tornado, the destruction was incredibly 

complete. 

One of Lubbock's major industries is warehousing. Be

cause of its location as a center of various transportation 

lines, Lubbock has earned the nickname "Hub of the Plains." 

Warehousing has grown as a consequence of its central 
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location and various avenues of transport. This is one 

reason the inventory loss figure represents slightly more 

than 30 percent of the physical loss estimate. According 

to the Lubbock Avalanche-Journal, " . . . food and drug 

losses total 100 tons in small businesses and 300 tons in 

warehouses." 

Later figures indicate that adjustments to these esti

mates are needed. There is no way of determining how correct 

the three largest items were in the initial estimate. How

ever, it is known that actual damages to city-owned property 

was only slightly larger than three million dollars as 

9 opposed to the initial nine million dollar figure. It is 

interesting to note that this early estimate figure is 

approximately three times the actual loss. This supports 

an observation by the Corps of Engineers regarding early 

estimate of loss versus actual loss. 

Corps of Engineers officials responsible for damage 
estimates have observed that actual losses usually 
run about one-third of the figures given in the 
earliest statements.!^ 

An official of the regional office of the Corps of 

Engineers stated that they prepared no estimate of damage 

for the Lubbock tornado, but accepted the $135 million 

figure that was prepared by the city. 

This was not the only damage estimate prepared, however. 

Larry Hibler, president of the Lubbock Association of 
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Insurance Agents, in conjunction with William J. Perry of 

the American Insurance Association and Mike Trophagen of the 

Insurance Information Institute,surveyed the Lubbock area 

immediately after the tornado to arrive at a damage estimate 

figure. Their efforts were independent of those undertaken 

by the city. 

The figure upon which they finally settled was $100 mil

lion, and this figure is exclusive of losses to mobile homes 

and aircraft. It was determined at a later date that three 

and a half million dollars was paid in insurance claims to 

mobile home owners. Other sources familiar with estimates 

of damage to aircraft furnished Hibler with an estimate of 

$928,887 to aircraft. If insurance claims paid to mobile 

home owners represent but 50 percent of the actual damage, 

12 total damage would total $10 8 million. 

Hibler, when requested to give a first estimate of 

* insured losses, placed that figure at fifty million dollars — 

and this amount was exclusive of losses to insured factories, 

13 aircraft, utility poles and lines, or television cables. 

The inclusion of these insured items will no doubt push this 

figure much higher—perhaps more than doubling it since 

losses to insured factories were not included in this esti

mate. The manufacturing and warehousing district was hard 

hit by the storm. 
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Mr. Hibler indicated that " . . . insurance premiums for 

the calendar year October 1, 19 68 to September 30, 1969 

will be examined by the state insurance board in relation 

to the insured property losses incurred by the tornado." 

According to Mr. Hibler, " . . . [E]xtended coverage premiums 

for that period totaled $21,116,288, and home owners' pre

miums for the same time were $17,326,681." 

On this same subject of insurance, a Department of Com

merce Technical Note is quoted as saying, "[I]t was learned 

that only 50 percent of the homes were covered with some 

insurance and that the average coverage of those insured 

15 was only 40 percent of the value." The key to the reason 

behind this may be as follows. The vast majority of the 

homes seriously damaged or destroyed were composed of the 

small wooden frame homes of Mexican-Americans residing in 

the Guadalupe barrio. Most of the remaining homes of the 

total damaged or destroyed were those in the fashionable 

Country Club district. To the former group of occupants, 

insurance coverage is a luxury item to be obtained only 

after essentials can be provided. To many of this income 

group, payment of a periodic insurance premium is not re

garded as feasible. Thus, the residents are at the mercy 

of the elements and take the risk of possible damage as 

opposed to the certainty of insurance premiums. 
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At the other end of the income spectrum are those who 

have the financial resources or are able to obtain the finan

cial resources to repair or rebuild their property. These 

may choose to take the risk of damage rather than paying 

insurance premiums on policies on which they may never file 

claims. It seems to be the middle-income group that is most 

receptive to insurance. These can afford insurance but can

not afford the serious consequences of a natural disaster. 

It so happens, however, that the victims of Lubbock's May 11 

tornado were composed primarily of low-income and high-

income groups. Thus, insured losses to homes may be less 

for homeowners in the storm area than for other areas because 

of the composition of the residents with regard to income. 

Since the figure given by Mr. Hibler is not a final estimate, 

it is impossible to determine what percentage of the total 

loss is represented by insured losses. 

It has been stated that the $135,250,000 estimate 

loss represents 12 1/2 percent of the city's tax base. 

There is no provision under Texas law to make adjust

ments in tax payments on damaged or destroyed property. 

The taxpayer who suffers a loss to property during the cur

rent tax year is still liable for the full amount of taxes 

that he was assessed at the beginning of the year. Such 

loss, however, may be reflected in a downward re-assessment 

of that property the following tax year. If, however, he 
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has begun restoration or has completely restored the prop

erty by the time the property is re-assessed that following 

year, he will get no reduction in taxes that reflects the 

full extent of his earlier property loss. 

Public services and utilities were hard hit by the 

Lubbock storm. Of the two electric companies in Lubbock, 

Lubbock Power and Light Company was able to generate only 

40 percent of its normal generating capacity and South

western Public Service's power generating capacity was 

reduced to 35 percent of the norm but roughly one-third of 

17 the affected areas were restored by SPS after two hours. 

Loss of power and subsequent damage to an auxiliary 

generator rendered the city's main pumping station inoper

able. There were other sources of water as pumping stations 

and city reservoirs provided sufficient water for the city 

until the main station could be used although water pressure 

following the storm was low. 

The city's natural gas company. Pioneer Natural Gas, 

was able to operate at near normal levels. The damage to 

its physical plant was minimal and " . . . gas service to 

only one section of Lubbock had to be cut off." This section 

was one city block which lay in the heart of the devasta-

18 tion. 

Telephone service was greatly impaired by the storm. 

Roughly 25,000 telephones wore out of service. Tiiî ; 
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represents cQ̂ out 25 percent of the total telephones in 

L\2bbock. Thus communication was largely impossible to or 

from the disaster area. In addition, long distance lines 

were reduced to 10 percent of their normal capacity. This 

reduction in supply of service and an increase in demand by 

persons desiring information also caused a tremendous com-

19 munications jam. 

Thus damage to public service and public utility com

panies was extensive—especially electric and telephone 

service. Emergency teams from these various companies began 

work immediately after the storm to provide service to those 

sectors which had been determined to be high-priority by 

each of the various companies. 

Lubbock city schools were estimated to be damaged to a 

$600,000 extent. Several of the schools were forced to 

close for a short period of time until building inspections 

and emergency repairs could be made. Texas Tech University, 

located in the western sector of the city, sustained only 

minor damage to its campus buildings. However, several 

newly-installed high-intensity lights and light standards 

at Jones Stadium football field were severely damaged. 

Total initial damage estimate at Texas Tech was $100,000. 
20 

This was later revised to be more than $200,000. 

Nine million dollars was the estimated amount of damage 

done to city-owned facilities. Later the city park director 
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gave an estimate of $104,125 damage to city parks and the 

state park located on the eastern edge of the city. After 

a careful re-evaluation of the damage, city officials ascer

tained that actual damage to city facilities was slightly 

21 over $3 million. 

The only separately identifiable estimate to state 

property was $250,000 damage sustained by the Texas Highway 

Department. This occurred primarily at a construction site 

east of the city at U.S. 87 and Loop 289. 

At the end of the business day on May 11, 19 70, the 

residents of their city of 150,000 were settling down for 

the evening with storm clouds building overhead. By 10:30 

that night 12.5 percent of the city's total tax base had 

been destroyed. Homes and businesses were in shambles. 

Personal property was destroyed or blown away by the high 

winds. Some of this was never found. Parts of the city 

were without electricity or telephone service. Schools and 

other public facilities had been severely damaged or de

stroyed. The death toll reached twenty by early the follow

ing morning as search and rescue operations continued and 

slowly climbed to twenty-six. 

Lubbock had been dealt a crippling economic blow. The 

following will indicate what steps were undertaken to help 

Lubbock on the route to recovery. 



CHAPTER IV 

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT LEGISLATION, AGENCIES, AND 

PROGRAMS DEALING WITH DISASTER RELIEF 

In times of natural disasters local and state govern

ments have primary responsibility to devote their resources 

to provide disaster relief. However, as early as 1803 the 

federal government gave assistance to victims of a disaster. 

This act set a precedent for increasing federal participa

tion in the area of disaster relief. Until relatively 

recent history, most legislation dealt with specific disas

ters and thus had limited application. Recently, however. 

Congress has passed legislation empowering various of its 

departments and agencies to provide emergency preparedness 

and/or relief to individuals and state and local governments 

which would require only designation of the area as a "major 

disaster area" and thus not require special legislation. 

(See Appendix for a detailed history of legislation and 

executive actions regarding disaster relief.) 

Some of these departments and agencies have the statu

tory authority to provide assistance immediately following 

a request for aid by the individual or state and local gov

ernment following a disaster. In other instances, it is 

necessary for the President to declare formally that the 

31 
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area is a "major disaster" area before some types of assis

tance can be rendered. 

There are departments and agencies which provide pre-

and/or post-disaster relief. Although these pre-disaster 

programs will be enumerated, they will not be thoroughly 

developed as they do not lie within the immediate scope of 

this paper. As the main area of interest is the effect of 

federal relief programs on the economy of Lubbock, Texas, 

following the tornado of May 11, 1970, pre-disaster assis

tance will be covered only cursorily. 

A. Pre-disaster Assistance Available 

1. Department of Commerce: National Oceanic and Atmo

spheric Administration 

The primary function of the NOAA is that of pro

viding weather forecasts and appropriate weather 

warnings and alerts of severe or potentially severe 

weather. Everyone is eligible for these reports by 

submitting a written request to the regional office. 

The objectives of this program are " . . . [t]o warn 

the general public of impending severe weather and 

to issue routinely weather forecasts up to 4 8 hours 

in advance, and various weather information sum-

«1 manes . 

2. Department of Defense: Department of the Army, 

Office of Civil Defense 
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The Office of Civil Defense has the greatest 

responsibility in assuring the post-disaster capa

bility of states and communities. Many of the OCD's 

activities regard national emergencies, nuclear at

tack preparation, and enemy-caused disaster. How

ever, most of these programs are expanded to cover 

all emergencies. Thus, natural disaster preparation 

is included in these programs. 

(a) Civil Defense—Emergency Operating Centers 

Under this program project grants are 

awarded to states and their political subdivi

sions on a 50 percent federal and 50 percent 

state or local basis "[t]o develop effective 

civil defense facilities . . ., and to equip 

. . . organizational personnel to coordinate 

emergency activities in the event of disaster." 

Under this program, funds are used to "[p]rovide 

protected facilities with communication, emer

gency power, and adequate space and equipment 

for effective direction and control during a 

national emergency or other emergency." The 

range of financial assistance is from $800 to 

$300,000 with the average for each project 

being $10,000.^ 
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(b) Civil Defense—Exhibits 

Dissemination of information is the purpose 

of this program. It is available to officials 

of civil defense organizations at all levels and 

government officials and leaders of national 

organizations. "Exhibits may be used to show 

civil defense concepts to the public and must 

be used for public exhibition purposes only." 

It is primarily an educational program designed 

to inform the public of the functions and pro-

visions of civil defense. 

(c) Civil Defense—Federal Surplus Personal Property 

Donations 

State and local civil defense organizations 

are eligible for this program (which is the 

sale, exchange, or donation of property and 

goods) subject to these provisions: (1) "There 

must be a civil defense organization established 

pursuant to law"; (2) "an operational plan ap

proved by the Office of Civil Defense (local 

plans are approved as part of the State plan)" 

must be in existence; (3) "an Office of Civil 

Defense approved program paper" must be avail

able; and (4) "an executed civil rights assur

ance" must be included. If the state or local 
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civil defense organization meets these require

ments, then it may be eligible for assistance" 

. . . in obtaining and maintaining civil defense 

operational readiness by donation of Federal 

surplus property for civil defense administrative 

and operational use." This property may be used 

to prepare for natural disasters and to use dur-

4 m g natural disasters. 

(d) Civil Defense—Industrial Participation 

This is another educational program, but 

here the primary targets are firms, governmental 

and private facilities, and institutions. Its 

objective is "[t]o provide technical information, 

guidance, and assistance . . . in developing 

facility plans and organization for survival 

from natural disasters, industrial accidents, 

sabotage and nuclear disasters." To accomplish 

this end, the program stands ready to provide 

"[p]ublications, movies, filmstrips, exhibits 

and other graphic materials. . . . " There is no 

restriction on applicant eligibility. 

(e) Civil Defense—Staff College 

Project grants on a 50 percent federal, 50 

percent state or local basis are also available 

"[t]o provide professional training for state 
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and local civil defense personnel and training 

for instructors who conduct courses under con

tract." Individuals who can demonstrate need 

and are assigned to either a state or local 

civil defense unit can apply for a grant to 

cover one-half of their travel expenses and per 

diem while in attendance of the OCD College at 

Battle Creek, Michigan. Approximately $111 to 

$120 is spent by the federal government per 

pupil on an average, 

(f) Civil Defense—Personnel and Administrative 

Expenses 

This program was initiated "[t]o develop 

effective civil defense organizations in the 

states and their political subdivisions in order 

to coordinate emergency activities in the event 

of disaster." This program also provides for 

50 percent matching of federal and state funds. 

These funds are for payment of salaries and 

administrative expenses including travel if it 

is for official purposes. This program carries 

the same requirements for eligibility as in the 

Federal Surplus Personal Property Donation pro

gram. The range of financial assistance extends 

from $6,023 to $3,128,584 v.ith the ivcracjo beiiM 

7 
$350,000 per pro3ect. 
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(g) Civil Defense—Siirvival Supplies, Equipment, & 

Training 

The objective of this program is "[t]o 

increase the civil defense readiness of State 

and local governments by furnishing matching 

funds to assist in the procurement of emergency 

services, training and administrative equipment 

required to conduct a viable civil defense pro

gram." Applicant requirements are the same as 

(c) under this section. Expressed in this pro

gram is the requirement that "[a]11 activities 

and expenditures must be for civil defense pur

poses only, except that civil defense equipment 

may be used to combat the effect of natural 

disasters or other local emergency." The range 

of financial assistance under this program is 

from $25 to $25,000.^ 

(h) Civil Defense—University Extention 

Universities (selected land grant colleges) 

may be eligible for cost reimbursement for con

ferences held " . . . for training local civil 

defense personnel in skills, including instruct

ing in skills, and for educating leaders about 

civil defense through converences." Universities 

may also offer courses rel.r ive to civil defer.se 

http://defer.se
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skills. The range of this assistance is from 

$19,288 to $140,000.^ 

(i) Civil Defense—State and Local Supporting Systems 

Equipment 

Here again is a program that expresses the 

fact that equipment procured with these grants 

are specifically for civil defense purposes, but 

may be used in the event of natural disasters 

or other local emergencies. Specifically match

ing funds may be used to "[p]urchase . . . emer

gency supplies, equipment and training to estab

lish an attack warning and communications system; 

and special items of equipment to assure maximum 

use of independent systems." This matching is 

again a 50-50 federal-state and/or local funds. 

Assistance under this program ranges from $25 

to $25,000.•'•̂  

(j) Civil Defense—Loans of Excess Federal Personal 

Property 

This program closely resembles (c), but 

property in this instance remains the property 

of the federal government and is available to 

state or local government civil defense officials 

on a loan basis. Recipients of this property 

make certain promises as to the maintenance and 
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security of the loaned property and agree to 

make the property available to the government 

if requested. This is a new program and there 

are no figures available for the fiscal year 

1970 nor estimates for 1971 or 1972." 

3. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare: 

Health Services and Mental Health Administration 

(a) Emergency Health—Civil Defense Medical Self-

Help 

The federal government under this program 

provides training and use of federal property, 

facilities, and equipment to "[s]tate and local 

governmental agencies, school systems, health 

and medical groups and medically trained indi

viduals. " Its aim is to provide education and 

medical training to individuals in the event of 

a natural or nuclear disaster when a physician 

or other medically trained person is not avail-

wn 12 able. 

(b) Emergency Health—Community Preparedness 

"Training and education programs are con

ducted on national, regional, state, and local 

levels to provide instruction in emergency pre

paredness." The federal government provides 

training, advisory services and information to 
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state and local health departments to aid them 

in assuring their preparedness and to reduce the 

adverse health effects of emergencies by ". . . 

improving the organization and delivery of emer

gency health and medical services." There is no 

requirement for matching funds under this pro-

13 gram. 

(c) Emergency Health—Medical Stockpile 

Applicants eligible for assistance under 

this program are "[cjommunity hospitals of at 

least 50 beds. . . . " Prepackaged disaster and 

natural disaster hospitals are granted by the 

regional health director to state health officers 

on the basis of emergency need. Hospital admin

istrators may use hospital disaster reserve 

inventory supplies at their own discretion in 

an emergency. "Release of depot materials is 

federally controlled." There is no provision 

14 
for matching funds. 

4. Office of Emergency Preparedness 

This office, located in the Executive Office of 

the President, is the major agency for coordinating 

federal disaster relief activities. In addition, 

regional OEP offices conduct disaster preparedness 

conferences and training prograr.r, for qcvernment 
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officials at all levels to teach procedures and 

techniques for providing prompt and effective disas

ter assistance. The OEP also makes annual evalua

tions of state and local organizations and federal 

agencies as to their ability to cope with disaster. 

State Disaster Plans and Programs—The purpose 

of these project grants is "It]o assist States to 

develop comprehensive plans and practicable programs 

for preparation against major disasters including 

relief and assistance for individuals, businesses, 

and local government following such disasters." The 

application for these grants is made by states. If 

the application is approved, the federal government 

will pay 50 percent of total costs not to exceed 

$250,000 to any one State, for the development of 

the plan and/or program. A matching grant not to 

exceed $25,000 per annum is also authorized for the 

improvement, maintenance, and updating of State 

disaster assistance plans." The range of financial 

assistance available under this program is from 

$7,000 to $98,500.-^^ 

These are the programs that are available to individuals, 

businesses, state and local governments, and other govern

mental officials for emergency preparedness. Few of these 

programs are designed solely to prei arc for natural disasters 
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but are set up to guarantee emergency preparedness for not 

only natural disasters but other disasters as well, includ

ing that of nuclear attack. Of these pre-disaster programs, 

only one, the Office of Emergency Preparedness' program for 

state disaster plans and programs specifies "major disas

ters." According to the 1971 Federal Domestic Assistance 

Catalog, in the fiscal year 1970, $717,560 was granted to 

states for disaster preparation under this one program. It 

is estimated that in fiscal year 1971, $79,902 will be 

17 granted, and in fiscal year 1972, $1,000,000. 

Other programs are designed to be multi-purpose; thus, 

it is virtually impossible to separate that part of the 

expenditures for these programs that are devoted to natural 

disaster preparedness. Suffice it to say that the full 

resources available under these multi-purpose programs may 

be brought into action in preparation for natural disasters. 

The aggregate funds available under these programs for 1970 

according to the Federal Domestic Assistance Catalog is 

$337,756,9 20. Estimates for the same programs for the fis

cal years 1971 and 1972 are $354,527,948 and $362,677,200, 

respectively. These three figures are understated by the 

amount of the Civil Defense Exhibits program (see p. 34) 

whose obligations were unable to be separated from others 

and thus were not reported in the Catalog. Also, the pro

gram. Loans of Excess Federal Personal Property iii tn.c Office 
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of Civil Defense, Department of Defense (see p. 38) is a 

new program and figures for it are not yet available. 

Even under the assumption that natural disaster pre

paredness represents only a proportion of the figures above, 

if that proportion is a constant one, expenditures for such 

preparedness tend to rise absolutely over time. Since the 

trend in Congress is to introduce increasing amounts of leg

islation regarding natural disasters, and for the legisla

tion so introduced to be broader in scope and in funds and 

services made available, an indication is for the propor

tion of natural disaster preparedness in the above programs 

to be an increasing one. If so, the dollar amounts devoted 

to natural disaster preparedness will not only be increas

ing absolutely but increasing at an increasing rate over 

time. 

B. Post-Disaster Assistance 

Far more numerous than the preparedness programs are 

those which are available to individuals, businesses, and 

state and local governments in order to reduce the immediate 

adverse effects of a natural disaster or to aid in recovery 

of tliese groups to their pre-disaster condition. 

Although this paper is concerned only with domestic 

assistance, it is well to note that there is a program in 

the Agency for International Development under the Department 
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of State whereby U.S. produced food and fiber is made avail

able to countries in the event of emergency or disaster. 

Although the philosophy behind such contributions to foreign 

countries may be different from that of provisions to domes

tic entities, it nonetheless represents expenditure for 

disaster relief. 

The following is a brief description of the programs 

and services available under various federal departments and 

agencies for disaster relief. Whenever possible, the range 

and average of financial assistance available under the 

particular program will be given. 

1. Department of Agriculture 

The Department of Agriculture has a variety of programs 

available to victims following a natural disaster. These 

are administered through several different offices of the 

Department. Some of the programs may be activated after a 

disaster designation by the Secretary of Agriculture, but 

others require a Presidential designation. 

(a) Agricultural Research Service 

The primary functions of this office following 

a Presidential declaration relate to the provision 

of trained personnel to enter the disaster area to 

make inspections and determine how the effects of 

the disaster on the agricultural community may be 

ameliorated. If such are necessary, it may 
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"[c]arry out programs necessary to assure a whole-
no 

some supply of meat and meat products." 

(b) Agricultural Marketing Service 

It is through this office that foods are re

leased for distribution to those persons in need. 

If conditions due to the disaster warrant the 

transportation of livestock out of the disaster 

area or hay and feed grains into it, the AMS assists 

in obtaining freight rate reductions to facilitate 

these objectives. This service also institutes 

whatever programs are necessary to assure a whole-

19 some supply of poultry and poultry products. 

(c) Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service 

Farmers are able to take advantage of several 

avenues of assistance through this particular of

fice. "When hurricanes, tornadoes, or hailstorms 

strike, or floods overrun the land, the Department 

of Agriculture can: 

'Donate Government-owned food grain for 
starving livestock through the Agricultural 
Stabilization and Conservation Service. 
'Sell Government-owned feed grain at reduced 
prices through ASCS, to needy livestockmen 
unable to pay market prices. 
'Permit, through ASCS, grazing or haying on 
land otherwise retired from crop production 
under Departmental programs.... 
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It is under emergency conditions that the ASCS 

authorizes the sale of price-support commodities 

21 for domestic use at less than the legal minimum. 

It is also the case that such commodities may be 

donated to farmers rather than sold, even at re

duced prices. 

Another important program carried out by the 

ASCS is the Emergency Conservation Measures. Under 

this program the federal government enters into a 

cost-sharing project with the farmer to overcome 

new conservation problems caused by natural disas

ter. The government usually bears 80 percent of 

the cost of these measures with the provisions that 

the condition: ". . .if not treated will impair 

or endanger the land; represent damage which is un

usual in character and, except for wind erosion, is 

not the type which would recur frequently in the 

same area; and will be so costly to rehabilitate 

that Federal assistance is or will be required to 

return the land to productive agricultural use." 

There is no limitation on the amount that may be 

devoted to any one project, but the average is $400 

Anyone associated with a farm, whether he be owner, 

landlord, tenant, or sharecropper, is eligible for 

conservation assistance if he demonstrates a 
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willingness to bear a part of the cost-sharing 

22 project. 

(d) Food and Nutrition Service 

(1) It is through this office that food is made 

available for use in relief of victims of 

natural disasters. This program is referred to 

23 

as the Commodity Distribution Program. "To 

permit immediate response to food needs result

ing from natural disasters, the Food and Nutri

tion Service authorizes states and local public 

and private schools, institutions, or welfare 

authorities who have supplies of USDA-donated 

foods to release them to disaster feeding 
,.24 

organizations. 

(2) In addition to supplying food, the Secretary of 

Agriculture may authorize the distribution of 

food coupons (food stamps) if he deems existing 

food programs not adequate to meet the needs of 
25 

victims. There are actually four distinct 

phases through which the Food and Nutrition 

Service may provide aid from immediate emergency 

feeding which begins within hours after the 

disaster has struck through regular family dis

tribution programs if the situation is so severe 

that a number of families are deprived of tlieir 
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26 
livelihood for an extended period. Thus 

there is a method through which persons who 

have experienced disasters may be given food 

for an undetermined length of time. 

(e) Farmers' Home Administration 

The primary function of the FHA after an emer

gency is to make loans available to farmers for 

repair of farm buildings, replacement of livestock, 

or other means to enable them to continue farm 

. operation. The interest rate on these loans may 

27 not exceed 6 percent per annum. Farmers must 

demonstrate an ability to repay and must meet secur

ity requirements. "These loans are not made to 

finance major adjustments and expansions in farming 

and ranching operations and are generally not made 

28 

to refinance secured debts." Exceptions to this 

can be made, however. 

A Presidential designation of a "major disas

ter" is not necessary as it is within the authority 

of the Secretary of Agriculture to make FHA emer

gency loans available if the Secretary declares the 

area eligible. All size farming operations are 

eligible for FHA emergency loans. Six thousand five 

hundred dollars is the average amount of funds pro

vided to each applicant under tliis i^arlicular 
29 program. 
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(f) Extension Service 

(1) The extension services at the state and local 

levels serve in an advisory capacity in aiding 

farmers with information on sanitation precau

tions, insect control, clean-up of damaged 

property, recovery operations, and renovation 

of damaged equipment or property among other 

subjects of necessity for recovery efforts. 

Following a disaster, members of the extension 

service may set up information centers to advise 

30 
people on the assistance available to them. 

(2) The extension service also administers a pro

gram on rural civil defense coupled with educa

tion on the use of pesticides. Its main 

function regarding natural disasters is that it 

"[a]ssists in planning for recovery and resump

tion of productivity following disasters." The 

beneficiaries of these formula grants (with 

approximately 100 percent matching by the state) 

are designated land-grant colleges (where most 

state extension services are located). 

(g) Forest Service 

The forest service is involved in natural disas

ter relief in that it is committed to preventing 

floods that occur as a result ol a naLur..! di.̂ .aster. 
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The forms of this assistance are formula grants 

and advisory service. "For watershed and flood 

prevention activities the Federal cost-sharing usu

ally does not exceed the rates for similar practices 

under other cooperative programs." The financial 

assistance under this program (of which emergency 

flood control due to natural disasters is but a 

32 

part) range from $2,000 to $1,154,000. In addi

tion, the forest service may "[f]urnish personnel 

and equipment for rescue work, snow removal, fire-

fighting, forest pest control, and emergency mea-
33 sures on national forests." 

(h) Federal Crop Insurance Corporation 

Crop insurance is available to all farmers for 

certain crops and whose land has been classified 

for insurance purposes. It is an ". . . all-risk 

insurance for individual farmers to assure a basic 

income against droughts, freezes, insects, and 

other natural causes of disastrous crop losses." 

Most income-producing crops are insurable under 

34 
the program. 

(i) Rural Electrification Administration 

One of the duties of the REA is to restore 

electric service and aid in the restoration of tele

phone service in rural areas which hav suffered a 
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natural disaster. "In nearly all states, electric 

cooperatives have well-established plans whereby 

35 
they assist a system hit by disaster." 

(j) Soil Conservation Service 

The major type of assistance available through 

this service is via technical assistance furnished 

those who are attempting recovery. The SCS may loan 

a limited amount of heavy earth-moving equipment, 

however. 

2. Department of Commerce 

(a) National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

In addition to the vital job the NOAA plays in 

disaster forecasting and warnings, it also has re

sponsibility for aiding commercial fisheries which 

have " . . . failed due to a resource disaster 

arising from natural or undetermined causes." If 

the Secretary of Commerce declares a resource disas

ter, 100 percent federal funds may be made available 

to restore the damaged or destroyed fishery re

sources. Financial assistance under this program 

ranges from $5,568 to $200,000 with the average 

37 
amount being around $109,000 to any one grantee. 

(b) Business and Defense Services Administration 

The Department of Commerce through the Business 

and Defense Services Administration may aid defense 
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plants which have been directly or indirectly af

fected by disaster, 

(c) Maritime Administration and Coast and Geodetic 

Survey 

The Department of Commerce is also responsible 

for administering to the needs of coastal areas and 

for the administration of problems incurred off

shore. These are accomplished through the Maritime 

Administration and the Coast and Geodetic Survey. 

Through these, the Department of Commerce may under

take rescue operations by ships, give out seismic 

sea wave warnings to the Pacific coast areas, and 

"[l]ease . . . tools and equipment to replace those 

39 damaged by disaster." 

3. Department of Defense 

(a) Civil Defense 

Again, the primary disaster function of this 

agency is with disaster preparedness. There are, 

however, certain programs and activities that can 

be carried out after a disaster. In particular, 

the Office of Civil Defense stands ready "[t]o 

assist states and communities in overcoming severe 

water shortages, and natural disaster emergencies." 

To achieve this end, 90-day loans of Government-

owned equipment to alleviate v.-ator shortacjc r. ly be 
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made to states and local governments. The loans 

are made directly to the state, but the state may 

then loan the equipment to local governments. The 

time period of the loan may be extended if the 

situation warrants it. 

(b) Armed Services 

All of the armed services have similar regula

tions regarding their responsibility to civilian 

communities immediately following a natural disaster 

in the continental United States. The Air Force 

regulations have been selected to be representative 

of the type assistance that can be rendered. The 

reasoning behind the selection of this particular 

branch of the service will be made clear later. 

It is the basic policy of the armed services 

that " . . . when civil resources are inadequate or 

inappropriate to cope with the disaster, military 

resources may be used to assist local authorities 

to save lives, prevent starvation and extreme suf

fering, and to minimize damage and property loss." 

The base commander is requested to go through chan

nels for approval of requests for aid by civil 

defense authorities. However, the Air Force com

mander may decide that conditions of imminent seri

ousness exist as a re::ult of tiie diuaater cmd mav 
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commit Air Force resources at his own discretion. 

Under no circumstances does the Air Force intend 

to usurp civilian authority or function but to 

assist civilian communities struck by natural disas

ters. Commanders are restrained from committing 

their resources to a degree that would endanger the 

Air Force's ability to conduct immediate wartime 

missions. All resources are made available on a 

minimum quantity basis. They are to be used for 

immediate relief and as soon as this is assured. 

Air Force operations in disaster relief will cease. 

Commanders are to "[cjommit resources to disaster 

relief operations only in the minimum quantities 

required by the situation and, as a guiding princi

pal. Air Force disaster relief operations will be 

conducted on a minimum-essential basis and will be 

42 terminated as soon as possible." The resources 

made available may be personnel, equipment, or ser

vices. ̂"̂  If, at a later date, the President de

clares the area a "major disaster area," military 

resources "consistent with defense priorities" will 

be made available to the Director of the Office of 

Emergency Preparedness.'̂ '* If the Air Force were to 

incur expenses beyond normal operating expenses as 

a result of disaster relief activities, requests lor 

reimbursement may be made to the aprpropriate 
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45 
Commanding General, Continental USA. Although 

the above provisions were taken from the Air Force 

Manual, all branches of military service have simi

lar regulations under which they may render assis

tance immediately following a natural disaster, 

(c) U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

The Corps of Engineers have especially detailed 

duties regarding floods, but they also serve after 

the occurrence of any natural disaster if requested 

by the OEP following a Presidential declaration. 

They serve as the engineers who direct federal ef

fort. They aid in preparing damage estimates and 

providing technical assistance to aid recovery. 

They are also the primary agency through which 

46 
debris is cleared from public and private land. 

4. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 

(a) Social Rehabilitation Services 

(1) Persons already receiving aid under any HEW 

social services program will continue to do so. 

In addition, following a natural disaster these 

programs may be expanded. These programs are 

financed by 75 percent federal matching fund-

47 ing. 

(2) Families with children receive special consider

ation by the governinent. rvir.endîient.s in 1967 to 
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the Social Security Act provide for the approval 

of state plans to care for this group in the 

event of distress caused by crisis. Upon ap

proval, the federal government may provide 

48 50 percent for services. 

(3) Public assistance recipients who have sustained 

damage to property may receive up to $500 (50 

percent federal and 50 percent state or local) 

for repairs under an HEW assistance program if 

49 the damage was sustained due to a disaster. 

(4) Assistance through the Medicaid program may 

also be available. " . . . [s]tates that have 

not reached the maximum of expansion of their 

Medicaid program under the Federal law, could, 

under the impact of a disaster, include addi

tional groups of medically needy persons or 

additional medical services and thereby gain 

50 additional Federal funding." If this program 

is implemented in a community, federal subsidy 

of health services will occur. 

(b) Office of Education 

In addition to health and welfare programs, 

the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 

through the Office of Education, stands ready to 
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provide assistance to school systems which have 

suffered from the effects of disaster. 

(1) School Assistance in Federally Affected Areas— 

Construction 

This is a dual purpose program. Through 

it the Office of Education has responsibility 

to offer assistance to construct " . . . ur

gently needed minimum school facilities . . . " 

if substantially increased enrollment due to 

federal activity renders existing facilities 

inadequate. The program also provides for the 

reconstruction of school facilities which have 

been damaged or destroyed by natural disaster. 

The range of financial assistance available 

under this program is from $2,000 to $3,000,000. 

The assistance is provided on a per child al

lowance basis. There is no matching require-

4. 51 ment. 

(2) School Assistance in Federally Affected Areas— 

Maintenance 

In addition to construction, there is a 

program which provides maintenance and opera

tional expenses to school systems. It also is 

a multi-purpose program. The part that deals 

with natural disaster relief states as its 
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objective "[t]o provide major disaster assis

tance by replacing, repairing damaged or de

stroyed supplies, equipment, or facilities." 

Again, there is no matching requirement for 

this program. There is no limit or specifica-

52 tion as to how the money must be used. 

(c) Public Health Service 

Funds are made available and personnel are 

dispatched to disaster scenes to insure the com

munity of adequate health protection. Medical sup

plies, trained personnel, and pre-packaged health 

facilities are made available to State and local 

communities to aid the community in its recovery 

efforts. 

(d) Food and Drug Administration 

The primary disaster-related duties of the 

Food and Drug Administration are to inspect supplies 

of foods and drugs that have been affected by the 

disaster to determine their safety for human use. 

In cases where stocks of food and drugs are found 

to be contaminated, the FDA may disseminate informa

tion to the public as to the best way to dispose of 

54 them. 
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(e) Vocational Rehabilitation Service 

State vocational rehabilitation agencies may 

apply to the VRA in instances where such vocational 

rehabilitation is necessary to aid the economy 

toward recovery. Aid may be in the form of advice 

and technical assistance or provision of medical 

55 services to those that need them. 

5. Department of Housing and Urban Development 

(a) Federal Insurance Administration 

This agency is primarily a study and advisory 

group. "The FIA conducts studies and makes recom

mendations of alternative programs of insurance 

and financial assistance in connection with natural 

and manmade disasters and similar occurrences." 

(b) Federal Housing Administration 

(1) In times of a Presidentially-declared major 

disaster, HUD, under the direction of the Office 

of Emergency Preparedness, may provide temporary 

housing for persons displaced by the disaster. 

Under such a program, disaster victims are en

titled to occupy such housing rent-free for a 

• ^ ^ ^ 57 

period of up to one year. 

(2) Low-income families who are displaced may be 

eligible for FHA-insured loans to purchase new 

housing. "Under this proaram, an iipLierê jt 
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subsidy paid by the Federal Government to the 

holder of a mortgage can result in an interest 

rate on the loan as low as one percent, or 

housing payments of 20 percent of the home

owner's income, whichever results in the greater 

58 monthly payments." The maximum insurable 

loan for such an occupant mortgage is $14,400. 

No down payment is required. In order to be 

eligible, the area must be declared a "major 

59 disaster area" by the President. 

(3) In order to provide rental units or home pur

chase opportunities for low or moderate income 

families, HUD has broadened eligibility require

ments under its mortgage insurance program to 

displaced disaster victims. "Preference may be 

given to disaster-displaced, low-income families 

in any of HUD's existing interest subsidy rental 

housing." Rental of these units is usually 25 

percent of the income of the renting family, but 

factors such as size of family are taken into 

consideration, thus this figure is subject to 

some flexibility. 

(c) Public Housing Administration 

In times of disaster the PHA "[m]ay request 

local authorities operating lov;-rent public housing 
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to waive the eligibility requirements and permit 

occupancy by disaster victims on a temporary basis." 

In addition, requests for loans for the construction 

of low-rent public housing in disaster areas will be 

processed on an emergency basis thus enabling their 

more rapid construction. 

(d) Urban Renewal Administration 

In the case of urban areas that had a prior 

need for urban renewal which have sustained substan

tial damage as a result of a disaster, the Urban 

Renewal Administration may waive certain requirements 

that are necessary in order for the community to ob

tain urban renewal assistance under normal condi

tions. In addition, grants for planning assistance 

may be made to the area without regard to the popu-

lation. 

(e) Federal National Mortgage Association 

FNMA may purchase mortgages insured under cer

tain sections of the National Housing Act and those 

guaranteed by the Veterans' Administration for the 

o .. 63 
replacement of houses destroyed by a disaster. 

(f) Community Facilities Administration 

Technical assistance by way of advisory ser

vice, interest-free advances, and low-interest loans 

to repair or replace community facilities may be 
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provided by the Community Facilities Administration 

following a Presidential declaration of an area as 

64 a "major disaster area." 

6. Department of the Interior 

Under the Department of the Interior, there are nine 

separate bureaus that may render aid in the form of per

sonnel, equipment, or material to areas Presidentially 

6 5 
declared to be major disaster areas. 

7. Department of Justice: Federal Bureau of Investigation 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation may be brought 

onto the scene of a disaster if so requested by local 

authorities in order to aid in the identification of 

victims. The resources of the central office of the FBI 

may be utilized to aid in this identification procedure 

, 66 also. 

8. Department of Labor 

Special unemployment compensation is available 

through the Unemployment Insurance Service of the De

partment of Labor for persons unemployed as a result 

of a natural disaster. This provision is made under the 

Disaster Relief Act of 1970. There is quite a wide 

spectrum of instances in which one may qualify for these 

unemployment benefits. If an individual worked in the 

disaster area but was unable to go to work because either 

his place of employment was destroyed, employ:,.e:it at his 
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place of business was so curtailed that he lost his job, 

or because he could not get to his job because of the 

damage, he may qualify for assistance. Or if he lived 

within the disaster area and was prevented from leaving 

the area to go to his job because of damage, he would 

qualify for compensation. If he sustained an injury or 

illness associated with the disaster he would qualify, 

or if death of the head of household resulted from a 

disaster, and the individual in question thus became the 

head of household and needed a job, he could qualify for 

unemployment compensation under the Disaster Relief Act 

of 1970. Also, if an individual completed job training 

or school 10 weeks prior to the disaster but could not 

find employment due to the disaster, he may qualify for 

assistance. "The payments an individual may receive 

will approximate the average weekly unemployment compen-

67 

sation payment in the state." An employment counsel

ing and referral service is also provided by the govern

ment to aid persons unemployed as a result of a disaster 

•V.1 68 to return to work as soon as possible. 

9. Department of Transportation: Federal Highway Adminis

tration 

On federal domain roads and trails and on federal-

aid highways, the Federal Highway Administration may use 

its own funds and, under its statutory authority, raay 
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undertake assistance to these systems which have been 

destroyed or have sustained damage as a result of a 

natural disaster. On non-federal-aid systems, the 

Federal Highway Administration acts in conjunction with 

the Office of Emergency Preparedness when aid is re

quested by the governor of the state. If a Presidential 

designation of a "major disaster area" is made, the Fed

eral Highway Administration, acting for the Office of 

Emergency Preparedness, is the agency which aids in the 

restoration and reconstruction of highway facilities. 

It is also authorized to remove debris and wreckage from 

the highway system if such was caused by a disaster. In 

addition, if damage is sustained by the highway system 

due to the use of equipment needed for other disaster-

related aid, damage done by this equipment may be re

paired by the Federal Highway Administration under Public 

69 Law 91-606. The assistance provided is m the form of 

project grants. "The normal Federal share is 50 percent 

for all projects. The Federal share is increased in the 

case of states with large areas of public lands. Federal 

share may be increased up to 100 percent of the replace

ment cost where the Federal Highway Administration deter

mines it is in the public interest." The range of 

assistance that has been made available is from $21,463 

to $32,257,135. The average of any cjrant to one area is 

$1,638,602.'^^ 
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10. Department of the Treasury 

(a) Internal Revenue Service 

Aid for victims of natural disasters may also 

be provided via tax relief. Supporting documents 

must be provided in order to verify that there has 

been a decrease in the total value of the property. 

If such has occurred and can be verified, all 

losses of personal purposes in excess of $100 and 

all losses of business property or income-producing 

property without regard to the $100 limitation may 

be classified as an involuntary conversion. It is 

a deduction either against ordinary income or against 

capital gain, depending upon the length of the time 

71 
the property was held. 

(b) Other aid may be furnished in the forms of insuring 

prompt payment of Government obligations (transfer 

payments), loan of enforcement personnel if needed, 

provision of loans to industries engaged in vital 

defense production and other aid of a similar nature 

72 
to the disaster area. 

11. Office of Emergency Preparedness 

This is probably the single most important agency 

for implementing disaster assistance. "It [Executive 

Order 11575] reserved to the President the authorities 

to declare a 'major disaster,' to ;. rovide for the 
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restoration of Federal facilities, and to prescribe time 

limits for granting priorities for certain public facil

ities and certain public housing assistance. All other 

provisions vested in the President by the act were dele

gated to the Director of the Office of Emergency Pre

paredness (OEP), except those pertaining to the civil 

defense communications systems in disaster warnings [to 

the Secretary of Defense] and to food coupons and surplus 

73 

commodities [to the Secretary of Agriculture]." Thus 

the OEP administers funds allocated for disaster assis

tance under the Presidential declaration of a "major 

disaster" and coordinates the functions of all federal 

agencies in providing this assistance. Although the OEP 

offices at the regional level are informed of conditions 

which may develop into major disasters, it has no author

ity to begin disaster assistance activities until the 

potential threat becomes an actual one and the governor 

of the state has requested, and received, the designa

tion of "major disaster area" from the President. At 

this time, the OEP may begin work committing resources 

available to it to the disaster scene. 

Not all disaster assistance is precluded by this 

Presidential designation, however. Many federal authori

ties have statutory authority to begin providing certain 

types of aid immediately following ihe disaster and re

gardless of whether the area is so designated. 
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The OEP is also charged with providing victims of 

disasters information regarding the types of assistance 

that are available to them. "Emergency public transpor

tation to government offices, supply centers, stores, 

post offices, schools, and major employment centers also 

74 

can be made available in the area." The OEP is autho

rized to provide services, grants, and contributions 

to states, individuals, and local governments " . . . for 

post-disaster assistance including repair or replacement 

of public facilities; removal of wreckage and debris; 

performance of essential protective work on public and 

private lands; emergency shelter and temporary housing 

for displaced individuals and families; assistance to 

unemployed individuals; grants to local governments 

suffering loss of property tax revenue; emergency trans

portation service; and emergency communications." Gen

erally, there are no matching requirements for this 

assistance. Assistance under this program has ranged 

from $100,000 to $113,400,000 for a given designated 
75 

disaster area. The average is usually $3 to $5 million. 

Much of the above assistance that is provided by the 

OEP is handled through other appropriate departments 

or agencies. Every effort has been made to identify 

these instances and, to avoid duplication of dollar 

amount of aid provided. A description of these services 
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may be found elsewhere in this paper, however. E.g., 

one provision of the OEP program is assistance to un

employed individuals. This assistance is provided 

through the Department of Labor (see 8, above), but no 

dollar amount was affixed to that Department of Labor 

assistance because it is included as a part of the OEP 

program. There are other similar examples of this 

inter-agency cooperation to be found above and below. 

12. Office of Economic Opportunity 

The Office of Economic Opportunity through its 

Community Action Agencies (CAA) is charged with the re

sponsibility of administering to the needs of the poor. 

In the event of disasters the duties of CAA workers 

" . . . consist in general terms of seeing that people 

in the disaster area are fully informed of available 

sources and facilities, such as temporary housing, food, 

clothing, loans, legal services, and of assisting them 

to obtain, fill out, and submit the necessary forms to 

the appropriate Government agencies so that they may 
7 6 

receive assistance to which they are entitled." Thus, 

CAA provide information and service to disaster victims 

although they provide no actual financial assistance 

to them. CAA also have duties unrelated to disasters 

but have the responsibility to provide disaster assis

tance if necessary. 
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13. Small Business Administration 

Another of the agencies which may provide a sub

stantial amount of funds to victims of disaster is the 

Small Business Administration. If there has been a 

tangible property loss as a result of disaster, the SBA 

is empowered to make disaster loans to ". . . individuals, 

business concerns (including proprietorships, partner

ships, corporations, cooperatives, or other business 

enterprises) or privately owned hospitals, colleges, 

universities, and schools, and nonprofit organizations 

such as churches and charitable institutions . . ." if 

the above named are located in an SBA-designated disas

ter loan area,and if they can establish an ability to 

77 repay. There are two distinct loan programs related 

to disaster relief. One is the Economic Injury Disaster 

Loan and the other is the Physical Disaster Loan. Under 

the provisions of the Economic Injury Disaster Loan, up 

to $500,000 may be loaned to any ore small concern or 

affiliated group of concerns to be repaid over a period 

of 30 years (which may be extended) at a maximum rate of 

interest of 6 percent per annum. Funds from this pro

gram are to be used to allow the business to meet cur

rent operating expenses. "No funds [are made] available 

7 8 
for realty or equipment repair or acquisition." Funds 

are most often used to pay current liabilities v.-iiich 
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could not have been met due to the disaster and to pro

vide working capital for the firm until conditions 

return to normal. If a concern were to need additional 

funds, "[a]dditional amounts are available as guaranteed 

loans made by a financial institution." The average 

79 amount of loans of this type is $26,845. The other 

disaster-related loan program of the SBA is the Physical 

Disaster Loan. This is the program whereby victims of 

natural disasters can restore their properties to pre-

disaster conditions. Loans are not limited only to 

businesses under this program as anyone may apply. These 

loans are made at a maximum of 6 percent per annum 

" . . . for anyone without regard to ability to repay 

to provide needed funds from private sources." There 

is a wide range of applications under this program as 
« 

" . . . funds may be used to repair or replace damaged 

or destroyed realty, machinery, and equipment, household 

and other personal property." There is a restriction 

that funds under this program are not available to per

sons engaged in agriculture nor may they be used for 
80 agricultural purposes. Direct home loans are limited 

to $55,000 for repair and replacement of the home and 

personal property although an additional $50,000 may be 

made available under certain circumstances to refinance 

existing loans. Direct loans to busines.es under this 

81 
program has averaged $10,214 to any one firm. 
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14. Veterans' Administration 

Although the Veterans * Administration has no sepa

rate, distinct program to aid natural disaster victims, 

its special assistant to the Administrator is charged 

with the responsibility for coordinating " . . . the 

development of emergency plans and preparedness programs 

and the implementation of national civil defense plans 

and the disaster relief program. . . . " Thus, though no 

programs are funded directly through this agency for 

disaster relief, it is worthwhile to note that provisions 

have been made at the administrative level to prepare 

82 for natural disasters and their consequence. 

15. Others 

Disaster assistance on a limited basis may also be 

provided by the Civil Service Commission, the Federal 

Aviation Agency, the Federal Communications Commission, 

the General Services Administration, and the Interstate 

Commerce Commission. These may commit their personnel 

and resources to the disaster recovery effort in order 

to perform any duties within their scope of operation 

8 3 
which may hasten the recovery of the affected areas. 

Summary 

Although state and local governments have primary re

sponsibility to the public to provide aid following a natural 
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disaster, several federal agencies and departments may pro

vide such aid if it is deemed that state and local aid may 

not be sufficient. 

The federal government may become involved in pre-

disaster planning and preparation also although its role in 

post-disaster relief is considerably more extensive. 

It is difficult to ascertain exactly how much is avail

able from federal sources for disaster-related activities. 

Much of this difficulty arises from the fact that many of 

these programs are multi-purpose ones, and thus it is im

possible to determine exactly how much money available 

through these multi-purpose programs can be tagged as money 

specifically designed for natural disaster relief. For 

instance, many of the programs whose benefits are applicable 

to conditions following a nuclear attack or manmade disas

ter may also be used to ameliorate the effects of natural 

disasters. However, the fact that these programs may be 

used for purposes other than natural disaster relief in 

no way diminishes their use for natural disaster relief. 

Federal programs in fiscal year 1970 dealing with 

disaster preparedness and for disaster relief activities 

solely totaled $914,138,640 and this figure is understated 

by the amount of the Civil Defense Exhibits progr£im and the 

Loans of Excess Federal Personal Property program also under 

the Office of Civil Defense for which figures wei-' not 
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available. The total is also understated due to the fact 

that there are also services available as disaster relief 

through agencies or department for which that information 

was unavailable (e.g., F.B.I. Fingerprint Identification; 

Military Aid, tax benefits). Also, personnel and administra

tive expenses incurred are not included in this figure. 

Another problem which arises in attempting to estimate 

aggregate Federal aid available is that of adding different 

kinds of aid available. Tables la and Ila appended to this 

chapter show a breakdown of types of assistance, whether 

they be loans, grants, or perhaps administrative expenses 

incurred by the agency in providing some service. Estimates 

where available for fiscal years 1971 and 1972 are also 

presented in Tables la and Ila. 

Tables lb and lib show the various audit procedures 

that are necessary under each program. In cases where no 

audit is applicable or required, any report that must be 

filed will be indicated in parentheses. 
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CHAPTER V 

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PARTICIPATION IN LUBBOCK 

In the preceding chapter the assistance available from 

departments and agencies of the federal government authorized 

to provide it following a natural disaster was outlined. It 

is the purpose of this chapter to indicate the amount of 

assistance that was made available to the Lubbock area fol

lowing the tornado of May 11, 1970. Most of these funds 

detailed are for direct relief and do not reflect the funds 

expended for the administration of these programs. In some 

instances, there is no record of expenditure of federal 

funds by certain agencies although representatives of those 

agencies may have been sent into the disaster area to pro

vide additional manpower to administer the federal programs 

that were initiated due to the disaster. Other federal em

ployees served in capacities related to providing technical 

assistance or inspecting disaster-affected facilities or 

supplies to determine if health or safety was threatened. 

Thus the aggregate amount of federal assistance provided 

will be understated by the amount of these services and per

sonnel expenses. 

Of the programs made available, most were directly 

disaster related. Others, while not set up exclusively for 

disaster relief, were designed to aid the ocor.or.iy of Lubbock 

82 
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to achieve its predisaster state. These programs are so 

intimately linked to the disaster relief role of the federal 

government that they have been included in this study as 

part of the disaster relief effort. 

It is interesting to note at this time the philosophy 

of the citizens of Liobbock as reflected by the city leaders 

before and after the tornado on the siobject of federal aid. 

The citizens of this city are, for the most part, eager to 

retain their individuality and independence from the state 

or federal governments. They much prefer to supply their 

needs at the local level whenever possible as opposed to 

seeking financial assistance from outside sources. This 

philosophy is reflected in the fact that, for the three 

years prior to the tornado, the city of Lubbock had requested 

or accepted only five federal projects totaling less than two 

and one-half million dollars. Since the tornado, however, 

the city has applied for assistance in over a dozen programs. 

Thus Lubbock has apparently experienced a change in attitude 

toward the acceptance of federal funds. It will be interest

ing to see if this trend continues. Individuals, businesses, 

institutions, and local and state governments, having experi

enced the ready availability of federal monies, may continue 

to rely upon this source. 

It is with this previous attitude in mind that the 

following is presented. It may be argucc: tiiat Liic a; ̂ nnt of 
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assistance requested by individuals, businesses, institu

tions, and local and state government entities would have 

been higher were it not for this previous attitude of 

independence from outside help. 

The following is an outline of the various federal 

agencies and the amount of assistance that was made avail

able by, or through, them for disaster relief. 

1. Department of Agriculture 

(a) Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service 

The ASCS was involved in aiding farmers to 

clear debris from their land after the storm. To 

this end $9,065 was allocated by the ASCS to reim

burse farmers for their expenses incurred clearing 

their property. As the tornado primarily affected 

the urban area of Lubbock, only a small number of 

farm properties required assistance. Most of these 
2 

were located near the airport northeast of the city. 

(b) Food and Nutrition Service 

The commodity distribution office under the 

Food and Nutrition Service donated nearly 211 tons 

of food to be donated to tornado victims. These com

modities were dispensed under two separate types of 

programs. One was the mass feeding program under 

which food was donated to such agencies as the Ameri

can Red Cross and the Salvation Army to dispen-:c to 
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persons who required food, and who had no place to 

prepare it. Volunteer workers who were involved in 

the immediate post-disaster search and rescue work 

were also fed by these agencies at mass feeding 

centers. The other program v/as set up so that vic

tims might receive donated foods for an extended 

period after the storm. These commodities were to 

be taken to the homes to be prepared there. Accord

ing to Department of Agriculture officials, the 

approximate money value of these commodities is $.24 
3 

per pound. Therefore, the total money value of the 

4 21,94 7 pounds of food distributed under these two 

programs was $101,267. This figure represents only 

the value of food donated and in no way reflects the 

value of services provided by personnel sent into 

the Lubbock area to administer these programs. 

(c) Farmers Home Administration 

The Farmers Home Aciministration processed three 

emergency loans to persons who suffered some loss of 

property associated with the tornado. The face value 

of these loans was approximately $27,500. The emer

gency loan program of the Farmers Home Administration 

under the Disaster Relief Act of 1970 calls for terms 

of 3 percent interest on tlie loans with a clause that 

allows for forgiveness of $2,500 of that portion of 

4 
the loan exceeding $500. 
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(d) Extension Service 

The Federal government did not fund any special 

program through the extension service although extra

ordinary expenses incurred by personnel following 

the storm in performance of their duties were reim-

5 
bursed. Persons trained under a program sponsored 

by the Food and Nutrition Service of the Texas Agri

cultural Extension Service aided in educating recipi

ents of emergency donated commodities in how to 

prepare these foodstuffs. This was a part of an 

ongoing program, however, and no additional funds 

7 
were allocated to it due to the tornado. 

(e) Others 

There were no tornado-related funds provided 

through either the Forest Service, Federal Crop 

Insurance Corporation, or Rural Electrification 

Administration. As the occurred in the early spring, 

the income-producing crops had not reached a stage 

in their development that would have been greatly 

affected by high winds. Recall also that the major 

impact of the storm was on the urban area. The 

South Plains Electric Cooperative Incorporated suf

fered damage of a minor nature to its administrative 

office building which was covered by insurance, but 
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it experienced no damage to its distribution lines 
o 

and thus was ineligible for REA assistance. 

II. Department of Commerce 

There was damage to no facility that required aid 

through the U.S. Department of Commerce. The Weather Service 

was monitoring very closely the thunderstorm activity and 

providing information about weather conditions to the public, 

but this is within the usual scope of their duties. However, 

many people working in research capacities with the Weather 

Service came into the Lubbock area for detailed information 

9 

about the storm in the weeks that followed. 

III. Department of Defense 

(a) Civil Defense 

Although emergency water supply equipment may 

be loaned to state or local governments if the 

water supply of an area is threatened due to power 

outages or contamination, Lubbock solved its water 

supply problem more quickly than this equipment 

could have been moved in, and thus a request for 

equipment of this nature was never made. Lubbock's 

pumping stations were restored to operation within 

a very short time follov/ing the storm. 
(b) Armed Services 

The activities of the U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers will be outlined separately due to the 

special role they play in disaster relief v.ork. 
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(1) Fourth Army 

Acting under special disaster relief 

regulations, members of the Fourth Army were 

on the scene of destruction shortly after the 

storm struck. "Fourth Army personnel furnished 

10 portable generators and two helicopters to 

help maintain a constant survey of the devas

tated districts." There is no estimate 

available as to the monetary value of these 

services that were provided. 

(2) U.S. Army Reserve 

Members of B Company, 980th Battalion 

(Const.), U.S. Army Reserve aided in early 

debris-clearance activities prior to the ar

rival of Corps of Engineers assistance on the 

12 scene. 

(3) Air Force 

Reese Air Force Base is a training facil

ity that is located approximately ten miles 

west of the city of Lubbock. In its efforts to 

support all government agencies in their recov

ery efforts, the personnel at Reese made avail

able various supplies, equipment, and services 

to the people of Lubbock and to the federal 

representatives that were sent into Lubbock to 
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aid recovery. Many services were rendered for 

which there was no estimate of monetary value. 

The following are examples of such services: 

emergency generators, four ambulances, hospital

ization of civilians, sterilization of civilian 

hospital equipment, loan of eight fans, heli

copter service for inspection tours by offi

cials (6 sorties), and the loan of various 

heavy-duty equipment for removal of debris. 

Other services or donations were evaluated in 

monetary terms. These amounted to $3162 and 

included such items as use of the base photo 

labs, hospital supplies, supplies and services 

of the commissary, food from the NCO and of

ficers' messes. Reese Air Force personnel 

also were used in supplying these goods and 

13 services. 

(c) Corps of Engineers 

The primary responsibility of the U.S. Corps 

of Engineers in the city of Lubbock following the 

May 11 tornado dealt with the clearance of the hun

dreds of thousands of cubic yards of debris that 

littered both public and private property as a 

result of the high winds. On May 14, 1970 the 

Lubbock city council made th-' official request that 
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the Corps of Engineers make arrangements for 

clean-up operations on public and private prop

erty. Two days following this official request, 

the Corps of Engineers awarded the first contract 

on a low-bid basis to a contracting company for 

15 debris clearance of a specified area of the city. 

This initial debris clearance took place on public 

property but was later expanded to clearing private 

property if the landowner made such a request and 

signed a release. According to the Office of Emer

gency Preparedness, $1,787,182 was expended on 

16 
debris clearance. To the extent that the Corps • 

of Engineers performed any other disaster-related 

activities, the value of these services performed 

is not included in the above figure. 

IV. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 

(a) Social Rehabilitation Services 

The various financial assistance programs that 

were in existence prior to the tornado were not ex

panded per se as a result of the tornado, although 

there may have been instances where families who 

were not eligible for such programs prior to the 

disaster became eligible as a result of the storm. 

An example of this would be if the father of a 

family were killed .̂s a result of the storm, his 
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family may have become eligible for such a program 

as the Aid to Dependent Children if other quali

fications also were met. Every effort was made 

via the mass communications media to inform assis

tance payments recipients to keep the Post Office 

informed of their new addresses if they were forced 

to relocate so that they could continue receiving 

their money with as little delay as possible. 

Also, survivors of victims were advised to contact 

the Lubbock Social Security Office as they may 

have become eligible for assistance through that 

office. "Officials have indicated that special 

disaster procedures may be invoked to hasten pay

ment of death benefits and to add elgible survivors 

17 to the monthly payment rolls." Thus assistance 

payment programs were not expanded in scope of 

operation although the number of eligible partici

pants may have increased as a direct result of the 

disaster, 

(b) Office of Education 

The Lubbock Independent School system suffered 

losses to their facilities amounting to approxi

mately $770,000. Although representatives of the 

Office of Education came into Lubbock to help 

school officials prepare estimates of daina ;. and 
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to aid in any other way in their power, no funds 

were allocated by the Office of Education to the 

school system because insurance payments more than 

covered the amount of damage incurred. Considera

tion was given by the school system to requesting 

reimbursement of the transportation cost of trans

porting students from schools that were damaged to 

those that were not. This claim was never filed, 

however, because that transportation cost was paid 

out of the overpayment by the insurance com-

18 panies. 

(c) Public Health Service 

Public Health Service representatives arrived 

at the scene of the tornado to inspect the area 

for any conditions that they felt might endanger 

public health. To this end $7,000 was spent on 

salaries, travel expenses, and supplies. 

The PHS has a program whereby pre-packaged 

hospital units (called "hardy" units—short for 

"Hospital Reserve Disaster Inventory") may be 

placed in hospitals free of charge with the hos

pital's only responsibilities being storage of the 

supplies and rotation of items which have a limited 

shelf-life. •'•̂  Prior to the tornado of May 11, the 

federal PHS was unable to generate much enthusiasm 
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from hospital administrators in the Lubbock area 

to accept these medical supplies. Subsequent to 

the storm, however, the Public Health Service has 

placed over $70,000 worth of supplies in various 

locations throughout the city of Lubbock. One 

official ventured to suggest that the tornado was 

directly responsible for this change in atti

tude. ̂ ° 

(d) Food and Drug Administration 

Inspectors from the Food and Drug Administra

tion came to Lubbock to determine the safety of 

salvaging certain foods and drug products that had 

been affected by the storm. Persons were cautioned 

by these representatives via television and the 

newspaper " . . . not to salvage bread or other 

foodstuffs which may have been contaminated by 

21 flying glass." No funds were allocated directly 

by this agency, but there is no estimate of the 

monetary value of this inspection service. 

(e) Vocational Rehabilitation Service 

There were no funds or services provided to 

the Lubbock area as a direct result of the disaster 

by the Vocational Rehabilitation Service. 

(f) Utilization of Surplus Property 

Surplus federal personal prooeity is available 

to state and local civil defense organizations for 
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use in disaster relief. Such supplies as bedding 

and blankets were made available to the Lubbock 

area for use by tornado victims who were located 

in temporary housing facilities such as the Coli

seum adjacent to the Texas Tech University campus. 

The acquisition cost of the donated surplus per

sonal property was $39,000. 

V. Department of Housing and Urban Development 

This is the department which has to date been re

sponsible for the greatest amount of funds into the city 

of Lubbock as a result of the tornado. Some of these 

funds were directly disaster-related, but by far the 

greatest amount is that which is not part of a disaster 

relief program, but which became available to the city 

as a result of the storm. 

As mentioned before, the area of greatest impact in 

Lubbock was the business district and neighborhoods com

posed of low-middle and low income groups. This area 

was ripe for urban renewal, and the storm did much of 

the razing that would have had to be done. This fact 

was not lost on the Lubbock city officials. They began 

considering the various programs that might be available 

to them before allowing rebuilding in the storm-ravaged 

area to continue on any large scale. As a result, 

Lubbock applied for, and was granted, a large sum of ur

ban renewal funds under several programs. (i'ee Figure 2.) 
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(a) Disaster relief program 

(1) Temporary housing 

A total of 788 families were housed in 

temporary quarters following the tornado. Most 

of these were in HUD-held and VA vacant houses 

although some families were housed in public 

housing and some in private housing. The 

total estimated cost to rehouse these persons 

was $1,000,000. Under the terms of temporary 

housing for disaster victims, disaster victims 

may occupy these temporary homes for ninety 

days without paying any rent. (Utility charges 

23 must be paid by the occupant)." After this 

ninety day period, tornado victims were allowed 

to continue occupancy, but in order to do so, 

it was necessary that they make rental pay

ments. " . . . [Tjhe rent payments, a maximum 

of $60 a month for a four-bedroom home, may be 

adjusted downward if the rent plus utility bills 

exceed 25 per cent of the family's monthly in

come." These adjusted rent payments were 

made by the occupants until January, 1971, at 

which time the government dropped the rental 

requirement such that again occupancy was rent 

free up until the time that the faraily iiad 
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occupied the housing for one year (May, 1971). 

At this time the adjusted rent schedule was 

begun again for those persons still occupying 

25 the temporary housing. The deadline set by 

the Office of Emergency Preparedness for these 

families to be rehoused was March 31, 1972— 

one year and ten months after the occurrence 

of the storm. As of March 3, 19 72, ten fami

lies still occupied HUD-furnished temporary 

housing. These were awaiting the availability 

26 

of public housing. To achieve this end of 

rehousing disaster victims, HUD detailed 34 

employees but these were from the Lubbock HUD 

staff and thus no extra personnel were sent 
27 

in for this purpose. 

(2) Sale of HUD-held homes to disaster victims 

In order to provide continuing aid to 

disaster victims, HUD-held properties are 

offered to disaster victims on a high-

priority basis and at the best possible terms. 

To achieve this end, the Government National 

Mortgage Association ''. . . guarantee to pur

chase FHA, VA, and Section 235 mortgages at 

par for homes acquired by disaster victims 

results in a substantial saving to tiie home 
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buyer." At this time 100 single-family units 

of Section 235 (J) housing has been insured 

28 
at a face value of $880,000. • 

(3) Rental of HUD-held homes by disaster victims 

In addition to those 100 families that 

have taken advantage of the opportunity to buy 

government guaranteed housing, an additional 

297 insured rental housing units have been made 

available to low-income families. The total 

29 

insured value of these is $145,000. 

(4) Repair of damaged public housing 

There were some public housing units that 

sustained damage caused by the tornado. HUD 

allocated $350,000 to rehabilitate this damaged 
. ^ 30 project. 

(b) Disaster recovery assistance 

The programs described below are not primarily 

disaster-related in that any community which meets 

program requirements may be considered for them 

regardness of whether or not the communith has 

suffered a disaster. These partiuclar projects 

are disaster related however, and as such are in

cluded in the HUD report on the Lubbock,Texas 

tornadoes—May 11, 1970. 
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(1) Urban renewal grant 

Much of the area of the city of Lubbock 

that was most extensively damaged during the 

storm was included in an urban renewal grant. 

The amount of the grant to the city was 

$11,363,000.^-'-

(2) Community renewal grant 

In addition to the urban renewal grant, 

Lubbock received a community renewal grant 

of $139,000.^^ 

(3) Neighborhood development grant 

Another far-reaching HUD project grant 

was under the Neighborhood Development Program. 

The boundaries of this program are shown in 

Figure 2, Compare these with the areas of 

destruction shown in Figure 1 (p. 10). This 

33 
grant was for $9,777,000. 

(4) 701 Comprehensive planning grant 

In addition to these renewal grants and 

development program, the Federal government 

34 
granted $40,000 to be used for planning. 

(5) Public Housing 

Three hundred single-family units of pub

lic housing were constructed for low-income 

families. These are located in eastern Lubboc! 
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Figure 2.--Urban renewal activity in the city of Lubbock 

Source: Lubbock Avalanche-Journal, March 2b, 1972, 
sec." D, p. 8. 
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Project Turnkey, as it was called, was con-

35 
structed at a cost of $3,300,000. 

VI. Department of Justice 

The services of the Department of Justice to 

identify tornado victims were not necessary as that 

identification could be made by local authorities. 

Thus there were no funds for this allocated. 

VII. Department of Labor 

The Department of Labor granted $331,100 under 

Project Mainstream whose aim was to provide employment 

3 6 
and income for tornado victims. These persons were 

used to aid the clean-up process and any other way 

necessary for a period of four months. "City officials 

said first priority would be given to applicants who 

lost their jobs due to the tornado destroying their 

place of work." Two hundred of those hired were done 

so as workmen although some supervisory personnel were 

37 also hired. 

VIII. Department of Transportation 

There was some damage done to the Texas State 

Highway Department. Construction that was being under

taken on Loop 289 east of the city sustained some 

damage which was repaired by the contractor doing the 

work. There was also some damage done to some build

ings which were owned by the highv.ay department. James 
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King of the THD office in Lubbock estimated federal 

contribution to reconstruction or repair of these 

38 buildings to be $46,000. 

IX. Office of Economic Opportunity 

The Office of Economic Opportunity granted 

$19 6,393 under a program to provide emergency food 

39 and medical supplies to tornado victims. 

X. Office of Emergency Preparedness 

This agency has the responsibility to coordinate 

all federal activity under disaster conditions. To 

this end, OEP innovated the concept of one-stop centers 

whereby tornado victims might get information and ap

plications regarding all relief to which they might 

be entitled at one location. There were several of 

these one-stop centers located in areas which were 

hardest hit by the storm. This concept was tried for 

the first time in Lubbock and proved so successful 

that the set-up in Lubbock would serve as a model for 

use in future disaster areas. 

The following are programs administered by OEP 

for which funds were made available: 

(1) Temporary housing 

The Office of Emergency Preparedness made 

$750,000 available to house tornado victims tem

porarily.^^ This amount is in audition to the 
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$1,000,000 similarly provided by the Department 

of Housing and Urban Development. 

(2) Unemployment Compensation 

In cases where persons were rendered unable 

to continue work or to find work as the result of 

the tornado, that person may have been eligible 

for unemployment compensation. Funds in the amount 

of $250,000 were paid through OEP for unemployment 

compensation to persons in Lubbock. 

(3) Aid to local governments 

The city of Lubbock has siibmitted a claim 

totaling $3,604,459 to the Office of Emergency 

Preparedness to cover repair of public facilities 

and expenses that were incurred by the city for 

42 disaster-related activities. 

XI. Small Business Administration 

Loans for a face value of approximately $25 

million were made to persons who had sustained some 

loss as a result of the tornado. These loans were 

negotiated under the terms of the 19 69 Disaster Relief 

Act which specified a forgiveness of $1800 of principal 

and interest above the first ^500. Thus if a borrower 

were to be eligible for a disaster loan and was granted 

a $2300 loan, his obligation to repay would be only 

$500 plus whatever interest may ha\'e accrued. Tliese 
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loans were 3 percent disaster loans. When the Disaster 

Relief Act of 1970 passed which offered a forgiveness 

clause of $2500 on SBA disaster loans but with an in

crease in percentage rates from 3 to 4 7/8 percent, 

every borrower was contacted by the SBA and was offered 

the option of having his existing loan re-written under 

the terms of the 1970 law, or of continuing under the 

terms of the 1969 disaster relief loan terms. It was 

estimated that approximately 75 percent of the borrow

ers chose to have their loans re-written under the 

1970 terms. Thus they were willing to pay slightly 

higher interest rates and to take advantage of greater 

forgiveness. One official of SBA indicated that there 

were perhaps many other persons eligible for SBA loans 

than actually applied for them, because many of those 

eligible for such loans were financially naive, and 

thus did not take advantage of the favorable terms of 

the loans. 

Summary 

The disaster relief funds and the funds which were 

allocated to the Lubbock area as a direct result of the 

tornado of May 11, 1970, totaled $59,216,583. In addition 

to these funds, there were expenses for salaries and travel 

that were incurred by these and other agencies and 
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departments which have not been included. Thus this $59 

million is a very conservative estimate of federal relief 

made available. 

A new policy of establishing one-stop centers whereby 

disaster victims could contact all agencies which might make 

aid available to him was begun in Lubbock. This experiment 

proved so successful that it will be a part of all future 

federal endeavor in disaster areas. 

The above are amounts available to the individuals, 

businesses, and government entities that were entitled to 

such assistance as a result of the tornado that occurred 

in Lubbock, Texas, on May 11, 1970. As such, it represents 

assistance that may be made available to any area that is 

declared a major disaster area. For this reason, conclu

sions drawn as a result of this study are applicable to all 

other disaster areas. This is excepting floods which are 

excluded from this study. 



CHAPTER VI 

NOMINAL INCOME, CAPITAL LOSS, AND DISASTER RELIEF 

In the previous chapters the role of the federal gov

ernment in providing disaster relief has been described. To 

analyze this relief as it affects the economic community, 

the writer will develop models which are assumed to describe 

the relationships between the capital stock, income streams, 

and liquid assets. Emphasis will be placed on comparisons 

of income data under the various conditions described below. 

In order to determine the effect of any phenomenon upon 

income, it is first necessary to estimate what the time rate 

of growth of income would have been assuming no disturbing 

force acting upon it. The rate of growth of income can be 

expressed in terms of capital and liquid assets via the 

following model. 

First, let 

(1) Y^ = aK^ 

where Y. represents income in time period t, K represents 
t ^ 

the value of the capital stock in the same time period, and 

a is the inverse of the familiar capital/output ratio. Now 

define K. such that 

(2) K^ = K̂ _;̂  + 3(AL^_^ - K^_i). 

Thus, capital in time period t, (K^), is equal to the level 

of capital in the preceding period, (̂^̂,-1̂  plus sone 

105 
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proportion,(3), of the difference in a multiple,A, of liquid 

assets in the previous period, L.__, , and in capital in the 

previous period (K._,) that a person holds, and where X rep

resents the ratio of capital to liquid assets that a repre

sentative person will hold at equilibrium. To the extent 

that this equilibrium condition is not met, this representa

tive person will adjust his holding of capital to attempt to 

bring liquid assets and capital into equilibrium again. 

Thus, if (XL._, - K.__,)>0, he will add to his capital stock— 

not by the full amount of the difference, but by the propor

tion, 0, which reflects the rate of transfer of liquid assets 

into capital. Similarly, if (AL ^̂  - K^_^)<0, the representa

tive transactor will allow capital to depreciate more rapidly 

than he will replace it, but, again, not by the full amount 

of the difference. 

At the same time it is true that 

(3) L^_^ = E + ?Yt_i 

Liquid assets in the previous time period (L̂ _-ĵ ) are some 

multiple, Cr of income in the previous time period plus some 

constant exogenous amount of liquid assets, e, (e.g., minimum 

cash balances held for precautionary reasons). 

By substituting (3) into (2) and noting that 

<4) Y^-i = " V l 

and substituting (2) into (1), it follows that 
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(5) Y^ = Y^_^ (1 + aexc - e) + a3Xe 

Designating the time periods in terms of months and 

choosing values of a, 3f X, and c which are consistent with 

economic theory and previous empirical work, it is possible 

to estimate the monthly growth rate of equilibrium income. 

Set a = .04, 3 = .125, X = 13, c = 2 and e = 0. Substituting 

these values into (5) yields 

(6) Y^ = 1.005Y^_j^. 

Equilibrium income in month t is one-half of one percent 

larger than that in the previous month (t-1), a 6 percent 

rate of growth of equilibrium nominal income per year. 

According to figures supplied by Jim Kilchenstein of 

the accounting office for the city of Lubbock, the tax roll 

valuations for the city for the budget year 1969 was 

$602,659,250. (The budget year begins October 1.) According 

to Kilchenstein, the tax rolls since October, 1965, have 

been valued at approximately 60 percent of the fair market 

value. It is possible to adjust the tax valuation rolls by 

this factor to estimate the fair market value of the capital 

stock of Lubbock to have been $1,004,432,0 80 on October 1, 

1969. The tax rolls were not valued again until October, 

1970, at which time they reflected some portion of the capi

tal loss. (Some capital had been repaired or replaced by 

this time so that it is impossible to determine the economic 
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impact of the tornado by comparisons of the tax rolls alone.) 

The average growth rate of the (unadjusted) value of the 

capital stock for the preceding four years had been approxi

mately 4 percent per year. This would yield a monthly growth 

rate of the value of capital stock of .33 percent. (This 

assumes a linear growth rate of capital.) The value of the 

capital stock in May, 1969, is thus estimated to have been 

$616,580,679. The value of the capital stock in May, 1969, 

adjusted to the fair market value, is assumed to have been 

$1,027,634,465. Hibler's estimate of loss of $100 million 

is approximately 10 percent of the value of the capital 

stock. To facilitate calculations, in the model presented 

below, the value of capital at time t=0 is assumed to be 

$1100 (millions) and the loss is assumed to be $110 (mil

lions) , thereby retaining the 10 percent loss condition. 

Assuming that the value of the capital stock in time period t 

is $1,100,000,000, it is possible to estimate the level of 

income in period t by use of (1), and, given the values for 

a, 3, X, e, and Cf it is possible to generate a monthly equi

librium income stream for successive months using equation 

(6). The amount of liquid assets that would have been held 

in each time period, given the level of equilibrium income in 

that time period,can be determined by substituting into (3). 

The values of capital for each month were determined similarly 

(See Table Via for these calculated values of nominal i:.cor-,e, 

liquid assets, and capital for t -i- 36 periods.) 
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The above figures in Table Ilia estimate what the equi

librium income stream would have been had there been no 

instantaneous loss of capital (and, thus, of income) due to 

a natural disaster. 

Now assume that such a loss did occur, and further that 

L\:ibbock received no outside aid. In this case Lubbock had 

to make recovery using her own resources. (There was no 

private relief, insurance payments, or assistance provided 

by federal, state, or local government.) 

The most immediate effect of a natural disaster is a 

loss of physical assets due to destruction. This loss of 

capital implies in a decline in income in the short-run via 

the constant capital/output ratio relationship. It will not 

be an instantaneous drop, however, because there are forces 

within a market economy which tend to resist such fluctua

tions of income from its equilibrium growth path. Institu

tional forces are likewise present affecting the rate at 

which income will adjust to its new equilibrium growth path 

as a result of the capital loss. 

Assume then that the time rate of adjustment of income 

can be described by the following second order differential 

equation: 

(7) KY + EY + AY = AF 

where K is the stock of capital, E is the magnitude of the 

influences which tend to damp fluctuations in income. 
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A represents the institutional rigidities in the economy, 

and F is the impinging force on the income stream. The 

institutional rigidities that resist endogenous changes or 

deflections in income (Y) will likewise resist income 

changes due to the exogenous impinging force (F). 

If the initial condition of Y at time t were set at 

zero, the time path of adjustment of Y implied by (7) would 

describe deflections in income. However, if the initial 

condition of Y at time t were set equal to the value speci

fied by: 

(1) Y^ = aK^ 

where K. is known, the time path of adjustment of Y will 

describe the adjustment of nominal income (Y) over time to a 

new equilibrium growth path. 

To insure that the fluctuations of nominal income de

crease in amplitude over time, given the initial impingement, 

it is necessary that: 

(8) E^<4AK. 

Since the frequency of oscillation, f, is given by the 

equation 

(9) f = - | ^ , 

K 

choose A = K such t h a t 

(10) f = 2TT. 
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Nominal income will oscillate through two complete cycles in 

approximately twelve and a half months if t is expressed in 

months. 

From (1) it is possible to calculate the initial con

dition of Y at t = 0 if the value of K is known. The value 

of capital has been assumed to be K = 1100 at t = 0, and, 

derivatively, from ( l ) , Y = 4 4 a t t = 0 . (These figures are 

in millions of dollars.) P^ 10 percent loss in capital im

plies a 10 percent loss in nominal income. Since the only 

constraint on E is described by (8), and given A = K = 1100, 

it is possible to choose some value of E for which damped 

oscillations will occur. If E = 560, which satisfies (8), 

i.e., 

(11) (560)^ < 4 (1100)^, 

it is a simple matter to select the forcing function F. To 

simulate the effect on income that a 10 percent loss in 

capital would produce, it is necessary to choose some value 

of F that will produce a maximum deflection of nominal in

come of approximately 10 percent from its Y^ value of 44. 

Thus the equation for the time path of adjustment of income 

following an instantaneous loss in capital is: 
•• • 

(12) llOOY + 560Y + llOOY = 44,990 

where Y at t = 0 is determined by 

Y. = aK. where a = .04. 
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The solution to (12) is shown in Table VIb. Theoreti

cally, Y will never achieve a single stationary valuer but 

it is true that as t-̂ «>, Y-̂ -equilibrium. For all t>17, Y 

fluctuates within .1 percent of its value at the limit. 

Thus, for all t>17, Y has achieved 99.9 percent adjustment, 

and thus may be considered to have achieved its equilibrium 

value. 

If income had instantaneously dropped by 10 percent 

from a value of 44 million to 39.6 million at t = 0 and from 

there begun growing at 6 percent per year, all values of 

income along this trend would represent equilibrium levels 

of income. However, due to the adjustment of Y specified by 

the second order differential equation (12), income will not 

fall immediately to reflect a 10 percent loss of income to 

39.6 million, but will achieve this value after approximately 

2,2 months. The economic rationale for this effect is the 

resistance by E (policy variables and some built-in stabiliz

ers) and by A (institutional rigidities) which tend to resist 

the fall in income and its adjustment rate. The employment 

generated immediately following the storm as a result of 

clean-up activities probably would cause income to fall less 

precipitously than otherwise. But, as income falls, seeking 

its new equilibrium, it may overshoot its mark and thus fall 

below its new equilibrium growth path. This may be partially 

due to unemployment following the cessation of the clean-up 

activities and the beginning of the new reconstruction work. 
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At a period three and one-half months after the tornado, 

nominal income would have reached its lowest point and begun 

to recover. Income reaches a peak at seven months follow

ing the tornado at a value above the new equilibrium path. 

This peak marks the end one phase of the construction boom 

that began three and one-half periods following the disaster. 

This strong recovery would also be reinforced by the replace

ment of capital equipment lost and the likelihood that the 

new equipment would be more efficient than that destroyed. 

Catastrophic capital loss provides an incentive for techno

logical improvement. This point is made by Dacy and Kun-

reuther in their treatment of recovery from natural disas

ters. From seven to ten months following the storm the 

nominal income series declines toward and overshoots its 

equilibrium path as the first phase of capital replacement 

is completed. At t = 10 the nominal income series again 

falls below its equilibrium value, but by a far smaller per

centage deflection from equilibrium than was evidenced in 

the initial decline at three and one-half months. This 

partially is due to the retarding forces of E and A which 

tend to resist income fluctuations, at least in part due 

to the rebuilding of the capital stock. 

Fluctuations of this nature are assumed to continue with 

decreasing amplitudes until the eighteenth month after which 

time the income stream remains v.-ithin 99.9 percent of its 
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equilibrium path. From this point income is assumed to grow 

at a steady 6 percent annual rate (assuming no other exog

enous impingements). At the beginning of the nineteenth 

month following the tornado, income would have achieved its 

approximate pre-disaster value of forty-four million dollars, 

(For a graphic representation of the above, see Figure 3.) 

Now consider the case where the federal government, in 

its attempt to bring the economy rapidly and surely to its 

pre-disaster state, makes available sums of money to indi

viduals, business concerns, and state and local governments. 

This federal assistance is introduced into the model by set

ting e in equation (3) equal to the value of the assistance 

thus rendered. From Chapter V a very conservative estimate 

of the value of federal government disaster assistance to 

the Lubbock area was determined to have been $59 millions 

of dollars. Accordingly, set e in equation (3) to equal 

$59 (millions). 

It may be assumed that this government assistance was 

all available at time t = 0, it being the expressed wish of 

the government to provide assistance as rapidly as possible. 

A person would immediately view his liquid assets as being 

increased through equation (3) where e now is equal to $59. 

Thus he would begin immediately transferring his liquid 

assets into capital. The result is that the rate of growth 

of income would remain at the previous G ;. ercent per year 
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but the intercept of the equilibriimi growth function would 

be at a new, higher level of income since now e^O. An 

additional result of this injection of federal government 

funds would be that the negative force of the drop in equi

librium income due to capital loss would be abated and 

perhaps cancelled so that the initial change in income in 

its adjustment process could be positive rather than nega

tive. That is, income would at first rise above its equi

librium path, determined by 

Ŷ ^̂ O '̂ °'̂ t=0 +°^^^^'^here K^^Q = 990 

and Y^ = 1.005Ŷ __ĵ  for all t>l 

and then adjust to equilibrium as described by (12). It is 

only in the first two months that the adjustment pattern may 

differ from the one described in the case of a capital loss 

and no exogenous injections. For all t>2 the adjustment 

process of income toward its equilibrium path after a tornado 

at t = 0 and after government aid through cash payments in 

the same periods would parallel the adjustment pattern for 

the earlier case (where a natural disaster occurs at t = 0 

and there is no outside aid forthcoming either by insurance 

companies, private relief agencies, or through state and 

local government efforts). For the period t<2 months, there 

is an increase of income over its equilibrium level reflect

ing the increase in liquidity due to government injections 
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of liquid assets. Notice on Figure 3 that equilibrium in

come achieves its pre-disaster level of forty-four million 

dollars at time period t = 3 although actual income due to 

the adjustment process at this point lies below the equi

librium level. At t = 5, however, both equilibrium income 

and actual income are greater than, or equal to, respectively, 

the pre-disaster level of income at forty-four million dol

lars. 

In the case of federal injections into an economy, these 

cash payments will serve not only to increase the initial 

value of income in time period t = 0, but also to change 

initially the adjustment process as nominal income attempts 

to re-establish equilibrium. In effect, the positive force 

of government assistance upon an economy may offset, at 

least partially and perhaps completely, the negative force 

on income of the capital loss. Nominal income might react 

by deflecting initially in a positive direction from its 

equilibrium growth path. 

However, the federal government is usually not the only 

source of liquid funds flowing into a disaster area. Another 

important source of funds is from private insurance compa

nies. Portions of the amount of federal assistance to a 

disaster area are inversely related to the amount of insur

ance payments. Most of the federal assistance to an area is 

made for damage which is not covered l)y insurance. Tl.us the 
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total of funds injected into a (declared) disaster area will 

be approximately the same regardless of the amount of insur

ance payments. The amount of insurance claims paid deter

mines the composition of assistance payments but not the 

total. If insurance payments to an area are low, then more 

disaster assistance requests to the federal government will 

be given favorable action. 

Larry Hibler, the president of the Lubbock Association 

of Insurance Agents estimated that insurance payments to 

Lubbock would be fifty million dollars. If that estimate 

was correct, the assistance from insurance companies and 

from the federal government conservatively totaled $10 9 mil

lions in Lubbock. 

Thus, then, if e = $109 in the model outlined above 

(another possibility), the intercept of the equilibrium 

income function would be at an even higher level of income 

than the case just previous, although the slope (the rate of 

growth) would not be affected. Again this positive injection 

through exogenous cash payments would provide a positive 

force on income, causing it to deflect upward initially from 

the equilibrium level determined by a 10 percent capital loss, 

For this case of cash payments from insurance companies and 

the federal government, actual income exceeds its equilibrium 

value for approximately two months following the disaster 

after which time it would oscillate about th.e nov; eaui libriiLm 
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trend with decreasing amplitude until t>17 after which time 

the nominal income stream remains within 99.9 percent of its 

limiting equilibrium value. In this case, the intercept of 

Y at time t = 0 is assumed to be greater than it would have 

been had there been no disaster. The economic community, 

rather than suffering instantaneous adverse economic conse

quences would experience an instantaneous rise in nominal 

income. Both actual income and equilibrium income generated 

as a result of capital formation resulting from increases in 

liquid assets through insurance payments and federal govern

ment disaster assistance following a natural disaster may 

exceed the equilibrium income levels that would have existed 

had there been no disaster. 

For a graphic representation of the cases described 

above, see Figure 3. The tables at the end of this chapter 

give values of the equilibrium trends of income, capital, 

and liquid assets and the actual adjustment levels of these 

variables for all values of t from t = 0 to t = 36. These 

values were based on the assumptions underlying the three 

hypothetical cases describing alternative recovery contin

gencies as well as a fourth case which assumed no natural 

disaster. 

The following chapter will analyze the implications of 

these simulations. Recommendations and conclusions based 

upon these results will be suggested. 
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TABLE Ilia 

EQUILIBRIUM INCOME, CAPITAL, AND LIQUID ASSETS ASSUMING 
NO NATURAL DISASTER OCCURRED 

Time 

t=0 
t=l 
t=2 
t=3 
t=4 
t=5 
t=6 
t=7 
t=8 
t=9 
t=10 
t=ll 
t=12 
t=13 
t=14 
t=15 
t=16 
t=17 
t=18 
t=19 
t=20 
t=21 
t=22 
t=23 
t=24 
t=25 
t=26 
t=27 
t=28 
t=29 
t=30 
t=31 
t=32 
t=33 
t=34 
t=35 
t=36 

Equilibrium 
Income 

44.00 
44.22 
44.44 
44.66 
44.89 
45.11 
45.34 
45.56 
45.79 
46.02 
46.25 
46.48 
46.71 
46.95 
47.18 
47.42 
47.65 
47.89 
48.13 
48.37 
48.61 
48.86 
49.10 
49.35 
49.59 
49.84 
50.09 
50.34 
50.59 
50.85 
51.10 
51.36 
51.61 
51.87 
52.13 
52.39 
52.65 

Equilibrium 
Capital 

1100.00 
1105.50 
1111.03 
1116.58 
1122.17 
1127.78 
1133.42 
1139.08 
1144.78 
1150.50 
1156.25 
1162.04 
1167.85 
1173.68 
1179.55 
1185.45 

. 1191.38 
1197.33 
1203.32 
1209.34 
1215.38 
1221.46 
1227.57 
1233.71 
1239.87 
1246.07 
1252.30 
1258.57 
1264.86 
1271.18 
1277.54 
1283.93 
1290.35 
1296.80 
1303.28 
1309.80 
1316.35 

Equilibrium 
Liquid 
Assets 

88.00 
88.44 
88.88 
89.33 
89.77 
90.22 
90.67 
91.13 
91.58 
92.04 
92.50 
92.96 
93.43 
93.89 
94.36 
94.84 
95.31 
95.79 
96.27 
96.75 
97.23 
97.72 
98.20 
98.70 
99.19 
99.69 
100.18 
100.68 
101.19 
101.69 
102.20 
102.71 
103.23 
103.74 
104.26 
104.78 
105.31 
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TABLE IIlb 

EQUILIBRIUM AND ADJUSTMENT INCOME CAPITAL, AND LIQUID ASSETS 
ASSUMING THE OCCURRENCE OF A NATURAL DISASTER AND 

NO CASH INFLOWS 

Time 

t=0 
t=l 
t=2 
t=3 
t=4 
t=5 
t=6 
t=7 
t=8 
t=9 
t=10 
t=ll 
t=12 
t=13 
t=14 
t=15 
t=16 
t=17 
t=18 
t=19 
t=20 
t=21 
t=22 
t=23 
t=24 
t=25 
t=26 
t=27 
t=28 
t=29 
t=30 
t=31 
t=32 
t=33 
t=34 
t=35 
t=36 

Income 

Equilib
rium 

39.60 
39.80 
40.00 
40.20 
40.40 
40.60 
40.80 
41.01 
41.21 
41.42 
41.62 
41.83 
42.04 
42.25 
42.46 
42.68 
42.89 
43.10 
43.32 
43.54 
43.75 
43.97 
44.19 
44.41 
44.63 
44.86 
45.08 
45.31 
45.53 
45.76 
45.99 
46.22 
46.45 
46.68 
46.92 
47.15 
47.39 

Actual 

44.00 
41.60 
40.00 
38.95 
39.50 
40.60 
41.30 
41.60 
41.50 
41.38 
41.50 
41.73 
42.10 
42.37 
42.53 
42.68 
42.40 
43.00 
43.32 
43.54 
43.75 
43.97 
44.19 
44.41 
44.63 
44.86 
45.08 
45.31 
45.53 
45.76 
45.99 
46.22 
46.45 
46.68 
46.92 
47.15 
4 7.39 

Capital 

Equilib-
ritim 

990.00 
995.00 

1000.00 
1005.00 
1010.00 
1015.00 
1020.00 
1025.25 
1030.25 
1035.50 
1040.50 
1045.75 
1051.00 
1056.25 
1061.50 
1067.00 
1072.25 
1077.50 
1083.00 
1088.50 
1093.75 
1099.25 
1104.75 
1110.25 
1115.75 
1121.50 
1127.00 
1132.75 
1138.25 
1144.00 
1149.75 
1155.50 
1161.25 
1167.00 
1173.00 
1178.75 
1181 .75 

Actual 

1100.00 
1040.00 
1000.00 
973.75 
987.50 

1015.00 
1032.50 
1040.00 
1037.50 
1034.50 
1037.50 
1043.25 
1052.50 
1059.25 
1063.25 
1067.00 
1060.00 
1075.00 
1083.00 
1088.50 
1093.75 
1099.25 
1104.75 
1110.25 
1115.75 
1121.50 
1127.00 
1132.75 
1138.25 
1144.00 
1149.75 
1155.50 
1161.25 
1167.00 
1173.00 
1178.75 
1184 .75 

Liquid 

Equilib
rium 

79.20 
79.60 
80.00 
80.40 
80.80 
81.20 
81.60 
82.02 
82 42 
82.84 
83.24 
83.66 
84.08 
84.50 
84.92 
85.36 
85.78 
86.20 
86.64 
87.08 
87.50 
87.94 
88.38 
88.82 
89.26 
89.72 
90.16 
90.62 
91.06 
91.52 
91.98 
92.44 
92.90 
93.36 
93.84 
9 1 .30 
• 1 .78 

Assets 

Actual 

88.00 
83.20 
80.00 
77.90 
79.00 
81.20 
82.60 
83.20 
83.00 
82.76 
83.00 
83.46 
84.20 
84.74 
85.06 
85.36 
84.80 
86.00 
86.64 
87.08 
87.50 
87.94 
88.38 
88.82 
89.26 
89.72 
90.16 
90.62 
91.06 
91.52 
91.98 
92.44 
92.90 
93.36 
93.84 
9 1 . 30 
'M .78 
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TABLE IIIc 

EQUILIBRIUM AND ADJUSTMENT INCOME, CAPITAL, AND LIQUID 
ASSETS ASSUMING THE OCCURRENCE OF A NATURAL DISASTER 

AND CASH INFLOWS FROM FEDERAL DISASTER 
ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 

Time 

t=0 
t=l 
t=2 
t=3 
t=4 
t=5 
t=6 
t=7 
t=8 
t=9 
t=10 
t=ll 
t=12 
t=13 
t=14 
t=15 
t=16 
t=17 
t=18 
t=19 
t=20 
t=21 
t=22 
t=23 
t=24 
t=25 
t=26 
t=27 
t=28 
t=29 
t=30 
t=31 
t=32 
t=33 
t=34 
t=35 
t=36 

Income 

Equilib
rium 

43.44 
43.65 
43.87 
44.09 
44.31 
44.53 
44.75 
44.98 
45.20 
45.43 
45.66 
45.88 
46.11 
46.34 
46.58 
46.81 
47.04 
47.28 
47.51 
47.75 
47.99 
48.23 
48.47 
48.71 
48.96 
49.20 
49.45 
49.69 
49.94 
50.19 
50.44 
50.70 
50.95 
51.20 
51.46 
51.72 
51.98 

Actual 

44.00 
44.90 
43.87 
42.75 
43.20 
44.53 
45.30 
45.50 
45.40 
45.30 
45.50 
45.80 
46.20 
46.44 
47.00 
46.75 
46.90 
47.20 
47.51 
47.75 
47.99 
48.23 
48.47 
48.71 
48.96 
49.20 
49.45 
49.69 
49.94 
50.19 
50.44 
50.70 
50.95 
51.20 
51.46 
51.72 
51.98 

Capi 

Equilib
rium 

1086.00 
1091.25 
1096.75 
1102.25 
1107.75 
1113.25 
1118.75 
1124.50 
1130.00 
1135.75 
1141.50 
1147.00 
1152.75 
1158.50 
1164.50 
1170.25 
1176.00 
1182.00 
1187.75 
1193.75 
1199.75 
1205.75 
1211.75 
1217.75 
1224.00 
1230.00 
1236.25 
1242.25 
1248.50 
1254.75 
1261.00 
1267.50 
1273.75 
1280.00 
1286.50 
1293.00 
1299.50 

tal 

Actual 

1100.00 
1122.50 
1096.75 
1068.75 
1080.00 
1113.25 
1132.50 
1137.50 
1135.00 
1132.50 
1137.50 
1145.00 
1155.00 
1161.00 
1175.00 
1168.75 
1172.50 
1180.00 
1187.75 
1193.75 
1199.75 
1205.75 
1211.75 
1217.75 
1224.00 
1230.00 
1236.25 
1242.25 
1248.50 
1254.75 
1261.00 
1267.50 
1273.75 
1280.00 
1286.50 
1292.00 
1299.70 

Liquid 

Equilib
rium 

86.88 
87.30 
87.74 
88.18 
88.62 
89.06 
89.50 
89.96 
90.40 
90.86 
91.32 
91.76 
92.22 
92.68 
93.16 
93.62 
94.08 
94.56 
95.02 
95.50 
95.98 
96.46 
96.94 
97.42 
97.92 
98.40 
98.90 
99.38 
99.88 

100.38 
100.88 
101.40 
101.90 
102.40 
102.92 
102.44 
103.96 

1 

Assets. 

Actual 

88.00 
89.80 
87.74 
85.50 
86.40 
89.06 
90.60 
91.00 
90.80 
90.60 
91.00 
91.60 
92.40 
92.88 
94.00 
93.50 
93.80 
94.40 
95.02 
95.50 
95.98 
96.46 
96.94 
97.42 
97.92 
98.40 
98.90 
99.38 
99.88 
100.38 
100.88 
101.40 
101.90 
102.40 
102.92 
10 3.44 
103.91. 
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TABLE Hid 

EQUILIBRIUM AND ADJUSTMENT INCOME, CAPITAL, AND LIQUID 
ASSETS ASSUMING THE OCCURRENCE OF A NATURAL DISASTER 
AND CASH INFLOWS DUE TO FEDERAL DISASTER ASSISTANCE 

PROGRAMS AND INSURANCE PAYMENTS 

Time 

t=0 
t=l 
t=2 
t=3 
t=4 
t=5 
t=6 
t=7 
t=8 
t=9 
t=10 
t=ll 
t=12 
t=13 
t=14 
t=15 
t=16 
t=17 
t=18 
t=19 
t=20 
t=21 
t=22 
t=23 
t=24 
t=25 
t=26 
t=27 
t=28 
t=29 
t=30 
t=31 
t=32 
t=33 
t=34 
t=35 
t=36 

Income 

Equilib
rium 

46.69 
46.92 
47.15 
47.39 
47.63 
47.86 
48.10 
48.34 
48.59 
48.83 
49.07 
49.32 
49.56 
49.81 
50.06 
50.31 
50.56 
50.82 
51.07 
51.32 
51.58 
51.84 
52.10 
52.36 
52.62 
52.88 
53.15 
53.41 
53.68 
53.95 
54.22 
54.49 
54.76 
55.04 
55.31 
55.59 
55.87 

Actual 

44.00 
48.80 
47.15 
46.00 
46.53 
47.86 
48.62 
48.80 
48.67 
48.65 
48.80 
49.15 
49.65 
49.90 
50.12 
50.20 
50.40 
50.75 
51.07 
51.32 
51.58 
51.84 
52.10 
52.36 
52.62 
52.88 
53.15 
53.41 
53.68 
53.95 
54.22 
54.49 
54.76 
55.04 
55.31 
55.59 
55.87 

Capital 

Equilib
rium 

1167.25 
1173.00 
1178.75 
1184.75 
1190.75 
1196.50 
1202.50 
1208.50 
1214.75 
1220.75 
1226.75 
1233.00 
1239.00 
1245.25 
1251.50 
1257.75 
1264.00 
1270.50 
1276.75 
1283.00 
1289.50 
1296.00 
1302.50 
1309.00 
1315.50 
1322.00 
1328.75 
1335.25 
1342.00 
1348.75 
1355.50 
1362.25 
1369.00 
1376.00 
1382.75 
1389.75 
139i.75 

Actual 

1100.00 
1220.00 
1178.75 
1150.00 
1163.25 
1196.50 
1215.50 
1220.00 
1216.75 
1216.25 
1220.00 
1228.75 
1241.25 
1247.50 
1253.00 
1255.00 
1260.00 
1268.75 
1276.75 
1283.00 
1289.50 
1296.00 
1302.50 
1309.00 
1315.50 
1322.00 
1328.75 
1335.25 
1342.00 
1348.75 
1355.50 
1362.25 
1369.00 
1376.00 
1382.75 
1389.75 
13"G 73 

Liquid 

Equilib
rium 

93.38 
93.84 
94.30 
94.78 
95.26 
95.72 
96.20 
96.68 
97.18 
97.66 
98.14 
98.64 
99.12 
99.62 

100.12 
100.62 
101.64 
101.64 
102.14 
102.64 
103.16 
103.68 
104.20 
104.72 
105.24 
105.76 
106.30 
106.82 
107.36 
107.90 
108.44 
108.98 
109.52 
110.08 
110.62 
i 11.: c 
111.74 

Assets 

Actual 

88.00 
97.60 
94.30 
92.00 
93.06 
95.72 
97.24 
97.60 
97.34 
97.30 
97.60 
98.30 
99.30 
99.80 

100.24 
100.40 
100.80 
101.50 
102.14 
102.64 
103.16 
103.68 
104.20 
104.72 
105.24 
105.76 
106.30 
106.82 
107.36 
107.90 
108.44 
108.98 
109.52 
110.08 
110.62 
111.18 
L 1 L . 7 ; 
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Figure 3.—Equilibrium and actual income assuming the 
following conditions: 

a No natural disaster occurred 

b A natural disaster occurred and no cash inflows 

c A natural disaster occurred and cash inflows from 
federal disaster assistance programs 

d A natural disaster occurred and c:^rh -infloiT- from 
federal disaster assistance NT. granus and insurar.eo 
payments 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The purpose of federal disaster assistance, according 

to the many publications of various departments and agencies 

which have a major responsibility to provide aid, is to re

lieve persons and communities affected by a natural disaster 

to the extent that local and state governments are unable to 

do so. Over time, the government, through its legislative 

and executive branches, has expanded its role in disaster 

relief by increasing the amount of assistance to those al

ready receiving aid under previous provisions and by adding 

more separate ways in which to provide relief. Thus the 

government has expanded not only the depth of its partici

pation but also its scope. Evidence of this can be found by 

tracing the evolution of disaster relief legislation and 

executive action found in the appendix. (Note that disaster 

relief occasioned by flood damage has been systematically 

deleted from consideration.) 

This trend toward increasing federal disaster assistance 

apparently is increasing over time. If so, it seems appro

priate to analyze carefully this federal policy and its far-

reaching implications. 

The question arises as to whether it is equitable for 

the federal governinent to subsidi;:e persons to live in ;,icih 

124 
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risk areas. The money that is used to provide the federal 

assistance is provided from general tax revenues. If it is 

possible to identify the areas of the country which have the 

greatest probability of natural disaster occurrence, the 

greatest burden of providing funds earmarked for disaster 

victims should be placed upon those who have the greatest 

probability of receiving such aid. Perhaps this could be 

achieved through national natural disaster insurance whose 

premium rates could be determined by the best estimate of 

the risk of disaster in a given area. Senate bill 3619 

introduced into the 91st Congress included a provision for 

a natural major disaster insurance under Title IV of that 

bill (see appendix, p. 261), but when that bill became law 

(Public Law 91-606) that particular provision was deleted. 

Although there are insurance companies that do provide ex

tended coverage insurance to cover losses due to natural 

disaster, there is little incentive for an individual to 

purchase such coverage. Most government assistance provides 

for the payment of damages above that which is covered by 

insurance. Therefore, those victims who carry no insurance 

are eligible for full federal assistance grants, favorable 

loans, and services and will have likewise not paid the 

higher premiums associated with extended coverage insurance. 

In this way federal disaster policy encourages imprudence. 
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Another possibility along this same line would be for 

persons living in identifiable high risk areas to be required 

to carry some minimum amount of insurance before becoming 

eligible for additional federal assistance. In this manner 

federal aid would be available only to those who had demon-

strated a willingness to provide a minimal degree of pro

tection from disasters. In this way persons could be 

discouraged from concentrating large amounts of capital in 

geographic areas most likely to sustain damage or destruction 

as a result of natural disaster. An example of this would be 

that the federal government require owners of residential or 

commercial property on beachfront areas which have a high 

probability of hurricane occurrence to carry a set minimum 

amount of hurricane insurance. In this way perhaps persons 

would be discouraged from concentrating large amounts of 

capital (perhaps in the form of hotels and restaurants or 

residences) on these beachfront areas. The person choosing 

to carry this insurance, and thus to occupy the high risk 

area, would be eligible for some amount of insurance payment 

following a natural disaster, thus reducing the amount of 

assistance required from federal sources. In this case, fed

eral assistance would indeed be of a supplementary nature, 

the major part of the disaster relief being provided by 

insurance payments and by state and local governments. Rein

surance by the government might be pro-.^oscd to uduce insur

ance companies to write this insurance. 
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Dacy and Kunreuther, in their book, emphasized the ineq

uity of federal disaster relief due to changes of welfare 

positions between persons. Their argximent is that those 

paying increased taxes to fund disaster relief suffer a 

reduction in welfare whereas the sxabset of taxpayers receiv

ing federal assistance in the form of grants or low-income 

loans will not necessarily experience an equal increase in 

their welfare unless the government abandons its stated 

policy of returning an area to its predisaster state. Dacy 

and Kunreuther state, 

[t]he immediate effect of a disaster is to reduce 
income or assets, and wealth must decline if some
thing of value has been destroyed. Income or as
sets could increase by a gift or a low-cost loan 
in excess of the loss.^ (Italics mine.) 

This clearly opposes the stated objective of returning an 

area to its pre-disaster condition. 

It has been argued in this paper, however, that even if 

combined insurance payments and federal loans and grants are 

just equal to the amount of capital loss, community wealth 

is increased by the occurrence of a natural disaster under 

existing relief programs. For the model under consideration, 

an amount of federal assistance plus insurance payments that 

equals capital loss is inequitable in the sense that there is 

a change in the welfare position of persons to the extent 

that the income generated in the economy following the disas

ter and these assistance injections cxeeee ihe i nc- :.ie that 
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would have been obtained had there been no disaster. The 

funds needed to provide this assistance are appropriated 

from general tax revenues. In this sense, taxpayers are re

quired to make a contribution to disaster relief. There are 

private agencies which provide the same types of emergency 

disaster relief (although naturally not on the same scale 

that can be effected by the federal government) who depend 

upon voluntary contributions to carry out their work. Per

sons who make these contributions to private relief agencies 

are expressing their approval of such activities. The tax

payer has no direct option to support or not support disas

ter relief. 

It has been demonstrated that such assistance payments 

may alter the adjustment pattern of income to its new equi

librium position. If this happens, income would initially 

rise from its equilibrium level immediately following a 

natural disaster, in which aggregate welfare should be 

raised. 

Another consequence of the ready availability of funds 

from the federal government for disaster relief is that it 

may encourage persons, businesses, or state or local govern

ments to appeal to the federal government as a source of 

future non-disaster-related funds more readily than if they 

had not had the occasion of being recipients of federal 

disaster assistance. This can lead to a greater finan.cial 

dependence on federal sources as opposed to local sources. 
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It has already been established that many funds are channeled 

into a disaster area that are not specifically earmarked as 

disaster relief but for which the area's chances of approval 

for these projects are improved because the area did suffer 

a disaster. As to how this change in attitude has been ob

served in Lubbock, it has been shown that Burke in his study 

noted a dramatic increase in federal projects following the 

May 11, 1970, tornado, and these were not directly disaster-
2 

related. This loss of emphasis on local funding for local 

projects could conceivably result in a loss of civic pride 

to the extent that local authorities would be unable, at 

some future date, to obtain local funding support. 

Federal disaster assistance programs, as they exist and 

are administered at this time, are both inefficient and in

equitable. In addition, they may be responsible for increas

ing dependence upon federal sources for funds as opposed to 

using local funds. Every effort should be made by the gov

ernment to re-structure its existing programs to require that 

persons having the highest probability of receiving disaster 

assistance (those in high-risk areas) carry sufficient insur

ance so that federal aid would be supplementary in nature as 

opposed to being the primary source of assistance. 
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APPENDIX A: THE HISTORY OF DISASTER RELIEF 

LEGISLATION (1937-1972) 

75TH CONGRESS 

. Laws Enacted 

Public Law 5 (S. 1439): Creates a Disaster Loan Corporation 

with a capital stock not to exceed $20,000,000 to be 

subscribed by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation 

out of the unexpended balance of its 1936 $50,000,000 

catastrophe relief fund (49 Stat. 1232) . The new cor

poration shall be managed by officers and agents ap

pointed by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. It 

shall make loans with respect to catastrophies [sic] 

occurring in 1937 upon such terms as it shall prescribe. 

Public Law 34 (H. J. Res. 251): Amends "an act to provide 

for loans made necessary by floods or other catastro

phes of the year 1937" (approved Feb. 11, 1937) by 

making it applicable with respect to floods occurring 

in 1936, as well as 1937. 

Public Law 438 (S. 3452): Amends act providing for loans 

made necessary by floods or other catastrophies [sic] 

of the years 1936 and 1937 by making it applicable 

with respect to floods occurring in 1938 as well (amend

ing U.S.C Supp. Ill, 15:606K-1). 
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Bills Introduced into the 75th Congress 

S. 1439; H. R. 4639; H. R. 4661: Creates a Disaster Loan 

Corporation with a capital stock not to exceed 

$20,000,000 to be subscribed by the Reconstruction 

Finance Corporation out of the unexpended balance of 

its 1936 $50,000,000 catastrophe relief fund (49 Stat. 

1232). The new corporation shall be managed by offi

cers and agents appointed by the Reconstruction Finance 

Corporation. It shall make loans with respect to ca

tastrophies [sic] occurring in 1937 upon such terms as 

it shall prescribe. 

H. J. Res. 219: Amends the act of Feb. 11, 19 37 (Public, 

No. 5, (S. 1439)), to increase the capital stock of 

the Disaster Loan Corporation from $20,000,000 to 

$40,000,000 and permit it to make loans with respect 

to 1936 floods as well as for 1937 floods. 

H. J. Res. 251; S. J. Res. 121: Amends "an act to provide 

for loans made necessary by floods or other catastro

phes of the year 1937" (approved Feb. 11, 1937) by 

making it applicable with respect to floods occurring 

in 1936, as well as 1937. 

S. 3452: Amends act providing for loans made necessary by 

floods or other catastrophies [s_ie] of the years 19 36 and 
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1937 by making it applicable with respect to floods 

occurring in 1938 as well (amending U. S. C Supp. Ill, 

15:606K-1). 

76TH CONGRESS 

Laws Enacted 

Public Law 2 (S. 1102): Continues the existence of the Re

construction Finance Corporation from June 30, 1939 to 

June 30, 1941, and allows the maturity date of the cor

poration's obligations to be subsequent to its exis

tence. Continues the existence of the Electric Home 

and Farm Authority from June 30, 1939 to June 30, 1941. 

Increases the maximum authorized capital stock of the 

Disaster Loan Corporation from $20,000,000 to $40,000,000 

and extends the authority of such corporation to make 

flood and other catastrophe loans through 1940. 

Public Law 7 (H. R. 2868): An act making appropriations to 

supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the 

fiscal year ending June 30, 19 39, to provide supplemen

tal appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 

1939, and for other purposes. (Including: (1) New Eng

land hurricane damage—Federal Government appropriations 

in any state shall not exceed state of local government 

contributions for this purpose; (2) agricultural emer

gency relief loans.) 
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Bills Introduced into the 76th Congress 

H. R. 964: Appropriates $8,870,000 to be used by the Secre

tary of Agriculture for fire protection within the New 

England States caused by the felling of timber during 

the 1938 hurricane. 

Also appropriates $5,000,000 to be used for paying 

20 percent of the approved schedule of salvaged timber 

prices for timber purchased by the Federal Surplus Com

modities Corporation, Northeastern Timber Salvage Admin

istration. Such 20 percent is in addition to a payment 

of 80 percent of such schedules of prices paid from 

funds loaned by the Disaster Loan Corporation. 

H. J. Res.36: Authorizes $5,000,000 to be used for paying 

20 percent of the approved schedules of salvaged timber 

prices for the timber purchased by the Federal Surplus 

Commodities Corporation, Northeastern Timber Salvage 

Administration. Said 20 percent is in addition to pay

ment of 80 percent of such schedules of prices by the 

aforesaid agencies from funds loaned by the Disaster 

Loan Corporation. 

H. R. 2199; S. 680: Appropriates $5,000,000 for the payment 

of 10 percent of the approved schedules for salvage 

timber prices of timber purchased by the Federal Sur

plus Commodities Corporation and the .ortheastern Tir.ber 
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Salvage Administration. Said 10 percent is in addition 

to a payment of 90 percent of such schedule of prices 

made from funds loaned by the Disaster Loan Corporation. 

H. J. Res. 95: Appropriates $5,000,000 to be used for paying 

the difference between the approved schedules of sal

vaged timber prices paid by the Federal Surplus Commod

ities Corporation, Northeastern Timber Salvage Adminis

tration, and the amounts paid from funds loaned by the 

Disaster Loan Corporation. 

Also appropriates $8,870,00 0 to enable the Secretary 

of Agriculture to undertake appropriate fire-prevention 

measures in the New England hurricane area. 

S. 553; H. R. 2388; H. R. 2408: Directs the Secretary of 

War to cancel the charges for salvage operations under 

the River and Harbor Act of March 3, 1899 (30 Stat. 

1154), if such operations were necessitated as a result 

of the hurricane of September 21, 1938. 

H. R. 2718: Appropriates $5,000,000 to be used in paying 

the difference between the approved schedules of sal

vaged timber prices paid by the Federal Surplus Com

modities Corporation, Northeastern Timber Salvage 

Administration, and the amounts paid from funds loaned 

by the Disaster Loan Corporation. 
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Also appropriates $5,000,000 for the payment to owners 

(at the rate of $2.50 per thousand board feet) of logs 

delivered to and accepted by the Northeastern Timber 

Salvage Administration, such payment to be in addition 

to that provided above. 

H. J. Res. 124; H. J. Res. 126: Appropriates $60,000,000 for 

the Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation which is 

directed to purchase marketable timber felled by the 

New England hurricane of September 21, 1938. Such tim

ber is to be purchased under a price schedule computed 

in accordance with local valuation methods and may be 

delivered at the place where such timber was felled. 

The Corporation is authorized to enter into contracts 

to provide for the cutting, transportation, clearing, 

and slashing of the timber purchased, and the clearing 

and slashing of areas considered to be fire hazards. 

The Corporation may delegate any of its powers to the 

Northeastern Timber Salvage Administration. 

H. R. 2868: Making appropriations to supply deficiencies in 

certain appropriations for the fiscal year ending 

June 30, 1939, to provide supplemental appropriations 

for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, and for other 

purposes. 
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H. R. 3327: Loans made by the Disaster Loan Corporation, 

after the effective date of this act, shall be for a 

term of 20 years and shall not require a payment on the 

principal during the first 5 years. 

H. R. 3380: Authorizes the Federal Surplus Commodities 

Corporation to supply lumber to farmers whose structures 

were destroyed by the September hurricane in New Eng

land and who are financially unable to secure lumber 

for rebuilding. For such purposes the Corporation is 

authorized to acquire felled trees and convert them into 

lumber. 

S. 1102: Continues the existence of the Reconstruction 

Finance Corporation from June 30, 1939 to June 30, 

19 41, and allows the maturity date of the corporation's 

obligations to be subsequent to its existence. Con

tinues the existence of the Electric Home and Farm 

Authority from June 30, 1939 to June 30, 1941. In

creases the maximum authorized capital stock of the 

Disaster Loan Corporation from $20,000,000 to 

$40,000,000 and extends the authority of such corpora

tion to make flood and other catastrophe loans through 

1940. 

S. 1367: Increases the maximum authorized ĉ aî ital stock of 

tlie Disaster Loan Corpore.tion from $20,00 0,00 0 to 
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$40,000,000 and extends the authority of such corpora

tion to make flood or other catastrophe loans through 

1949. 

S. 2665; H. R. 6981: Authorizes $100,000 for relief of the 

tornado sufferers of Anoka, Minn. 

H. R. 6960: Authorizes $270,000 for the relief of the tor

nado sufferers of Hennepin and Anoka Counties, Minn. 

S. 2892; H. R. 739 6; H. R. 7411: Authorizes the Secretary 

of War to make 107 preliminary surveys for river and 

harbor improvements in 28 states. District of Columbia, 

Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto Rico, and modifies 8 projects 

previously authorized by 'River and Harbor Acts. 

Amends Section 2 of the River and Harbor Act of 1937 

so as to include within the purposes of the Central 

Valley project, California, the construction, under the 

Federal reclamation laws of distribution systems in 

connection with lands for which stored waters are to be 

delivered (50 Stat. 850). 

Amends Section 1 of the River and Harbor Act of 1912 

so as to permit the annual removal of snags from tribu

taries of improved Federal waterways to the extent of 

$3,000 per tributary (now $1,000) (U.S.C 33:603). 

Rescinds consent to the Commissioners of Lincoln Park, 
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111., to exercise jurisdiction over certain navigable 

waters in Lake Michigan. 

Funds collected from private parties for services 

whose cost is borne by rivers and harbors funds shall 

be deposited to the credit of such funds. 

Authorizes the Chief of Engineers to (1) survey such 

portions of the North Atlantic coast as were damaged 

by the flood and hurricane of September 1938, and (2) 

provide facilities necessary for the protection of the 

health of employees in isolated areas. 

Extends the time for commencing and completing the 

North Slough project in Coos County, Oreg., by 1 and 

3 years, respectively. 

H. R. 8049: Authorizes the Commissioner of the Public Works 

Administration to allot unexpended funds, on a 45 per

cent grant and 55 percent loan basis, in order that 

piiblic bodies may be assisted in the reconstruction of 

public buildings destroyed by disaster. 

77TH CONGRESS 

Laws Enacted 

Public Law 108 (S. 1438): Extends the power of the Disaster 

Loan Corporation to January 22, 194 7 (amending U.S.C. 

Supp. V, 15:605K-1). Extends the existence of the 

Electric Home and Farm AuLhority tc -anuary ?2, 1947 

(see U.S.C. Supp. V, 701-712 note). 
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Extends tax exemption features to include sales, use, 

storage, and purchase taxes; makes exemptions applicable 

to the Defense Home Corporation, the Defense Plant Cor

poration, the Defense Supplies Corporation, the Metals 

Reserve Company, the Riibber Reserve Company, the R.F.C 

Mortgage Company, the Federal National Mortgage Associ

ation, Disaster Loan Corporation, and other corporation 

created by the R.F.C; also to loans made or personal 

property owned by the R.F.C. or the above named 

corporations. 

Permits the Federal Loan Administration to make loans 

to any foreign government or its agents for the purpose 

of achieving the maximum dollar exchange value in the 

United States for the securities or property of such 

government or its agents upon security of government, 

municipal, or private bonds or stocks ov/ned. 

The Federal Loan Administrator, with the approval of 

the President, may organize (prior to July 1, 1943), 

corporations, with power to produce, acquire, carry, 

sell, or otherwise deal in strategic and critical mate

rials, in arms, ammunitions, and implements of war, and 

any other equipment necessary to the national defense, 

including railroads, aircraft, and pilot-training facil

ities. However, such corporations are not to take any 

action directly or indirectly v.Lth respect to p'oposa.ls 
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known as the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence seaway, Passema-

quoddy, Florida ship canal, Tombigbee River project or 

the Nicaragua Canal. Copies of the charters of these 

corporations must be filed with the Secretary of the 

Senate, the Clerk of the House, and published in the 

Federal Register. 

Authorizes an increase of $1,500,000,000 in R.F.C. 

obligations. 

Bills Introduced into the 77th Congress 

S. 143 8; H. R. 4620; H. R. 4674: Extends the power of the 

Disaster Loan Corporation to January 22, 1947 (amending 

U.S.C. Supp V, 15:605K-1). Extends the existence of the 

Electric Home and Farm Authority to January 22, 19 4 7 

(see U.S.C. Supp v, 701-712 note). 

Extends tax exemption features to include sales and 

use taxes; makes exemptions applicable to the Defense 

Homes Corporation, the Defense Plant Corporation, the 

Defense Supplies Corporation, the Metals Reserve Com

pany, the Rubber Reserve Company, the R.F.C. Mortgage 

Company, the Federal National Mortgage Association, 

Disaster Loan Corporation, any other corporation created 

by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation; also to loans 

made or personal property owned by the R.F.C. 

Permits the Federal Loan Administrator to i-ake loans 

to any foreign government or its agents upo . security 
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of government, municipal, or private bonds or stocks 

owned. Limits (until July 1, 1943) the organization 

of corporations with powers deemed necessary to the 

defense program. 

Authorizes an increase of $1,500,000,000 in R.F.C. 

obligations. 

H. R. 6830: Authorizes $10,000,000 through the Disaster Loan 

Corporation in loans and grants to tornado victims of 

March, 1942. 

78TH CONGRESS 

Bills Introduced into the 78th Congress 

(None Enacted) 

H. R. 5384: Provides $20,000,000 to be expended by the 

Disaster Loan Corporation for the relief of New Jersey 

areas damaged by the recent hurricane. 

79TH CONGRESS 

Laws Enacted 

Public Law 109 (S. J. Res. 65): Dissolves the Defense Plant 

Corporation, Metals Reserve Company, Rubber Reserve 

Company, Defense Supplies Corporation, and Disaster 

Loan Corporation, transfers their functions, powers, 

assets, and liabilities to the Reconstruction Finance 

Corporation, provides for maintenance by or against t!:e 
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Reconstruction Finance Corporation of legal proceedings 

commenced by or against the dissolved corporations. 

Public Law 656 (S. J. Res. 156): Extends the period of suc

cession of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to 

June 30, 1947 and postpones the time for its liquida

tion until July 1, 1947. Empowers the Disaster Loan 

Corporation to make loans necessary because of floods 

or other catastrophes occurring before June 30, 1949 

(amending U.S.C. 15:604, 605k-l, 613c, 614). 

Authorizes the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to 

purchase loans guaranteed or insured under the Service

men's Readjustment Act. 

Authorizes a loan of $75,000,000 to the Republic of 

the Philippines at 2 percent interest. 

Bills Introduced into the 79th Congress 

H. R. 1679: Provides $20,000,000 to be expended by the Sec

retary of War for the repair and construction of certain 

public works and property in areas damaged by the recent 

hurricane in New Jersey. 

S. J. Res. 65; H. J. Res. 187: Dissolves the Defense Plant 

Corporation, Metals Reserve Company, Rubber Reserve 

Company, Defense Supplies Corporation, and Disaster Loan 

Corporation and transfers their functions, r̂ owors, 
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assets, and liabilities to the Reconstruction Finance 

Corporation. 

S. 1505; H. R. 4292: Removes the time limit (Jan. 22, 1947) 

on loans by the Disaster Loan Corporation which are 

made necessary by floods or other catastrophes. Loans 

to States or political subdivisions shall be for not 

more than 20 years, with interest of not more than 

1 1/2%. 

S. J. Res. 156; H. J. Res.341: Extends the period of succes

sion of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to 

July 1, 19 52 and postpones the time for its liquidation 

until June 30, 1949. Empowers the Disaster Loan Cor

poration to make loans necessary because of floods or 

other catastrophes occurring before June 30, 1949 

(amending U.S.C 15:604, 605k-l, 613-c, 614). 

S. 2482: Antimonopoly Act of 1947—Requires the President, 

in consultation with the heads of Government departments 

and agencies and the chairmen of the various regulatory 

boards and commissions, to develop a consistent and 

coordinated antimonopoly program and to mobilize the 

resources of the Federal Government for its most effec

tive administration. 

Prohibits American participation in international 

cartels. 
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Provides for the establishment of uniform railroad 

freight classifications and rates. 

Provides that in any action in any court of the United 

States in which the validity, scope, or infringement of 

any United States patent is involved, the court may per

mit the United States to intervene. Requires that 

every conveyance of any patent or patent application or 

of any interest therein, every agreement relating to a 

patent, patent application, or interference proceeding, 

and every transfer of rights under a patent or patent 

application (except such as arise by operation of law) 

shall be embodied in a written instrument, a copy of 

which shall be filed with the Patent Office (inappli

cable in cases where the United States is a party and 

where exclusive benefit is to the United States). Out

laws any use of a patent or patent application or of 

any interest therein which extends the monopoly granted 

by a patent beyond the invention covered by the grant. 

Provides that in any proceeding involving a violation 

of the antitrust laws or involving a patent or any 

interest therein, a party shall be entitled to show the 

invalidity or the limited scope of any patent or patent 

rights involved. 

Directs the Federal Loan Administrator to aid: (a) 

competitive small business . i.terprises in obtaining 
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intermediate and long-term capital at an interest rate 

of not more than 4 percent; (b) competitive business 

enterprises in obtaining intermediate and long-term 

capital for the purpose of (1) engaging in activities 

which promote competition or contribute to curbing 

monopolies; (2) improving, etc., facilities leased or 

purchased under the Surplus Property Act; (3) develop

ing business activities in underdeveloped areas; (4) 

engaging in research or development activities with 

respect to new products, processes, etc.; (c) State or 

local government corporations or local private non

profit corporations, in obtaining capital to help in 

financing of local competitive business enterprises; 

(d) business enterprises in recovering from floods, 

hurricanes, etc. The Loan Administrator shall guarantee 

or insure the provision of credit by private financial 

institutions and organizations, corporations established 

by State or local governments, and local private non

profit corporations, and to the extent that necessary 

credit is not thus available, he shall provide it 

through local offices. For the foregoing purposes, 

funds and facilities of the Reconstruction Finance Cor

poration shall be available to the Loan Administrator. 

Authorizes $6,000,000 annually for the Antitrust 

Division in the Department of Justice to provide foi" 
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more adequate enforcement of the Sherman and Clayton 

Antitrust Acts, amends those Acts with a view to such 

enforcement and designates them by the names Sherman 

and Clayton, respectively (amending U.S.C. 15:7, 12, 

24) . 

Enables the Federal Trade Commission to act as master 

in chancery in suits under antitrust acts (amending 

U.S.C. 15:47). 

Directs the President to make a regular review of the 

operations of Federal regulatory agencies, boards and 

commissions and of the executive departments and agen

cies, and to issue directives and recommend legislation 

in the interest of effective public control of monopoly 

and monopolistic practices. 

80TH CONGRESS 

Laws Enacted 

Public Law 132 (S. J. Res. 135): Rewrites the Reconstruction 

Finance Corporation Act making the following principal 

changes: Extends succession of the Corporation through 

June 30, 1948; limits lending authority and financial 

assistance to $2,000,000,000; extends the United States 

Commercial Co. through June 30, 1948; restricts lending 

powers to the United States, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto 

Rico (heretofore limited powers to ria .e foreign loan.s 

have been exercised); terminates many war-finar.ce 
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activities of the Corporation; abolishes the Smaller 

War Plants Corporation and directs the Reconstruction 

Finance Corporation to liquidate it; abolishes the 

Federal Loan Agency. Effective June 30, 1947. 

Public Law 233 (S. 1515): Makes surplus property available 

to States or local governments, on loan or by transfer 

with or without monetary consideration through the 

Federal Works Agency for the alleviation of damage 

caused by flood or other catastrophe. 

Public Law 548 (S. 2287): Amends the Reconstruction Finance 

Corporation Act, as amended (U.S.C. title 15, ch. 14), 

as follows: Reduces capital stock from $325,000,000 

to $100,000,000. Requires the Corporation to: (1) 

Siabmit to Congress an annual report containing finan

cial statements and names of borrowers to whom it has 

made a direct or participation loan of $100,000 or 

more; (2) pay to the Treasury within 6 months after 

the end of each fiscal year, as a dividend, the amount 

by which its accumulated net income exceeds $250,000,000; 

and (3) retire all its outstanding capital stock in ex

cess of $100,000,000 and pay to the Treasury as miscel

laneous receipts the par value of the stock so retired. 

Extends term of present directors to June 30, 19 50, 

provides for staggering terms of directors thereafter. 
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extends the term from 2 years to 3 years and stipulates 

that the office of director shall be a full-time posi

tion. Extends succession of the Corporation from 

June 30, 1948 through June 30, 1956. Provides that 

except with respect to obligations owned to the Cor

poration under certain laws (wartime activities), debts 

due it shall not have the same priority in bankruptcy 

as is available to the United States. Specifically 

lists encouragement of small business as one of the 

purposes for which loans may be made. Restores to the 

Corporation the authority to buy the preferred stock of 

insurance companies which need funds for capital pur

poses, this on certification by the Secretary of the 

Treasury. Maturities for loans to business enterprises 

and to financial institutions and for catastrophe loans 

shall not be longer than 10 years (with certain excep

tions) . Limits the Corporation's participation in 

loans wherein the Corporation's disbursements are de

ferred, to 70 percent of the balance outstanding at the 

time of disbursement, in loans of $100,000 or less, and 

60 percent in loans over $100,000. Reduces the maximum 

amount which the Corporation may have outstanding at any 

time in loans made since June 30, 1947, from $2,000,000,-

000 to $1,500,000,000. Extends the Corporation's lend

ing powers from June 30, 194 8, to June 30, l';54. 
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Subjects real property of the Corporation to special 

assessments for local improvements and to State and 

local taxation. Repeals provisions which: (1) Limit 

disbursements on a commitment to 1 year following the 

date of commitment and (2) require that Corporation 

maturities shall not extend beyond 1955. Also repeals 

the Corporation's authorization to purchase, under a 

Government agency priority, surplus property for small 

business. Permits the Corporation to use its general 

funds to pay administrative expenses for fiscal year 

1949. Eliminates a reference in section 24 of the 

Federal Reserve Act with reference to participation in 

loans by the Corporation (amending U.S.C. 12:371). 

Public Law 825 (S. 2877): Increases the amount of Recon

struction Finance Corporation Loans which may be out

standing at any one time for purposes of floods or 

other catastrophes from $25,000,000 to $40,000,000 

(amending Public Law 548, 80th Congress). 

Bills Introduced into the 80th Congress 

S. 72: Antimonopoly Act of 1947—Requires the President, in 

consultation with the heads of Government departments 

and agencies and the chairmen of the various regulatory 

boards and commissions, to develop a consistent and 

coordinated antimonopoly program and to mobili-e the 
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resources of the Federal Government for its most effec

tive administration. 

Prohibits American participation in international 

cartels. 

Provides for the establishment of uniform railroad 

freight classifications and rates. 

Provides that in any action in any court of the United 

States in which the validity, scope, or infringement of 

any United States patent is involved, the court may per

mit the United States to intervene. Requires that every 

conveyance of any patent or patent application or of 

any interest therein, every agreement relating to a 

patent, patent application, or interference proceeding, 

and every transfer of rights under a patent or patent 

application (except such as arise by operation of law) 

shall be embodied in a written instrument, a copy of 

which shall be filed with the Patent Office (inappli

cable in cases where the United States is a party and 

where exclusive benefit is to the United States). Out

laws any use of a patent or patent application or of 

any interest therein which extends the monopoly granted 

by a patent beyond the invention covered by the grant. 

Provides that in any proceeding involving a violation 

of the antitrust laws or involving a patent or any in

terest therein, a party shall be entitled to show the 
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invalidity or the limited scope of any patent or patent 

rights involved. 

Directs the Federal Loan Administrator to aid: (a) 

competitive small business enterprises in obtaining 

intermediate and long-term capital at an interest rate 

of not more than 4 percent; (b) competitive business 

enterprises in obtaining intermediate and long-term 

capital for the purpose of (1) engaging in activities 

which promote competition or contribute to curbing 

monopolies; (2) improving, etc., facilities leased or 

purchased under the Surplus Property Act; (3) develop

ing business activities in underdeveloped areas; (4) 

engaging in research or development'activities with 

respect to new products, processes, etc.; (c) State or 

local government corporations or local private nonprofit 

corporations, in obtaining capital to help in financing 

of local competitive business enterprises; (d) business 

enterprises in recovering from floods, hurricanes, etc. 

The Loan Administrator shall guarantee or insure the 

provision of credit by private financial institutions 

and organizations, corporations established by State or 

local governments, and local private nonprofit corpora

tions, and to the extent that necessary credit is not 

thus available, he shall provide it through local of

fices. For the foregoing purposes, funds anc; facilities. 
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of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation shall be 

available to the Loan Administrator. 

Authorizes $6,000,000 annually for the Antitrust 

Division in the Department of Justice to provide for 

more adequate enforcement of the Sherman and Clayton 

Antitrust Acts, amends those Acts with a view to such 

enforcement and designates them by the names Sherman 

and Clayton, respectively (amending U.S.C 15:7, 12, 

24) . 

Enables the Federal Trade Commission to act as master 

in chancery in suits under antitrust acts (amending 

U.S.C 15:47) . 

Directs the President to make a regular review of the 

operations of Federal regulatory agencies, boards and 

commissions and of the executive departments and agen

cies, and to issue directives and recommend legislation 

in the interest of effective public control of monopoly 

and monopolistic practices. 

H. J. Res. 175: Appropriates $2,500,000 for victims of tor

nado and fires at Woodward, Okla., in April 1947, and 

for reconstruction of devastated areas. 

H. J. Res.185: Appropriates $5,000,000 for relief of the 

victims of the tornado and fires at Higgens and Glazier, 

Texas, Woodward, Okla., etc., an.d for reconstruction of 

devastated areas. 
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H. J. Res.202: Appropriates $75,000 for emergency relief 

for victims of the tornado at North, Mo. 

S. J. Res. 135: Extends the period of succession of the 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation to June 30, 1948, 

and postpones the time for its liquidation until 

July 1, 19 48. Empowers the Disaster Loan Corporation 

to make loans necessary because of floods or other 

catastrophes occurring before June 30, 1948 (amending 

U.S.C. 15:604, 605K-1, 613c, 614). 

S. 1515: Makes surplus property available to states and 

local governments by purchase through tlie Federal Works 

Agency for the alleviation of damage caused by flood or 

other catastrophe. 

S. 1603: Authorizes the Reconstruction Finance Corporation 

to make such loans, not exceeding $100,000,000 in aggre

gate, as may be necessary because of floods and other 

catastrophes, $75,000,000 thereof to be available for 

loans to victims of floods in June and July 19 4 7 on the 

Missouri, Skunk, Des Moines, Iowa, and upper Mississippi 

Rivers and their tributaries. 

H. J. Res. 258: Appropriates $10,000,000 for Mississippi 

hurricane relief. 
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S. 2287: Amends the Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act, 

as amended (U.S.C title 15, Chapter 14), as follows: 

Reduces capital stock from $325,000,000 to $100,000,000. 

Requires the Corporation to: (1) submit to Congress an 

annual report containing financial statements and names 

of borrowers to whom it has made a direct or participa

tion loan of $100,000 or more; (2) pay to the Treasury 

each year, as a dividend, the amount by which its accumu

lated net income exceeds $50,000,000; and (3) retire 

all its outstanding capital stock in excess of $100,000,-

000 and pay to the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts 

that par value of the stock so retired. Extends term 

of present directors to June 30, 19 50, provides for 

staggering terms of directors thereafter, extends the 

term from 2 years to 3 years and stipulates that the 

office of director shall be a full-time position. Ex

tends succession of the Corporation from June 30, 1948, 

through June 30, 19 60. Provides that except with re

spect to obligations owed to the Corporation under 

certain laws (wartime activities) debts due it shall 

not have the same priority in bankruptcy as is available 

to the United States. Specifically lists encouragement 

of small business as one of the purposes for which loans 

may be made. Restores to the Corporation the authority 

to buy the preferred stock of }:̂anks a: d n̂.surance 
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companies which need funds for capital purposes, this 

on certification by the Secretary of the Treasury. 

Loans (except catastrophe loans) shall bear an interest 

rate which is reasonably calculated to enable the Cor

poration to operate without loss; catastrophe loans 

shall bear interest at such rates as the Corporation 

shall determine. Maturities for loans to business 

enterprises and to financial institutions and for catas

trophe loans shall not be longer than 10 years, except 

that: (1) in the case of the purchase of capital notes 

or debentures of banks and insurance companies or of 

loans secured by preferred stock, capital notes, or 

debentures of those institutions, the maturity period 

may be 20 years, and (2) business loans made prior to 

July 1, 1947, may, in the interest of orderly liquida

tion or the national security, be renewed or extended 

for periods not exceeding a total of 20 years. Limits 

the Corporation's preferred participations to 65 per

cent in loans of $10 0,00 0 and under, and to 50 percent 

in loans over $100,000. Reduces the maximum amount 

which the Corporation may have outstanding at any one 

time in loans since June 30, 1947, from $2,000,000,000 

to $1,000,000,000. Extends the Corporation's powers 

from June 30, 1948, to June 30, 1958. Dissolves the 

Federal National Mortgage Association ai .. trai.sfirs its 
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assets and liabilities to the Corporation. Repeals 

provisions which: (1) limit disbursements on a commit

ment to one year following the date of commitment and 

(2) require that Corporation maturities shall not ex

tend beyond 19 55. Also repeals the Corporation's 

authorization to purchase, under a Government agency 

priority, surplus property for small business. Permits 

the Corporation to use its general funds to pay admin

istrative expenses for fiscal year 1949. Eliminates a 

reference in section 24 of the Federal Reserve Act with 

reference to participations by the Corporation (amending 

U.S.C. 12:371). 

H. J. Res.392: Constitutional Amendment--Provides a Govern

ment for the United States in event of a major disaster 

resulting in the loss of lives of the president and his 

lawful successors. A convention of State Governors 

shall, within 10 days of such disaster, elect an Active 

President and Vice President. If a major disaster re

sults in a loss of a majority of Senate and House mem

bers, the State Governors shall fill the vacancies 

within 10 days. The emergency officers shall serve 

until their successors have been elected and qualify. 

S. 2753; S. 2831; H. R. 6855; H. R. 6856; H. R. 6859; 

H. R. 6891: Authorii:es the Federal l.orks /..Iminis trator, 
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upon a finding by the President that any flood, fire, 

hurricane, earthquake, or other catastrophe is of suf

ficient magnitude to warrant emergency Federal aid, and 

upon certification by the Governor of the State in 

which the damage occurs that such aid is needed, to 

coordinate the activities of Federal agencies in disas

ter areas in providing assistance and to cooperate with 

State and local governments and relief agencies and 

with the Red Cross. Authorizes necessary appropriations 

S. 2789; H. R. 6782; H. R. 6788; H. R. 6854: Appropriates 

$75,000,000 to the Federal Works Agency for emergency 

aid for repair, etc., of public facilities, owned by 

Federal or local agencies, which were destroyed or 

damaged by catastrophes respecting which the President 

has made a determination under Public Law 233, Eightieth 

Congress (use of surplus property to alleviate damage). 

S. J. Res. 228: Authorizes $10,000,000 for expenditures by 

the President through grants to public agencies or 

otherwise to provide emergency relief from the conse

quences of floods and other catastrophes. 

S. 2877; H. R. 6961; H. R. 6974: Increases the amount of 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation Loans which may be 

outstanding at any one time for purposes of floods or 

other catastrophes from $25,000,000 to $-• 5 , 000 , 000 . 
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Permits such loans to be made without regard to the 

present 10-year limitation on maturity (amending Public 

Law 548, 80th Congress). 

81ST CONGRESS 

Laws Enacted 

Public Law 3 (J. J. Res.112): Makes an additional appropria

tion of $500,000 to the President for disaster relief. 

Public Law 5 (H. J. Res.136): Makes an appropriation of 

$500,000 to the President for disaster relief. 

Public Law 38 (H. R. 2101): Dissolves the Regional Agricul

tural Credit Corporation of Washington, District of 

Columbia and transfers its functions, assets, and lia

bilities to the Secretary of Agriculture. Authorizes 

Secretary to make emergency or production disaster 

loans to farmers. 

Public Law 875 (H. R. 839 6): Provides assistance by Federal 

Government to State and local governments in alleviation 

of damage and suffering resulting from major disasters 

such as flood, drought, storm, etc. Assistance nay be 

provided through Federal agencies, aid to the Red Cross, 

aid to local bodies, and direct help under Presidential 

rules, regulations, and orders. Federal facilities 

which arc destroyed are authorized to be rebuilt froir. 
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available funds including appropriations for other 

agencies temporarily not needed. Authorizes $5,000,000 

to carry out this act. 

Bills Introduced into the 81st Congress 

S. 371: Appropriates $75,000,000 to the Federal Works Agency 

for emergency aid for repair, etc., of public facilities, 

owned by Federal or local agencies, which were destroyed 

or damaged by catastrophes respecting which the Presi

dent has made a determination under Public Law 233, 80th 

Congress (use of surplus property to alleviate damage). 

S. J. Res. 38: Authorizes $500,000 until June 30, 1949, to 

provide emergency relief for livestock isolated by 

storms in the Western States and authorizes Government 

agencies to cooperate. 

H. J. Res. 101: Authorizes Secretary of Interior to take 

action until June 30, 1949, to provide food, fuel, and 

feed for persons and animals isolated by storms in the 

Western States and to utilize the services of Federal, 

State, and local agencies. Authorizes the necessary 

appropriations. 

H. R. 1821: Authorizes appropriation of $500,000 to enable 

the Bureau of Land Management, the Bureau of Reclamation, 

and other Govc>rnmental agencies to breab thrcjh snow

bound areas in the western range states and to take 
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necessary action to move in feed and otherwise care for 

livestock isolated by storms. 

H. J. Res. 112; H. J. Res. 136: Makes an additional appro

priation of $500,000 to the President for disaster 

relief. 

H. R. 1888: Provides emergency supplemental appropriation 

of $1,000,000 for disaster relief. 

H. R. 1891; H. R. 1940: Appropriates $3,000,000 for disaster 

relief in case of snow storms, blizzards, floods, or 

other catastrophes. 

S. 756; H. J. Res. 139; H. J. Res. 144; H. J. Res. 155: 

Makes available to provide assistance to farmers whose 

property was damaged or destroyed by storm or other 

natural calamity the unexpended balance of the $6,00 0,-

000 appropriation item for loans to farmers for 1948 

flood damage contained in the Second Deficiency Appro

priation Act, 1948. 

H. R. 2101; H. R. 2154: Authorizes the Regional Agricultural 

Credit Corporation of the District of Columbia, to make 

emergency loans to farmers and stockmen. 

S. 913: Dissolves the Regional Agricultural Credit Corpora

tion of Washington, District of Columbia and t:..njfers 
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its functions, assets, and liabilities to the Secretary 

of Agriculture. Authorizes Secretary to make emergency 

or production disaster loans to farmers. 

S. 2415; H. R. 8396; H. R. 8461: Provides assistance by 

Federal Government to State and local governments in 

alleviation of damage and suffering resulting from 

major disasters such as flood, drought, storm, etc. 

Assistance may be provided through Federal agencies, 

aid to the Red Cross, aid to local bodies, and direct 

help under Presidential rules, regulations, and orders. 

The President is authorized to make grants of up to 

50 percent of the cost of reconstructing an area damaged 

by major disaster (over 50 percent in some cases), and 

Federal facilities which are destroyed are authorized 

to be rebuilt from available funds including appropria

tions for other agencies temporarily not needed. Autho

rizes necessary sums ($5,000,000) to carry out this act. 

H. J. Res. 540: Authorizes the President, through the United 

States Public Health Service and in cooperation with the 

American Red Cross to establish nationwide whole blood 

and plasma banks, as a protection against atomic warfare 

or any other major disaster in the country. 
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82ND CONGRESS 

Laws Enacted 

Public Law 80 (H. J. Res. 292): Makes an additional appro

priation of $25,000,000 for disaster relief for the 

fiscal year 1952. 

Public Law 326 (H. J. Res. 427): Appropriates an additional 

$25,000,000 for Disaster Relief for the fiscal year 

1952. 

Bills Introduced into the 82nd Congress 

H. J. Res. 68: Authorizes the President, through the United 

States Public Health Service and in cooperation with 

the American Red Cross, to establish nation-wide whole 

blood and plasma banks, as a protection against atomic 

warfare or any other major disaster in the country. 

S. 1253: Defines the authority of the Secretary of Agri

culture to make loans for agricultural purposes to 

established farmers and stockmen in areas suffering a 

widespread production disaster. With certain excep

tions, individual loans shall not exceed $25,000 in any 

fiscal year. Requires county committees to certify 

that applicants are unable to obtain credit reasonably 

from commercial banks, etc., possess tlie necessary 

ability and exicrience, and hav. suffered ..br.orna 1 ly 

hi. Ik^v. 
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heavy losses because of a production disaster (amending 

63 Stat. 43). 

H. J. Res. 292: Makes an additional appropriation of 

$15,000,000 for disaster relief in the fiscal year 1952. 

H. J. Res. 305: Amends the Housing Act of 1949 (63 Stat. 

413) to authorize grants and loans to local agencies 

to provide permanent housing for persons left homeless 

in disaster areas. 

S. 2148: National Disaster Insurance Corporation Act of 

19 51—Establishes a National Disaster Insurance Corpora

tion, having a nonassessable capital of $50,000,000 

subscribed by the United States of America. The manage

ment of the Corporation is vested in 3 persons appointed 

by the President with the consent of the Senate and the 

Corporation shall have all necessary corporate powers. 

It shall issue reinsurance contracts to companies carry

ing insurance against natural disasters and prescribe 

premium rates for such reinsurance. A National Disaster 

Insurance Fund shall be established in the Treasury out 

of premiums so paid. 

H. R. 5683: Provides that if the President shall determine 

that a catastrophe constitutes a major disaster, the 

Federal Government, effective bepteiiber 30, 1950, may 
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make contributions to reimburse the States and local 

governments for expenditures made in connection with 

such catastrophe, for protective and other work essen

tial to the preservation of life and property (amending 

U.S.C. 42:1855b). 

S. 2306; H. R. 5799: Liberalizes the issuance of mortgages 

by the Housing and Home Finance Administrator under the 

National Housing Act to aid in the speedy rehabilitation 

or replacement of unsanitary and unsafe housing in disas

ter areas. 

H. J. Res. 413: Makes the appropriation "Disaster Relief" 

available for construction of public school buildings 

destroyed or damaged beyond repair. 

H. J. Res. 427: Appropriates an additional $25,000,000 for 

Disaster Relief for the fiscal year 1952. 

83RD CONGRESS 

Laws Enacted 

Public Law 134 (S. 2199): Permits States during natural 

disasters to use or distribute surplus equipment and 

supplies of the Federal Government (amending U.S.C. 

42:1855b). 
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Bills Introduced into the 83rd Congress 

H. R. 5002: Authorizes the Housing and Home Finance Admin

istrator to make loans for financing the repair of 

public and private property damaged by major disasters 

in the United States. Such loans are to be made upon 

a showing of damage and with reasonable security at an 

interest rate of 2 percent per year. Creates a revolv

ing fund of $50,000,000 to be known as the "Reconstruc

tion and Rehabilitation Fund" for carrying out the 

purposes of this Act. Defines a "major disaster" as 

any flood, fire, hurricane, earthquake, storm, or other 

catastrophe, which in the determination of the Adminis

trator is or threatens to be of sufficient severity and 

magnitude to warrant assistance under this Act. 

H. R. 5737: Creates the Federal Tornado Claims Commission. 

Such Commission shall direct and supervise the payment 

of claims for losses of real and personal property suf

fered by individuals whose property was damaged by the 

tornadoes of 19 53 in area designated by the President 

as disaster areas. No claim shall be considered for 

a minimum of less than $300 and the maximum allowable 

shall be $5,000 for personal property and $10,000 for 

real property. Authorizes the President to request 

the Governors of States in which disaster tornado areas 

exist to name a Federal Tornado cM::: -> Hoare in. . ach 
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county within the designated disaster area of their 

respective states consisting of not more than 5 members 

H. R. 5738: Creates the Federal Disaster Claims Commission. 

Provides that no claim shall be considered for a mini

mum of less than $300 and the maximum allowable shall 

be $5,000 for personal property and $10,000 for real 

property. Authorizes the President to request the 

Governors of States in which disaster areas exist to 

name a Federal Disaster Claims Board in each county 

within the designated disaster area of their respective 

states consisting of not more than 5 members. 

H. R. 5826; H. R. 5852: Authorizes the President to donate 

surplus Federal property to individuals as well as to 

States and local governments classified as a major 

disaster area (amending U.S.C. 42:1855b). 

H. R. 5855; H. R. 5990; S. 2270: Authorizes the President 

to make permanent replacement of puolic facilities and 

public and private school buildings, damaged or de

stroyed in a major disaster and permits the President 

to spend such sums as may be necessary for Federal 

assistance to States and local Governments in major 

disasters (now limited to $5,000,000) (amending U.S.C 

42:1855b, 1855g). 
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H. J. Res. 273: Makes an additional appropriation of 

$25,000,000 for disaster relief for the fiscal year 

1953. 

S. 2199: Permits representatives of State and local govern

ments to distribute during major disasters surplus 

equipment and supplies of the Federal Government (amend

ing U.S.C 42:1855b) . 

H. R. 6129: National Disaster Relief Claims Commission. 

Such Commission shall direct and supervise the payment 

of claims for losses of real or personal property suf

fered by individuals whose property is damaged in areas 

designated by the President as disaster areas. Autho

rizes the President to request the Governors of States 

in which disaster areas exist to name a Federal disas

ter claims board in each county within the designated 

disaster area of their respective States consisting of 

not more than 5 members. Provides that no claim shall 

be considered for a minimum of less than $30 0 and the 

maximum allowable shall be $5,000 for personal property 

and $10,000 for real property. 

H. R. 6139: Allows the President to lend or donate surplus 

equipment and supplies of the Federal government to 

States for use or distribution by tl.em to sati' fy needr 

during major disasters (amCi.ding b.S.C. 4.?:18:>5i). 
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H. R. 7183: Provides an emergency appropriation for the 

construction of works for fire prevention and flood 

control in and below the Angeles National Forest in 

California. 

S. 3386: Authorizes Federal loans to be made to small 

business concerns which have suffered a substantial 

economic injury as a result of a drought (amending 

U.S.C 15:636) . 

H. R. 10058: Authorizes $1,000,000 for emergency relief for 

drought-stricken areas of the United States to be used 

in the discretion and under the direction of the Presi

dent to purchase grains and feeds from the Commodity 

Credit Corporation for distribution in drought-stricken 

areas, etc. 

84TH CONGP^SS 

Laws Enacted 

Pxiblic Law 402 (H. R. 7871): Increases to $125,000,000 (now 

$25,000,000) the disaster loan fund of the Small Busi

ness Administration. Authorizes the Small Business 

Administrator to make disaster loans of all types up to 

terms of 20 years (now generally limited to 10 years). 

Clarifies the Small Business Act provisions relating 

to interest rates on tb.e Federal sb.are of disaster 
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loans under the Act by fixing the maximimi interest rate 

at 3 percent on SBA direct disaster loans and on SBA's 

share of disaster loans made in participation with 

private lenders, including deferred participation loans 

(amending U.S.C. 15:633 (b)) . 

Public Law 405 (H. J. Res. 471): Authorizes the Federal 

Housing Authority to make loans for the repair of new 

homes which have been damaged in a major disaster. 

Eliminates the 6 months' occupancy requirement with 

respect to new residential structures for purposes of 

such loans (amending U.S.C. 12:1703). 

Bills Introduced into the 84th Congress 

S. 16: Authorizes Federal loans to be made to small busi

ness concerns which have suffered a substantial economic 

injury as a result of a drought (amending U.S.C. 15:636) 

S. 414; H. R. 3811; H. R. 5354; H. R. 5873; H. R. 5882: 

Directs the Secretary of the Army to cause a preliminary 

examination and survey of the New England, New York, 

Long Island, and New Jersey coastal and tidal areas, 

for the purpose of determining possible means of pre

venting damages to property and loss of human lives due 

to hurricane winds and tides. 
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S. 629: Directs the Secretary of Agriculture to establish 

and carry on at the Southern Great Plains Field Station, 

Woodward, Oklahoma, a program of experimentation work 

in drought management relating to windbreaks and 

sprinklers. 

H. R. 2843: Authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to 

indemnify farmers for damages to fruit trees caused by 

hurricanes in 19 54. 

H. R. 320 6: Authorizes a preliminary examination and survey 

of the New Haven Harbor and Long Island Sound for the 

purpose of determining possible means of preventing 

damages to property and loss of human lives due to 

hurricane winds and tides. 

H. R. 3907: Authorizes an appropriation of $5,000,000 to 

repair hurricane damage along the coast of South Caro

lina from Georgetown to Cherry Grove Beach caused by 

the hurricane which struck that area on October 14 and 

15, 1954. 

S. 1169: Extends the authority of the Regional Agricultural 

Credit Corporation to make loans during disaster so as 

to make such loans available to farmers and stockmen 

for feeding working stock and hogs (amending U.S.C. 

12:1148a-2). 
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S. 1553; H. R. 5312: Authorizes an appropriation of $5,000-

000 to repair hurricane damage along the coast of North 

Carolina which struck that area on October 14 and 15, 

1954. Funds appropriated shall be expended for repairs 

by the Chief of Engineers, under the direction of the 

Secretary of the Army, and for grants by him to local 

authorities to assist in financing repairs made under 

their direction. 

H. R. 5260; S. 19 32: Appropriates $5,000,000 for the opera

tion of a hurricane warning system by the Weather 

Bureau. 

S. 1628; H. R. 5521; H. R. 5576; H. R. 5579; H. R. 5615; 

H. R. 5666; H. R. 5716: Permits the Secretary of Agri

culture to grant increases in acreage allotments in 

order to provide relief to farmers and farmworkers suf

fering crop losses or loss of employment because of 

damage to crops caused by drought, flood, hail, frost, 

freeze, wind, insect infestation, plant disease, or 

other natural causes. 

H. R. 5515: Permits the Secretary of Agriculture to provide 

special acreage allotments for upland cotton in areas 

affected by drought or other uncontrollable natural 

causes. Makes this Act effective for the 19 55 and 

subsequent -CJOI'S. 
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S. 1769: Provides for a preliminary examination and survey 

of the South Carolina coastal and tidal areas for the 

purpose of determining possible means of protecting 

human lives and property from hurricane winds and tides. 

H. R. 5750; H. R. 5800: Provides special acreage allotments 

in areas of general crop failure by (1) permitting the 

Secretary of Agriculture to designate special allotment 

areas when he finds that a natural disaster has so ad

versely affected the production of a crop for which 

acreage allotments are established that the average 

yield per acre of such crop for the two preceding years 

is more than 50 percent less than the highest yield for 

any three consecutive years in the last ten years; 

(2) directing the Secretary to allot each eligible farm 

in such area (a) additional requested acreage in cotton, 

wheat, and corn, and (b) in case of rice, tobacco, and 

peanuts with an allotment equal to the greater of 150 

percent of the allotment regularly established or 100 

percent of the highest acreage planted on such farm in 

the last five years; and (3) prohibiting such allotments 

to result in a total acreage allotment of all crops on 

any eligible farm in excess of 75 percent of the crop

land on such farm, as determined under regulations 

heretofore prescribed by the Secretar-. 
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H. R. 6371: Prohibits the sale of feed and seed furnished 

under the drought program at a price higher than the 

price at which it is sold abroad under programs for 

developing foreign trade. 

H. R. 7871: Gives the Administrator of the Small Business 

Administrator wider discretion in granting loans for 

plant construction and loans as a result of catastro

phes by combining the appropriation limitation on such 

loans (now limited to $150,000,000 for plant construc

tion and $25,000,000 for catastrophes) (amending 67 

Stat. 233). 

H. R. 7883: Federal Disaster Insurance Act—Provides for 

(1) a program of direct insurance by the Federal Gov

ernment of certain risks and hazards attendant upon and 

connected with any catastrophe or disaster, and (2) a 

program of reinsurance by the Federal Government of 

private insurance companies providing insurance of such 

risks and hazards. Defines "natural disaster" to mean 

any flood, tidal wave, hurricane, tornado, storm, bliz

zard, duststorm, hailstorm, or other severe storm, 

earthquake, landslide, snowslide, or severe freeze. 

Authorizes the President, through such existing officer 

or agency of the Government as he may designate, to pro

vide such insurance^ and rt̂ in:.;urance. Declares tbat no 
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Act covering risks against which insurance is available 

on reasonable terms from other public or private sources 

provided that insurance may be made available under this 

Act covering all natural disasters in a single policy. 

Limits the aggregate potential liability of the Presi

dent or his designee for such insurance and reinsurance 

to $500,000,000. The premium for such insurance shall 

be prescribed with due regard for (1) the nature of the 

risks insured, (2) the niomber of beneficiaries, (3) the 

possible total liability under the policy (which shall 

not exceed $300,000 per inhabitant), and (4) the objec

tive of making self-supporting any program undertaken 

under these provisions. Authorizes the President or 

his designee to enter into agreements for financial 

participation of private insurance companies in the 

underwriting of risks assumed and for their proportion

ate participation with respect to receipt of premiums, 

profits, or losses realized or sustained. Establishes 

in the Treasury of the United States a Disaster Insur

ance Fund and a Disaster Reinsurance Fund. Authorizes 

necessary appropriations. 

H. R. 7885: National Disaster Insurance Act--Creates the 

National Disaster Insurance Corporation, to be composed 

of a 5-member Board of Directors annointed b- tho 
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President with the advice and consent of the Senate, 

for a 6-year term (except with respect to initial 

appointees) at a salary of $16,500 per annum except 

that the chairman shall receive $17,000 per annum. 

Authorizes the Corporation to provide insurance or 

reinsurance up to $250,000 for a single item of real 

or personal property against certain losses caused by 

unpredictable and widespread national disasters; and 

provides that the amount of each loan covered by con

tracts of guaranty entered into by the Corporation and 

the amount of each direct loan made by the Corporation, 

shall not exceed $1,000,000,000. 

H. R. 7897; H. R. 8150: Provides for (1) a program of direct 

insurance, with respect to certain types of property, 

by the Federal Government of the risks and hazards inci

dent to natural disasters, and (2) a program of reinsur

ance, with respect to certain types of property, by the 

Federal Government of private insurers insuring such 

risks and hazards. Defines natural disaster to mean any 

flood, hurricane, tidal wave, tornado, cyclone, storm, 

earthquake, earth tremor, blizzard, wind, duststorm, and 

any other like type of natural meteorological change or 

disturbance or of variation of weather which the Small 

Business Administrator may designate as a natural disas

ter for the purpose- of this Act. Limits Ihv aggregate 
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potential liability of the United States under direct 

insurance contracts and private insurance contracts 

reinsured under this Act to $500,000,000 at any one 

time, except that such aggregate amount may be increased 

on July 1, 19 57, and July 1, 1958, by the President by 

not to exceed $500,000,000. Declares that the Adminis

trator shall establish premiiim rates for such insurance 

and reinsurance. Sets out the coverage of the insurance 

contracts, and places a limitation of $250,000 on the 

aggregate amount that may be paid with respect to a 

single item of real property. Establishes in the Trea

sury of the United States a fund to be known as the 

"Disaster Insurance Fund." Authorizes the Administrator 

to appoint an advisory committee consisting of not less 

than three members experienced in the writing of insur

ance against property loss. Authorizes necessary 

appropriations. 

H. R. 7905: Increases to $75,000,000 (now $25,000,000) the 

ceiling on disaster loans which may be outstanding at 

any one time under the Small Business Act of 19 53 (amend

ing U.S.C 15: 633) . 

H. R. 7937: National Disaster and War Damage Insurance Act--

Authorizes the Administrator of the Housing and Home 

Finance Agency to establish and maints.in progran.- of 
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insurance and reinsurance against loss of and damage to 

property, as result of natural disasters occurring 

within the United States, to the extent that such in

surance and reinsurance is not available from private 

sources. Defines terms. "Natural disaster" includes 

any flood, hurricane, tidal wave, tornado, cyclone, 

storm, wind, earthquake, blizzard, duststorm, severe 

freeze, volcanic eruption, or similar type of weather 

disturbance. "Property" includes land, interests in 

land, improvements on land which are permanently affixed 

to the land, and tangible personal property. The Admin

istrator shall prescribe rates, which shall be based 

upon consideration of the risks and hazards involved 

and shall, as nearly as practicable, be sufficient to 

defray in whole or in part administrative and operating 

costs. The aggregate amount of insurance issued to any 

person shall not exceed $100,000. The aggregate amount 

of insurance and reinsurance outstanding at any one time 

shall not exceed $10 0,000,000. Such amount may be in

creased, with the approval of the President, but not to 

exceed $500,000,000 in any one fiscal year. 

Creates a War Damage Insurance Corporation, the manage

ment thereof to be vested in an Administrator appointed 

by the President with the consent of the Senate. The 

Corporation shall provide through insarance, reinsurance, 
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or otherwise (1) reasonable protection against loss or 

damage to property, real or personal, (2) reasonable 

protection against liability imposed under any worlcmen's 

compensation act, occupational disease act, employer's 

liability act or similar law, for injury, disease, dis

ability, or death suffered by employees and arising out 

of, or in the course of employment or any liability 

arising from any insurance contract for any or all 

thereof, including any liability against voluntary or 

self-insurer funds or State and local governmental 

funds, and (3) reasonable compensation for personal in

jury or death suffered by any civil defense workers 

(subject to the order or control of a State government 

or any political subdivision thereof) in the perfor

mance of civil defense duties under a State civil 

defense program, which may result from hostile or war

like action, by any government or sovereign power or 

by any authority using military, naval, or air forces, 

or by military, naval, or air forces, or by an agent of 

any such government, power, authority, or forces, with 

such general exceptions as the Corporation, with the 

approval of the President, may deem advisable. Such 

protection shall be made available upon the payment of 

such premium or other charge, and subject to such terms 

and conditions, as the Corporation, x.ith t.he approval 

of the President may establish. 
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H. R. 7940: Creates the Federal Disaster Insurance Corpora

tion which is directed to establish, administer, and 

maintain, a program of direct insurance against the 

loss and destruction of and damage to property within 

the United States as a result of natural disasters. 

Such insurance shall be made available only to the 

extent (1) of the insurable interest of the person to 

be protected by such direct insurance in the property 

to be covered thereby; and (2) that such direct insur

ance is not obtainable than in accordance with this 

Act upon substantially similar terms and conditions, 

at substantially the same cost, and covering the same 

risks and hazards. 

Defines terms. "Natural disaster" means (a) any flood, 

hurricane, tidal wave, tornado, cyclone, storm, bliz

zard, wind, earthquake, or earth tremor, and (b) any 

type of unusual meteorological change or disturbance 

resulting from natural causes, or of unusual variation 

of weather resulting from natural causes, which the 

Board of Directors of the Federal Disaster Insurance 

Corporation may designate as a natural disaster for the 

purposes of this Act. "Property" means real, personal, 

and mixed property in which one or more persons have an 

insurable interest. "Direct insurance" means insurance 

provided by the Federal Disaster Insurance Crr: csation, 
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on behalf of the Federal Government, directly to a 

person or persons, under and by means of one or more 

direct insurance contracts in conformity with this Act. 

The Corporation is authorized, in its discretion, if 

it deems such action to be advisable in the interests 

of the direct insurance program, to determine and fix, 

and change or revoke, from time to time, (1) the aggre

gate amount of direct insurance which may be had by 

each person at any one time under this Act and (2) the 

aggregate amount of direct insurance which may be ob

tained under this Act with respect to each item or 

property. 

The Corporation shall prescribe one or more types of 

direct insurance contracts which shall be used in car

rying out the program of direct insurance under this 

Act, including the duration, terms, conditions, and 

premium rates, the risks and hazards which may be cov

ered, the respective kinds of property which may be 

covered, the categories and types of persons who may 

insure property, the types of insurable interests which 

may be included, the maximum amount of insurance which 

may be provided, the respective geographical areas 

within which each type of insurance contract is to be 

effective, and such other matters as may bo necessary to 

carry out the program. 
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H. R. 7944: Creates a corporate body to be known as the 

National Disaster Relief Corporation with its principal 

office in the District of Columbia. Tlie Corporation 

shall provide through insurance, reinsurance, or other

wise reasonable protection to all persons against loss 

or damage to real or personal property which may result 

from a catastrophe determined by the President to be a 

major disaster. Gives it the power to establish uni

form rates and permits it to insure or reinsure in whole 

or in part any .company authorized to do business in any 

State. The Corporation is given succession until 

June 30, 19 64 unless sooner dissolved by Congress. 

Exempt all of its property from taxation and provides 

that it be managed by a board of five directors to be 

appointed by the President by and with the advice and 

consent of the Senate. Authorizes an appropriation of 

$5,000,000 as the National Disaster Relief Fund to be 

used by the Corporation in the performance of its 

powers and duties. 

H. R. 7945: Creates the Federal Disaster Claims Commission. 

Such Commission shall direct and supervise the payment 

of claims for losses of real and personal property suf

fered by individuals whose property was damaged in areas 

designated by the President as disaster areas. Autho

rizes t!ic Pro'sideiil to rc'uest tlic ucvci-nor - . : State:; 
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in which disaster areas exist to name a Federal disaster 

claims board in each county within the designated disas

ter area of their respective States consisting of not 

more than 5 members. Provides that no claim shall be 

considered for a minimum of less than $300 and the maxi

mum allowable shall be $5,000 for personal property and 

$10,000 for real property. 

H. R. 7947: Allows as a deduction for Federal income tax 

purposes all contributions and gifts made to aid a 

disaster area within which the catastrophe occurred or 

occurs after December 31, 1952. 

H. R. 7948: Authorizes the President to make permanent re

placement of public facilities and public and private 

school buildings, damaged or destroyed in a major disas

ter and permits the President to spend such sums as may 

be necessary for Federal assistance to States and local 

Governments in major disasters (now limited to $5,000,-

000) (amending U.S.C. 42:1855b, g). 

H. R. 7949: Considers as a business expense for Federal 

income tax purposes the expense to an employer of re

pairing, or rebuilding the home of an employee v.hich 

was damaged or destroyed in a major disaster. Effective 

with respect to taxable years endinn aft-r the date of 
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enactment but only to amounts paid or incurred after 

December 31, 1952. 

H. R. 7951: Creates a Federal Disaster Research Commission 

to direct and supervise a program of research and to 

provide maximum possible protection for the Nation 

against hurricanes, floods, tornadoes, and other meteo

rological and natural disasters. Authorizes not more 

than $5,000,000. 

H. R. 7979: Redesignates the Federal Civil Defense Act of 

1950 (64 Stat. 1245) the Federal Disaster Act, and pro

vides for a Federal Disaster Administration in place of 

a Federal Civil Defense Administration. 

Under Title I of the bill the Federal Disaster Admin

istrator is authorized to provide insurance or reinsur

ance, or both, against loss resulting from damage to or 

destruction of real or personal property due to natural 

disaster. The term "natural disaster" means any flood, 

tidal wave, hurricane, tornado, blizzard, duststorm, 

hailstorm, or other severe storm, earthquake, explosion, 

landslide, snowslide, severe freeze, drought, smog, 

radioactive contamination or other air pollution, or 

volcanic eruption. The Administrator shall from time 

to time prescribe (1) premium rates for each tyî e of 

insurance and reinsurance which he shall rake available 
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and (2) terms and conditions upon which and areas within 

which each rate shall apply. Such rates shall be based 

upon consideration of the risks involved, and, in the 

judgment of the Administrator shall be as nearly as 

practicable adequate to provide sufficient funds to 

meet administrative and operating expenses and reserves 

for anticipated losses, consistent with the aim of of

fering insurance and reinsurance at rates reasonable 

enough to encourage prospective insurees or ceding com

panies to purchase such insurance or reinsurance respec

tively. The aggregate amount of insurance issued by the 

Administrator to any one person or State or local gov

ernment shall not exceed,$300,000. The liability of 

the Administrator under insurance or reinsurance pro

vided under this title (Title I) shall not exceed 

$2,000,000,000 at any one time. 

Under title II the Administrator is authorized to 

provide reasonable indemnity for war damage consisting 

of loss of or damage to real and personal property or 

loss of life or injury to or disease of persons. The 

Administrator may provide such indemnity by means of 

insurance, reinsurance, or otherwise affording (1) rea

sonable protection against loss or damage to real or 

personal property, (2) reasonable protection against 

such liability as may exist under any v.ork; en's 
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compensation act enacted by any State, District, Terri

tory, or possession of the United States or by the 

Federal Government or occupational disease act, or by 

way of employer's injury, disease or death suffered by 

an employee and arising out of or in the course of 

employment, (3) reasonable compensation for personal 

injury or death suffered by any civil defense worker 

in the performance of civil defense activities under 

appropriate orders, (4) reasonable compensation for 

personal injury or death and loss of or damage to real 

or personal property incurred in the course of perform

ing duties of a civil defense nature pursuant to the 

direction of the Administrator or State, District, 

Territorial, or local civil defense authorities, or 

anyone operating under his or their direction, and 

(5) reasonable compensation for personal injury, dis

ease, or death caused by the perils of war. The Admin

istrator shall not incur an aggregate liability under 

this title exceeding $10,000,000 in the case of property 

The term "war damage" as used in this title shall mean 

damage resulting from and the term "perils of war" shall 

mean perils resulting from (A) any hostile or warlike 

action by (i) any government or sovereign power or any 

authority maintaining or using military, naval, or air 

forces, or (ii) an agent of any sr.cii never: r.ent, power, 
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or forces; or (B) any action taken by any Federal, 

State, or local government agency in hindering, combat

ing, or defending against any such hostile or warlike 

action; or (C) disorder or other lawlessness accompany

ing the collapse of civil authority determined by the 

President to have resulted from any action referred to 

in clause (A) or (B) or from control by enemy forces. 

Amends the Act of September 30, 19 50 which authorizes 

Federal assistance to States and local governments in 

major disasters (64 Stat. 1109) by transferring to the 

Federal Disaster Administrator the authority thereunder 

vested in the President; and by requiring evidence of 

the existence of a State fund for disaster relief in 

lieu of the present provision for assurance of expendi

ture of a reasonable amount of state or local funds. 

H. R. 7997: National Disaster Insurance Corporation Act of 

19 56—Creates the National Disaster Insurance Corpora

tion. The Corporation is authorized to provide such 

reinsurance of insurance companies against loss on ac

count of insurance carried by such companies against 

damage to, or loss of, real or personal property due 

to flood, tidal wave, earthquake, or hurricane, occur

ring within the United States or its Territories, as 

may be necessary to enable such companies to î rovide 

insurance against such damage or loss where it weuld 
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otherwise be unavailable. The Corporation shall pre

scribe premium rates for the reinsurance authorized by 

this Act upon consideration of (1) the risks involved, 

and (2) the desirability in the public interest of 

providing insurance protection which would not other

wise be available. The Corporation shall by regulation 

provide for the determination of (1) the types of 

property with respect to which reinsurance will be 

granted, (2) the nature and limits of losses or damage 

which may be covered by such reinsurance, (3) such mat

ters as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of 

this Act. 

S. 2854: Increases to $12,000 (now $7,000) the maximum 

principal amount of a mortgage that may be insured by 

the Federal Housing Authority to enable reconstruction 

of a single family home which has been destroyed or 

damaged in a major disaster. Increases by $60,000,000 

the insurance authorization of the Federal Housing Ad

ministration so as to provide the Administration with 

adequate authorization to meet the increased demand for 

insurance resulting from the enactment of this Act 

(amending U.S.C. 12:1709 (h), 1715 (h)). 

S. 2855: Temporary Housing Disaster Relief Stockpiling of 

1956—Enables the Housir.q and Home finance Acimi r.: s t r . tor 
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to establish and maintain an adequate stockpile of 

temporary housing at suitable locations throughout the 

nation. Requires the Administrator to dismantle 1,000 

units of temporary housing provided under the Defense 

Housing and Community Facilities and Services Act of 

1951, and store and maintain such units as a stockpile 

to be available for immediate use in the event of a 

major disaster. Directs the Administrator to store 

these houses at various locations in the continental 

United States. Provides that rent for such houses 

shall not exceed a rate sufficient to cover the cost 

of operating and maintaining the unit occupied and a 

proportionate share of common operating and maintenance 

costs of the project. 

S. 2856: Consolidates the Small Business Administration 

funds which are available for business loans and disas

ter loans and increases the consolidated amount by $25 

million over its present authorized figure which is now 

$275 million. Makes a total of $300 million appropria

tions authorized for the Small Business Administration 

for either business or catastrophe loans, to be used in 

its discretion (amending 67 Stat. 233). 

S. 2857; H. R. 8117: Provides express statutory authority 

for channeling Federal r̂ rocurement contracts into areas 
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of major disasters. Gives the President of the United 

States the authority to decide when an area is important 

to the economic mobilization base and vests him with the 

authority and discretion to place into operation such a 

procurement program. Provides tliat upon a finding that 

an area is an important source of goods or services 

needed in the event of economic mobilization, the 

President is directed to arrange for awarding negotiated 

contracts for procuring materials or services needed by 

the Federal Government from major disaster victims 

capable of satisfactory performance. Increases to $15 

million (now $5 million) the amount authorized to be 

appropriated to carry out the purposes of the Federal 

Disaster Relief Act. 

S. 2858: Small Business Administration Catastrophe Loan 

Amendments Act of 19 56—Extends the maximum maturity 

for catastrophe business loans to twenty years, making 

this period the maximum maturity for all of the Small 

Business Administration catastrophe loans. Establishes 

a statutory maximum of three percent as the interest 

rate for all Small Business Administration catastrophe 

loans. Directs the Small Business Administration to 

use its general powers to channel Federal procureiient 

contracts to small business enterp-'sos in n^o>- d̂ ss.s-

ter areas -(ainending 67 otat. nif") . 
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S. 2859; H. R. 8120: Makes it possible for needy disaster 

victims to obtain rent-free shelter in Government con

trolled housing. Authorizes the President of the U.S. 

to contract with each Government authority making such 

housing available. Such contracts may provide for 

annual contributions to the authority to the extent 

necessary to make up the deficit in operating expenses 

caused by permitting such rent free occupancy. 

S. 2861; H. R. 8115: Increases to $30,000,000 (now $10,000,-

000) the amount authorized as an emergency relief fund 

by section 7 of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 19 52 

for the repair and construction of highways and bridges 

damaged as a result of a disaster over a wide area 

(amending 67 Stat. 161). 

H. R. 8112; H. R. 8124; H. R. 8136; H. R. 8162; H. R. 8164; 

H. R. 8166; H. R. 8178; H. R. 8561: Amends the Small 

Business Act of 1953 by (1) deleting provisions which 

place a limitation of $150,000,000 on loans for plant 

construction, etc., and a limitation of $25,000,000 on 

loans for disaster relief, and (2) fixing a limitation 

of $175,000,000 on loans for plant construction and 

disaster relief combined (amending U.S.C. 15:633). 
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H. R. 8119: Amends the Small Business Act of 1953 by 

(1) deleting provisions which place a limitation of 

$150,000,000 on loans for plant construction, etc., 

and a limitation of $25,000,000 on loans for disaster 

relief, and (2) fixing a limitation of $200,000,000 

for the combined purposes (amending U.S.C. 15:633). 

H. R. 8129; H. R. 9003: National Disaster Insurance Act— 

Creates the National Disaster Insurance Corporation, 

which is authorized to provide insurance or reinsurance, 

or both, against damage to or loss of real and personal 

property due to natural disasters occurring within the 

U.S. and its Territories. The term "natural disaster" 

means any flood, tidal wave, hurricane, tornado, bliz

zard, dust storm, hailstorm, or other storm, earthquake, 

landslide, snowslide, severe freeze, heat wave, volcanic 

eruption, failure of rain, or other like catastrophe or 

disaster occasioned by weather changes. The Corporation 

shall prescribe premium rates for insurance or reinsur

ance upon consideration of (1) the risks involved and 

(2) the desirability in the public interest of providing 

insurance protection which would not otherwise be avail

able. The Corporation shall by regulation provide for 

the determination of (1) the types of property with 

respect to which insurance, and reinsurance will be 
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granted, (2) the nature and limits of losses or damage 

which may be covered by such insurance and reinsurance, 

and (3) such other matters as may be necessary to carry 

out the purposes of this Act. The aggregate amount of 

insurance or reinsurance under this Act covering loss 

of or damage to a single item of property shall not 

exceed $25,000, except in the case of property owned 

by piablic corporations. 

H. R. 8145: Appropriates funds for flood control and naviga

tion projects in New England, preliminary examinations, 

surveys, and studies in New England, and surveys of 

hurricane damages along the eastern seaboard of the 

United States. 

H. R. 8161: Federal Disaster Insurance Act—Authorizes the 

Administrator of the Small Business Administration to 

establish, administer, and maintain, in conformity with 

this Act, a program of direct insurance against the loss 

and destruction of and damage to property within the 

United States as a result of natural disasters. 

Defines terms used. "Natural disaster" means (a) any 

flood, hurricane, tidal wave, cyclone, storm, blizzard, 

wind, earthquake, or earth tremor, and (b) any type of 

unusual meteorological change or disturbance resulting 

from natural causes which the A-.; linistratca- I'.ay dcsign.ate 
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as a natural disaster for the purposes of this Act. 

"Direct insurance" means insurance provided by the 

Administrator, on behalf of the Federal Government, 

directly to a person or persons under and by means of 

one or more direct insurance contracts in conformity 

with this Act. 

The Administrator shall prescribe, one or more types 

of direct insurance contracts which shall be used in 

carrying out the program of direct insurance under 

this Act, including the duration, terms, conditions 

and premium rates thereof; the risks, hazards, and 

respective kinds of property which may be covered 

thereby; the categories and types of persons who may 

insure property thereunder; the types of insurable 

interests which may be included therein; the maximum 

amount of insurance which may be provided thereunder; 

the respective geographical areas within the United 

States within which each such type of direct insurance 

contract is to be effective; coinsurance provisions; 

and such other matters relating to direct insurance and 

the direct insurance program as may be necessary to 

carry out such program. 

The Administrator is authorized, in his discretion, 

to require that each direct insurance contract shall 

contain provisions limiting liability of the Federal 
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Government under such contract, to the amount of 

$50,000, and for liability in a percentage amount up 

to 80 percent of claims in excess of $50,000. 

H. R. 8163: Provides that every person, at his election, 

shall be entitled to a deduction from Federal income 

taxes with respect to the amortization of the adjusted 

basis (for determining gain) of any disaster replace

ment facility based on a period of 60 months. Permits 

the taxpayer to terminate such amortization deduction. 

Defines disaster replacement facility to mean any 

facility, building, machinery or equipment, or part 

thereof with respect to the construction, reconstruc

tion, erection, installation or acquisition of which 

a certificate has been made under this Act. Sets out 

the method of computing the amortization deduction of 

such disaster replacement facilities. Provides that in 

the case of property held by one person for life with 

remainder to another person, the deduction shall be 

computed as if the life tenant were the absolute owner 

of the property and shall be allowable to the life 

tenant. Effective with respect to taxable years ending 

after December 31, 1954, but only in the case of disas

ters occurring after such date (amending U.S.C. 26:168) 
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S. 2866: Increases the total authorizations for disaster 

loans and business loans under the Small Business 

Administration by $50 million. Combines the business 

loan fund and the disaster loan fund, thereby giving 

the Small Business Administration wider discretion in 

making such loans (now business loan fund limited to 

$150 million and the disaster loan fund to $25 million). 

Limits the interest on disaster loans to three percent. 

Makes certain technical amendments (amending 67 Stat. 

233) . 

S. J. Res. 113: Permits loans under the Federal Housing 

Administration title I to be used to repair new homes 

damaged by major disasters (nov; may be made for uncom-

pleted homes or new homes that have not been occupied » 

for at least six months) (amending 68 Stat. 590). 

H. R. 8349; H. R. 8660; H. R. 8661; H. R. 8662; H. R. 8663; 

H. R. 8664; H. R. 8665; H. R. 8666; H. R. 8667; H. R. 

8668; H. R. 8669; H. R. 8670; H. R. 8671; H. R. 8725; 

H. R. 8726; H. R. 8740; H. R. 8749; H. R. 9003: 

Broadens the War Risk Insurance Act to include disas

ter risk insurance. 

As amended, the Act authorizes the Secretary of Com

merce, with the approval of the President, and after 

such con.-.ultation with interested aevî .cies of tiie 
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Government as the President may require to provide 

insurance and reinsurance against loss or damage aris

ing out of war risks and disaster risks in the manner 

and to the extent provided under the Act, whenever it 

is determined that such insurance cannot be obtained 

on reasonable terms and conditions from companies 

authorized to do an insurance business in a State of 

the United States. 

The term "disaster risk" includes all or any part of 

those risks which may be contemplated as a result of 

action by the forces of nature. 

H. J. Res. 471: Permits Federal Housing Authority loans 

for the purpose of repairs to new homes which have 

been damaged by major disasters (amending U.S.C. 

12:1703). 

H. R. 8495: Earthquake and Flood Disaster Insurance Act— 

Creates the Earthquake and Flood Disaster Insurance 

Corporation, and authorizes it to provide insurance 

or reinsurance, or both, against damage to or loss of 

real and personal property (excluding property owned 

by Federal, State, and local Governments) due to natural 

disasters occurring within the United States and its 

Territories and possessions. Such insurance and rein

surance to provide cash reiml:)urseir.jnt to tlie insured. 
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Defines "earthquake and flood disaster" as any earth

quake and flood, or other like catastrophe or disaster 

occasioned by a trembling of a portion of the earth, 

caused by faulting of the rocks or by volcanic shocks 

or by floods caused by weather changes. 

The Corporation is also authorized and directed to 

establish, under such regulations as it may prescribe, 

a program combining direct insurance and loans in order 

to provide the greatest variety and amount of protec

tion against loss and damage due to natural earthquake 

or flood disaster to the greatest number of affected 

parties in accordance with individual needs. 

The aggregate amount of insurance or reinsurance 

under this Act covering loss of or damage to a single 

item of property shall not exceed $250,0 00. The amount 

of each loan (including interest thereon) covered by 

contracts of guaranty entered into by the Corporation 

and the amount of each direct loan made by the Cor

poration, shall not exceed $1,000,000. 

The aggregate amount of insurance and reinsurance by 

the Corporation under this Act outstanding and in force 

at any one time shall not exceed $1,000,000,000. The 

aggregate amount of direct and guaranteed loans under 

this Act outstanding and in force at any one time shall 

not exceed $2,000,000,000. Each s.uca aggregate amount 
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may be increased, with the approval of the President 

by not to exceed $500,000,000 in any one fiscal year. 

S. 3079; H. R. 8815: Authorizes Federal agencies to make 

contributions to States and local Governments for the 

purpose of clearing debris and wreckage from public 

parks and recreation areas, etc., damaged or destroyed 

in major disasters and to assist in such work (amending 

U.S.C. 42:1855b). 

H. R. 9079: National Disaster Indemnity Act of 1956—Pro

poses to promote the general welfare by making avail

able two programs (1) a program of flood indemnities 

in cooperation with the various States; and (2) a pro

gram of reinsurance of private insurers who insure 

against flood risks. Authorizes the Administrator of 

the Housing and Home Finance Administration to issue 

indemnity contracts to persons for flood damage to, or 

loss of real property, business inventories, and other 

such personal property as he may determine. Defines 

the term flood to include: (1) rising water caused by 

tide, wind, or rain, (2) any type of unusual meteoro

logical change or disturbance resulting from natural 

causes, or of unusual variation of weather resulting 

from natural causes, which the Administrator may desig

nate, and (3) tidal wav.', earthquake, and e.etii tremor. 
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Requires the payment of a fee by the person indemni

fied and authorizes the Administrator to determine by 

regulation the types and location of property and the 

nature and limits of damage or loss which may be 

covered, as well as the fees, terms, and conditions of 

such contracts. Limits the maximum coverage in favor 

of any person to $250,000 in the aggregate. Further 

limits the liability of the United States at any one 

time at $1,900,000,000, but permits the President to 

increase this amount by not to exceed $1,000,000,000. 

Permits the Administrator to determine the aggregate 

amount which may be in force at any time in any State. 

Authorizes the Administrator to reinsure private in

surance companies against loss on account of insurance 

issued by such companies against flood risks, covering 

real or personal property. Further authorizes the 

Administrator to determine by regulation: (1) the 

types of property with respect to which reinsurance 

will be granted, (2) the maximum premium rate permis

sible to be charged for any policy of insurance rein

sured under the provisions of this Act, (3) the nature 

and limits of losses or damage which may be covered by 

such policies, (4) provisions which must be contained 

in such policies, and (5) such other matters as may be 

necessary to carry out the purposes r. this Act. Lnr.its 

reinsurance in force at any one time to $100,000,000. 
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Establishes a Federal Flood Indemnity Fund and a 

Federal Flood Reinsurance Fund for use by the Adminis

trator in carrying out his functions. Authorizes 

necessary sums. 

H. R. 10672: Authorizes the Public Housing Commissioner to 

enter into contracts on a standby or emergency basis 

for housing to provide shelter for disaster victims. 

Authorizes necessary appropriations. 

S. 3774: Directs the Secretary of the Army to complete at 

the earliest practicable date an examination and 

survey of the hurricane damaged coastal and tidal 

areas of North Carolina with particular reference to 

developing plans for the protection and rehabilitation 

of such areas. Requires comprehensive reports to the 

Congress upon the findings by the Secretary. Authorizes 

necessary appropriations. 

S. 3844: Provides Federal assistance in the rehabilitation 

and rebuilding of disaster areas. Permits Federal 

agencies to extend urban renewal assistance to disaster-

affected communities without the application of certain 

requirement and limitations which the Housing Act of 

1949 now requires in normal situations. Makes FHA 

mortgage insurance under sections 220 and 2?1 of the 
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National Housing Act available in major disaster areas 

as declared by the President. Amends existing law so 

as to authorize Federal planning grants to a community 

affected by a major disaster without regard to whether 

the community's population is less than 25,000; and 

increases the planning grant authorization from $5 

million to $10 million. 

S. 3850; H. R. 11331: Authorizes the Secretary of Agricul

ture to make emergency loans to eligible orchard 

operators and owners in the area declared by the Sec

retary in December 1955 to be a production disaster 

area because of unseasonable freeze, and in any area 

hereafter declared to be a production disaster area 

by the Secretary because of freeze, drought, hurricane, 

disease, or other natural causes. 

S. 4004: Authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture with re

spect to disaster loans made to established orchardists 

to extend the repayment period by six years and to 

grant a corresponding extension of the repayment if the 

Secretary finds that as a result of such disaster the 

borrower's anticipated income will not permit earlier 

repayment. 

H. R. 11282: Extends Title I of the HOM-^na -r- of 1̂ 49 to 

provide urban renewal assistance to disaster areas. 
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Provides for such aid where the local governing body 

certifies, and the Administrator finds, that an urban 

area is in need of redevelopment or rehabilitation as 

a result of a flood, fire, hurricane, earthquake, storm, 

or other catastrophe. Increases to $10,000,000 (now 

$5,000,000) the amount of appropriation authorized for 

urban planning under the Housing Act of 1954. 

85TH CONGRESS 

Laws Enacted 

Public Law 25 (H. R. 2367): Requires the Secretary of Agri

culture to provide a program in the drought areas under 

which farmers and ranchers would receive payments for 

deferring grazing. 

Makes the bill effective only in the drought areas 

determined major disaster areas under Public Law 875, 

81st Congress, and would be effective only for 5 years 

after enactment of the bill. Makes effective only in 

counties in which the Secretary of Agriculture deter

mined that grazing of native rangeland is a substantial 

factor in agricultural production and found that the 

limitation of grazing is necessary to reestablish or 

conserve grass for grazing. 

Makes the program applicable only to non-federally 

owned land except Indian lands in ws.ich the bare legal 
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title is vested in the Federal Government, but in which 

the beneficial ownership is in Indian tribes or indi

vidual Indians. Provides that the Secretary of the 

Interior and the Secretary of Agricultiire enter into 

non-use arrangements with grazing permittees whose 

base properties are, in whole or in part, placed in 

the program in order to preserve the qualifications of 

such properties for grazing permits. 

Fixes the payment rates at not more than the fair 

rental value of the land for the normal grazing use 

withheld. 

Limits payment to any one person to $5,000 for land 

in any one county, or land operated as a single unit. 

Public Law 335 (S. 2920): Authorizes disaster loans to 

small-business concerns located in an area affected 

by a drought or excessive rainfall (amending U.S.C. 

15:636 (b) (1)) . 

Bills Introduced into the 85th Congress 

H. R. 792: Broadens the War Risk Insurance Act to include 

disaster risk insurance. 

As amended, the Act authorizes the Secretary of Com

merce, with the approval of the President, and after 

such consultation with interested agencies of the 

Government as the Presidci.t may r.̂ qui- to provide 
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insurance and reinsurance against loss or damage arising 

out of war risks and disaster risks in the manner and to 

the extent provided under the Act, whenever it is deter

mined that such insurance cannot be obtained on reason

able terms and conditions from companies authorized to 

do an insurance business in a State of the United 

States. 

The term "disaster risk" includes all or any part of 

those risks which may be contemplated as a result of 

action by the forces of nature (amending U.S.C. 49:711; 

712; repealing 49:722). 

H. R. 866; H. R. 1041; H. R. 1090: Authorizes the President 

to make permanent replacement of public facilities and 

public and private school buildings, damaged, or de

stroyed in a major disaster and permits the President 

to spend such sums as may be necessary for Federal 

assistance to States and local Governments in major 

disasters (now limited to $5,000,000) (amending U.S.C. 

42:1855b, g). 

S. 511; S. 885: Establishes a deferred grazing program and 

a protein food program as parts of the relief available 

to drought-stricken areas of the country. Calls for 

the conduct of an extensive soil-conservation program 

through the use of a deferreci grasmg •'rogra:-. 
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Requires the Department of Agriculture to make payments 

to landowners who will agree to defer the use of their 

depleted pasturelands for periods of not less than one 

year. Makes this program effective immediately and 

continues it for a period of three years after the 

drought has broken. Provides for payments of the 

normal rental value of the land. 

H. R. 2357; H. R. 2358; H. R. 2359; H. R. 2360; H. R. 2361; 

H. R. 2362; H. R. 2363; H. R. 2364; H. R. 2365; H. R. 

2366; H. R. 2367; H. R. 2368; H. R. 2369; H. R. 2370; 

H. R. 2371; H. R. 2372; H. R. 2514; H. R. 2535; H. R. 

2543; H. R. 3111; H. R. 3519; H. R. 3607; H. R. 4259: 

Directs the President, with respect to any major disas

ter due to drought, to formulate and carry out, through 

the facilities of the Department of Agriculture, a 

deferred grazing program in any county affected by such 

disaster in which grazing is determined to be a sub

stantial factor in agricultural production. Provides 

that such program shall be made available to farmers 

and ranchers immediately, and shall remain available 

for a period of not less than three years after the 

termination of such county as a major disaster area. 

Directs that the program shall provide payment for 

deferred grazing to farmers and ra-c'̂ ers at a ra»e not 
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less than the average annual rental value of grazing 

land in the county as will induce sufficient participa

tion in the program to accomplish its objective. Bars 

payment where the deferred grazing is for a period of 

less than twelve consecutive months, or if transferring 

livestock to non-deferred areas would result in over

grazing. Limits payments hereunder to any one person 

to $5,000 for any one year. 

Defines feed furnished for livestock in major disaster 

areas to amount to a minimum subsistence ration for a 

basic herd of livestock (amending U.S.C. 12:1148a-2(d). 

S. 717: Emergency Food Stockpiling Act of 1957--Provides 

for the stockpiling of essential foodstuffs and other 

essential items to sustain the civilian population in 

the event of enemy attack or disaster. Empowers the 

Federal Civil Defense Administrator to establish and 

maintain stockpiles of food and other essential items 

in readily consumable form. Requires that to the great

est extent possible such foodstuffs in such stockpiles 

be obtained from stocks of the Commodity Credit Corpora

tion. Provides for the establishment of the Emergency 

Pood Stockpile Board to advise the Administrator upon 

matters arising in the Administration of this Act. 

Provides necessary appropriations. 
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H. R. 4426: Provides for insurance against earthquake 

damage under the Federal Flood Insurance Act. Makes 

technical amendments to such Act in order to provide 

for such insurance. 

H. R. 4619: Provides that with respect to emergency assis

tance to supply established farmers, ranchers, and 

stockmen with feed for livestock in connection with any 

major disaster the feed shall meet standards which will 

provide the minimum subsistence ration for the basic 

herd of livestock (amending U.S.C. 12:1148a-2). 

H. R. 4667: Provides a 12-month moratorium on loans made 

to veterans under the Servicemen's Readjustment Act 

of 1944 who reside in areas declared by the President 

to be major disaster areas (amending U.S.C. 38:694(1)). 

H. R, 5040: Broadens the coverage provided in the Federal 

Flood Insurance Act of 19 56 to include all natural 

disasters defined as floods, hurricanes, tidal waves, 

cyclones, storms, blizzards, wind, earthquakes, earth 

tremors, and any other unusual variation of weather 

which the Administrator may designate as a natural 

disaster. 

S. 1525: Provides that after July 1, 1957, assistance to 

farmers, ranchers, or stoc'.;men in. a r^^or disaster, 
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whether through financial contribution to States or 

local government under existing laws, shall be made 

available only where the State governments provide 

funds for at least one-fourth of that part of the costs 

of such assistance which is not paid by the receiver. 

Gives the President certain discretion to waive the 

required non-Federal participation. 

H. R. 6503: Extends the provisions of the Federal Flood 

Insurance Act of 19 56 to protection against volcanic 

eruptions (amending Pioblic Law 1016, 84th Congress). 

S. 180 8; H. R. 6612: Authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture 

to make emergency loans to eligible orchard operators 

and owners in the area declared by the Secretary in 

December 19 55 to be a production disaster area because 

of unseasonable freeze, and in any area iicreafter de

clared to be a production disaster area by the Secre

tary because of freeze, drought, hurricane, disease, 

or other natural causes. 

S. 1809; H. R. 6613: Authorizes the inclusion in agricul

tural conservation programs, under the Soil Conserva

tion and Domestic Allotment Act, of activities carried 

out in connection with the reestablishment of orchards 

destroyed by production disastc-r- ^^mond''— U.r,.C. 

16:590h) . • 
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H. R. 7468; S. 1992: Provides that loans made to borrowers 

in which the Small Business Administration cooperates 

or purchases a participation under its authority to 

make disaster loans contained in the Small Business Act, 

shall not be subject to the restrictions or limitations 

of the Federal Reserve Act imposed upon loans secured 

by real estate. 

H. R. 8362: Provides that a one-year suspension of payments 

of principal and interest on agricultural loans be 

granted farmers in disaster areas encumbered with such 

loans. 

H. R. 9434: Provides that certain areas hit by drought in 

Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, 

Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia be deemed to be major 

disaster areas. 

H. R. 9 547: Provides authority to the Secretary of Agricul

ture to make disaster loans in the States of Massachu

setts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, 

Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia, due to crop damage 

by drought (amending U.S.C. 12:1148a-2). 

H. R. 9548: Deems as a production and economic disaster 

those areas in the States of Massachusetts, Rhode 

Island, Connecticut, i\'ew Yoi];, bow Jersey, ....lav. are, 
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Maryland, and Virginia which suffered substantial crop 

damage by reason of drought during the summer of 1957. 

H. R. 9727; H. R. 9926: Provides that disaster loans to 

cover economic injury may be made to small-business 

concerns in a duly designated disaster area without 

regard to the nature of the disaster (amending U.S.C. 

15:636(b)(1)). 

H. R. 9 828; H. R. 10116: Establishes a program for the 

stabilization of the market supply and price of farm-

produced feed grains and livestock, provides for an 

equitable opportunity for farm producers to achieve 

income parity, and provides for making feed grains 

available in kind to producers of livestock and/or 

feed grains who are victims of natural disasters. 

Directs the Secretary of Agriculture (after determined 

by a majority vote of the producers in a referendum) to 

provide farm income protection on a proportional basis 

to cooperating producers of feed grains and livestock 

at a level not in excess of the parity income equivalent 

price and not less than 80 per centum of the parity 

income-equivalent price, but in no event less than $1.60 

per bushel for corn or feed value equivalent price for 

other grains. 
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Directs the payment in kind to producers of feed 

grains who voluntarily retire acreage from production 

and thus reduce the total acreage planted. 

Directs the Secretary to determine and proclaim the 

national feed grain and livestock marketing quota for 

the succeeding year to be used as the basis for the 

allocation of State, county and individual quotas which 

will be protected by the income protection plan. 

Provides for incentive payments of from $1 to $3 per 

hundredweight for the slaughter of cattle at live 

weights of 9 50 pounds or less or the marketing of hogs 

at 200 pounds or less when the Secretary finds the 

annual crop of hogs exceeds the average for 10 preced

ing years or the number of cattle on hand exceeds the 

average number for the preceding 10 years and that the 

national average price is less than 80 per centum of 

the parity income equivalent price therefor. 

Directs the Secretary to make available to livestock 

producers who are victims of natural disaster and to 

feed grain producers who are victims of natural produc

tion disasters the commodities owned by the Commodity 

Credit Corporation to enable them to engage in norm.al 

farm operations and sales not to exceed the volume of 

marketing quota that has been assigned. 
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Imposes a processing tax, not to exceed 5 per centum 

of the price received by the producer, at a rate annu

ally proclaimed by the Secretary on the first buyer who 

buys the commodity from the producer to be placed in a 

special feed grain-livestook stabilization fund to be 

used by the Secretary for the purposes of carrying out 

the provisions of this Act (repealing U.S.C. 7:1321, 

1327, 1328, 1329) . 

S. 2918; S. 2920; H. R. 10013; H. R. 10335; H. R. 10682: 

Authorizes disaster loans to small-business concerns 

located in an area affected by a drought or excessive 

rainfall (amending U.S.C. 15:636(b)(1)). 

S. 2921; H. R. 9911; H. R. 9934; H. R. 10059; H. R. 10620: 

Permits the Federal intermediate credit bank to agree 

to a limitation of endorser's liability on an obliga-

tion or paper representing a loan made in an area 

covered by a disaster determination, where the need 

for the loan arose as a result of the disaster, up to 

10 percent of the face amount of the obligation or 

paper. Limits to $200,000,000 at any one time the 

total obligations or paper subject to such limitations 

of the endorser's liability (amending U.S.C. 12:1031). 
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S. 2959: Empowers the Small Business Administration to make 

loans to any small business concern which has suffered 

a Slabstantial economic injury as a result of flood or 

other catastrophe (amending U.S.C. 15:636(b)(1)). 

H. R. 10132: Authorizes use of the revolving fund created 

by the Farm Credit Act of 1933 as amended for partici

pation in production disaster loans to farmers and 

stockmen made by commercJ.al lending institutions. Pro

vides that such participation may not exceed 80 percent 

(amending U.S.C. 12:1148). 

H. R. 10158: Extends to June 30, 19 60 (now July 14, 19 59) 

the authority of the Secretary of Agriculture to make 

loans to livestock producers adversely affected by 

prolonged drought under certain prescribed conditions. 

Eliminates the committee now in existence which may 

approve loans (amending U.S.C. 12:1148a-z(c) ) . 

H. R. 10317; H. R. 10318; H. R. 10356; H. R. 10397: Autho

rizes emergency refinancing loans to farmers and stock

men in disaster areas. Creates a $200,000,000 revolving 

fund to carry out the purposes of this 7.ct. 

H. Con. Res. 261: Expresses the sense of Congress with re

spect to the utilization of Post Office Department 

vehicles and personnel for first aid and other emergen-y 

purposes during enemy attac;^ or ot.icr e. craency. 
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H. R. 10619: Provides for small-business disaster loans in 

areas affected by excessive rainfall. 

H. R. 10778; H. R. 10779; H. R. 10782; H. R. 10785; H. R. 

10790; H. R. 10838; H. R. 11761: Provides for storage 

by the Commodity Credit Corporation of surplus farm 

commodities made available for relief of distress. 

H. R. 11260: Authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to 

make loans to or insure loans for farmers or stocJcmen, 

except corporations, in any area determined to have 

suffered a production disaster in 19 57. Provides for 

such loans, not to exceed $5,000, to be used to re

finance unsecured debts incurred in connection with 

making the 19 57 crop; to have a maturity date not to 

exceed five years; to bear interest of approximately 

6 percent and to be secured by personal obligations 

as may be available. Provides for insuring of loans 

from private lending institutions under certain 

conditions. 

Authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to issue notes 

to the Secretary of the Treasury not to exceed $50,000,-

000 for the purpose of carrying out the provisions 

hereof. 
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86TH CONGRESS 

Bills Introduced into the 86th Congress 

H. R. 680: Authorizes use of the revolving fund created by 

the Farm Credit Act of 1933 as amended for participa

tion in production disaster loans to fanners and stock

men made by commercial lending institutions. Provides 

that such participation may not exceed 80 percent 

(amending U.S.C 12:1148). 

H. R. 894: Authorizes the President to make permanent re

placement of public facilities and public and private 

school buildings, damaged, or destroyed in a major 

disaster and permits the .President to spend such sums 

as may be necessary for Federal assistance to States 

and local Governments in major disasters (now limited 

to $5,000,000) (amending U.S.C. 42:1855b, g). 

H. R. 995: Broadens the War Risk Insurance Act to include 

disaster risk insurance. 

As amended, the Act authorizes the Secretary of Com

merce, with the approval of the President, and after 

such consultation with interested agencies of the Gov

ernment as the President may require to provide insur

ance and reinsurance against loss or damage arising 

out of war risks and disaster risks in '"e - -r or and 
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to the extent provided under the Act, whenever it is 

determined that such insurance cannot be obtained on 

reasonable terms and conditions from companies autho

rized to do an insurance business in a State of the 

United States. 

The term "disaster risk" includes all or any part of 

those risks which may be contemplated as a result of 

action by the forces of nature (amending U.S.C. 49:711, 

712; repealing 49:722). 

S. 16: Emergency Food Stockpiling Act of 1959—Provides for 

the stockpiling of essential foodstuffs and other essen

tial items to sustain the civilian population in the 

event of enemy attack or disaster. Empowers the Federal 

Civil Defense Administrator to establish and maintain 

stockpiles of food and other essential items in readily 

consumable form. Requires that to the greatest extent 

possible such foodstuffs in such stockpiles be obtained 

from stocks of the Commodity Credit Corporation. Pro

vides for the establishment of the Emergency Food Stock

pile Board to advise the Administrator upon matters 

arising in the Administration of this Act. Provides 

necessary appropriations. 

H. R. 7505: . . . Provides disaster aid where 60 percent 

of the oysters in any waters within the United ..ates 

are destroyed by blight or other catastrophe. 
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S. Res. 185: Favors a three-year limitation on repayments of 

disaster loans to farmers and stoclcraen. 

H. R. 12833: Provides for the storage of surplus food com

modities at depots near population centers to be deter

mined by the Director, to assure accessible quantities 

of food in the event of natural or war catastrophe. 

Provides authority in the Director to contract for the 

processing of such commodities into edible form, and 

to see to its protection from waste and spoilage. 

87TH CONTRESS 

Bills Introduced into the 87th Congress 

S. 1865: Allows the transfer of 19 61 farm cotton acreage 

allotments in case of natural disasters. Provides 

that any such farm allotments transferred be deemed 

released acreage for purposes of acreage history. 

H. R. 7059: Authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to 

furnish feed grains and seeds to farmers, ranchers, 

and stockmen who suffer damage or hardship in certain 

localized disasters. 

H. R. 8180: Specifies the price at which the Commodity 

Credit Corporation may sell corn to provide feed for 

livestock in emergency areas at the ^ewor o^ 6' cents 
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per bushel or the lowest price charged during the pre

ceding 12 months. 

H. R. 10764: Authorizes and directs a $2,500,000 grant to 

Maryland for the rehabilitation of coastal areas damaged 

by storm. 

88TH CONGRESS 

Laws Enacted 

Public Law 12 (H. R. 50 67): Allows the transfer of 19 63 

farm cotton acreage allotments in the case of natural 

disasters. 

Public Law 296 (H. J. Res. 976): Makes a supplement appro

priation for the fiscal year ending June 30, 19 64, 

for disaster relief. 

Public Law 451 (S. 2881): 1964 Amendments to the Alaska 

Omnibus Act—Authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to 

make expenditures in excess of the 50 percent limitation 

from the emergency fund for Federal-aid highways for the 

repair of highways on the Federal-aid highways systems 

of Alaska damaged or destroyed by the 19 64 earthquake. 

Authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to compromise 

or release a borrower's indebtedness under programs 

administered by the Farmers Home Ad-.i ni straMon and the 

Rural Electrification Administration -n A'.i'ki >. 
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necessary because of loss resulting from said earth

quake. Permits the refinancing of outstanding indebted

ness of applicants for loans under the Housing Act of 

1949 for the repair, reconstruction, or replacement of 

dwellings or farm buildings destroyed or damaged by 

such causes. 

Authorizes $25 million in grants for urban renewal 

projects to aid in the reconstruction and redevelopment 

made necessary by the 19 64 earthquake. Permits an in

crease in capital grants to 90 percent of the project 

costs. Permits 30 year loans under the Small Business 

Act for replacing or repairing dwellings destroyed by 

the earthquake. 

Authorizes $10 million for modifications of civil 

works projects in Alaska. 

Authorizes the Housing and Home Finance Administratio: 

to purchase Alaska State Bonds or to make loans not ex

ceeding $25 million to the State to finance programs 

to carry out reconstruction activities. 

Authorizes $5.5 million to match, on a fifty-fifty 

basis, funds of the State for retiring or adjusting 

home mortgage obligations or other liens on homes which 

were damaged or destroyed. 
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Bills Introduced into the 88th Congress 

H. R. 418: Authorizes surplus feeds to be donated by the 

Commodity Credit Corporation to State agencies to pro

vide feed for livestock in areas determined to be 

emergency areas. 

S. 10 68: Authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to make 

feed available at reduced prices for foundation herds 

of hogs in disaster areas. 

H. R. 4960: Authorizes Federal assistance to States and 

local governments for replacing or permanently repair

ing bridges destroyed or damaged in a major disaster 

(amending U.S.C. 42:1855b). 

H. R. 5067: Allows the transfer of 19 63 farm cotton acreage 

allotments in the case of natural disasters. 

H. R. 9186; H. R. 12162: Authorizes the Secretary of Agri

culture to make economic disaster loans (amending U.S.C 

7:1961) . 

H. R. 10686: Authorizes $1 million per year for 1964 and 

19 65 so that the Secretary of the Interior may make 

loans for the chartering of commercial fishing vessels 

and the rental of gear by Alaskan fishermen advtrsely 

affected by the earthauake of Marĉ  "-̂^ l^^', '̂••c the 

resulting -t idal waves. 
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H. J. Res. 976: Makes a supplement appropriation for the 

fiscal year ending June 30, 1964, for disaster relief. 

S. 2881; H. R. 11438: 1964 Amendments to the Alaska Omnibus 

Act—Authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to make ex

penditures notwithstanding the 50 percent limitation 

from the emergency fund for Federal-aid highways for 

the repair of highways on the Federal-aid highway sys

tems of Alaska which have been damaged or destroyed by 

the 19 64 earthquake. 

Authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to compromise 

or release a borrower's indebtedness under programs 

administered by the Farmers Home Administration and the 

Rural Electrification Administration in /ilaska as neces

sary because of loss resulting from the 19 64 earthquake. 

Permits the refinancing of outstanding indebtedness of 

applicants for loans under the Housing Act of 19 49 for 

the repair, reconstruction, or replacement of dwellings 

or farm buildings destroyed or damaged by such causes. 

Authorizes the Housing and Home Finance Administrator 

to purchase Alaska State Bonds or to make loans not 

exceeding $25 million to the State to finance programs 

to carry out reconstruction activities and to enter 

into contracts for grants not exceeding $25 million for 

urban renewal projects in Alaska. 
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Permits 30 year home disaster loans in Alaska under 

the Small Business Act. 

H. R. 12160: Provides additional drought disaster relief 

by authorizing reimbursement of 1/2 the cost of trans

porting hay to the area. 

S. 3112; H. R. 12352: Authorizes the Secretary of Agricul

ture to make payments to farmers and stockmen in drought 

disaster areas to help cover the cost of moving hay 

from surplus hay-producing areas. 

S. 3186; H. R. 12610: Provides for the rehabilitation of 

the Eklutna project, Alaska (damage caused by earth

quake of March 27, 19 64). 

89TH CONGRESS 

Laws Enacted 

Public Law 59 (S. 1796): Provides for an increase in the 

maturity of Small Business Administration disaster 

loans from 20 to 30 years. Authorizes the Small Busi

ness Administration to suspend the payment of principal 

and interest and extend the maturity on the Federal 

share of any disaster loans up to a period of five 

years. 
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Provides that the Small Business Administration, dur

ing any period of suspension of payments of principal 

and interest on a disaster loan in which a lender has 

a participation interest, shall at the request of the 

lender, purchase such participation or assume the obli

gations of the borrower and make payments to the lender 

during the period of suspension. 

Increases the Small Business Administration's revolv

ing fund by $50 million. 

Public Law 769 (S. 1861): Disaster Relief Act--Authorizes 

the Secretary of Agriculture, Secretary of Housing and 

Urban Development, and the Administrator of Veterans' 

Affairs to refinance loans in areas struck by major 

disasters and to waive payment of principal and inter

est in certain hardship cases. 

Authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to make grants 

to farmers to replace livestock and crops which have 

been damaged, such grants not to exceed $10,000 to any 

one farmer. 

Authorizes the Secretary of Defense to use civil de

fense facilities in order to detect natural disasters. 

Provides for Federal aid to damaged schools through 

the Director of the Office of Emergency Planning and the 

Small Business Administrator. 
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Provides for priorities to be given applications for 

public facilities and housing in disaster areas. 

Provides Federal aid up to 50 percent of repair costs 

to restore public facilities in disaster areas. 

Bills Introduced into the 89th Congress 

S. 104; H. R. 3612: Provides for the rehabilitation of the 

Eklutna project, Alaska from damage caused by earth

quake of March 27, 19 64. 

S. 289; H. R. 8291: Establishes a program of assistance for 

school construction in major disaster areas when (1) the 

Governor of the State certifies the need for assistance 

and gives assurance of expenditure of a reasonable 

amount of State funds with respect to the catastrophe; 

(2) public elementary or secondary school facilities 

are destroyed or seriously damaged as a result of the 

disaster; and (3) the local educational agency is making 

a reasonable effort to replace or restore such facili

ties. Limits such assistance, plus all other available 

assistance to the cost of construction incident to the 

restoration or replacement of the school facilities. 

Provides assistance to local educational agencies to 

allow them to meet current school expenditures in major 

disaster areas under the same conditions as, above. Pro

vides that such assist.mce i .ay not be pr.)ViL:ee 1 cr a 

period longer than 5 years. 
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H. R. 2860; H. R. 2861; H. R. 4978; H. R. 5507; H. R. 8151: 

Amends the Small Business Act to authorize additional 

funds to be available exclusively for disaster loans. 

S. 915; H. R. 4018; H. R. 11901: Provides for increased 

eligibility for and greater utilization of the dis

placed business disaster loan program under the Small 

Business Act. 

H. R. 4020; H. R. 10 517: Reduces the price at which feed 

grain may be sold by the Commodity Credit Corporation 

in acute distress areas and major disaster areas (amend

ing U.S.C. 7:1427) . 

H. R. 4498; H. R. 4636; H. R. 11009: Authorizes the Housing 

and Home Finance Administrator to make a study of methods 

of helping provide financial assistance to victims of 

future natural disasters. 

H. R. 5152; H. R. 7397: Authorizes a study of methods of 

helping to provide financial assistance to victims of 

future natural disasters including alternative methods 

of Federal disaster insurance as well as the existing 

flood insurance program. 

H. R. 5477; H. R. 7056: Authorizes a study of methods of 

helping to provide financial assistance to viCM-.s of 

future natural disasters. 
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H. R. 6790; H. R. 6932; H. R. 7062; S. 1638: Increases the 

authorization of funds for the repair or reconstruction 

of roads damaged as a result of a serious disaster to 

$80 million for fiscal 1965 and $50 million annually 

thereafter (amending U.S.C. 23:125). 

S. 1795; H. R. 7760: Authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture 

to suspend the payment of principal and interest charges 

and extend the maturity date of emergency loans made 

under the Consolidated Farmers Home Administration Act 

to avoid severe financial hardship. 

S. 179 6; H. R. 80 60: Amends the Small Business Act to 

authorize grants to individuals or families for replace

ment or repair of dwellings destroyed or damaged as 

the result of a disaster. Makes additional funds avail

able for disaster grants and loans. 

S. 1822: Provides for a temporary suspension in the payment 

of principal and interest charges on certain disaster 

relief loans made by the Small Business Administration 

if necessary to avoid severe financial hardship. 

S. 1850: Authorizes disaster loans under title V of the 

Housing Act of 19 49 including funds for refinancing 

existing indebtedness on the damaged or destroyed 

property. 
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S. 1861; H. R. 7898; H. R. 7902; H. R. 7964; H. R. 8069; 

H. R. 8329; H. R. 9885; H. R. 9888; H. R. 9890; 

H. R. 9919; H. R. 10332; H. R. 11581; H. R. 16628; 

H. R. 16699; H. R. 17454: Disaster Relief Act—Autho

rizes the Secretary of Agriculture, the Housing and 

Home Finance Administrator, and the Administrator of 

Veterans' Affairs to refinance loans in areas struck 

by major disasters and to waive payment of principal 

and interest in certain hardship cases. 

Authorizes the Small Business Administrator to declare 

a moritorium on principal and interest for a period not 

exceeding 5 years on business loans previously made. 

Establishes a disaster fund for refinancing non-

Federal insured loans to be made up of 75 percent Fed

eral and 25 percent State funds. 

Authorizes the Federal government to rent empty houses 

in disaster areas to provide temporary emergency housing 

facilities for disaster victims. 

Authorizes unincorporated and rural communities or 

small towns to take advantage of certain Federal pro

grams for construction of community facilities. 

Provides Federal aid for schools and Federal-State 

highways destroyed in disasters. 

S. 189 5: Broadens the emergency loan provisions of the Con

solidated Farir.ers Home Administration Act to auf orise 
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loans to farmers for the replacement of farm animals, 

material, equipment and for the replacement or recon

struction of farm buildings. 

H. R. 8286: Amends the Consolidated Farmers Home Adminis

tration Act to provide additional assistance for disas

ter victims by allowing the Secretary of Agriculture 

to consent to the temporary suspension of payment of 

principal and interest charges on emergency loans 

thereunder. 

H. R. 7875: Permits the sale of feed for chickens in disas

ter areas in order to provide family farm egg producers 

assistance similar to that provided to dairy farmers 

(amending U.S.C. 7:1427). 

H. R. 8150: Provides that disaster loans made under the 

Small Business Act may be for a period not exceeding 

thirty years (current limit is 20 years). Provides 

that the administrator may consent to a suspension of 

the interest and principal for a period not exceeding 

five years. 

H. R. 9761: Authorizes the Housing and Home Finance Adminis

trator to undertake a study of methods of helping to 

provide disaster insurance coverage and other financial 

assistance to victims, of future na.ur.. : di.- a.-.ters . 
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H. R. 10671: Authorizes the President to maintain reserve 

inventories of feeds and fibers to meet emergency needs 

arising from natural disasters and war and the stabili

zation of consumer prices. 

H. R. 11027: Provides additional assistance for areas suf

fering a major disaster. 

S. 2591: Provides assistance for property damaged as a re

sult of Hurricane Betsey. 

S. 2782: Authorizes disaster loans under the farm housing 

loan provisions of the Housing Act of 1949 and under 

the operating loan provisions of the Consolidated 

Farmers Home Administration Act of 19 61. 

S. 3493; H. R. 15718: Provides assistance to the State of 

Kansas for the reconstruction of areas damaged by 

recent tornadoes. 

H. R. 15703: Grants to the President the power similar to 

those he has for civil defense to minimize the effects 

of natural disasters, including preparation for and 

services during and after such disasters. 

H. R. 17896: Eliminates the test of financial need as a 

prerequisite for the sale of feed for livestock in 

emergcjicy areas (amencb-. U.S.C. 7:1427 note). 
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H. R. 17897: Provides additional drought disaster relief 

for farmers by reimbursing them for one-half the cost 

of shipment of hay used for their regular farm 

operation. 

H. R. 17930: Disaster Relief Act—Authorizes the Secretary 

of Agriculture, the Secretary of Housing and Urban 

Development, and the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs 

to refinance loans in areas struck by major disasters. 

Authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to make grants 

up to $10,000 to farmers to assist them in replacing 

income-producing livestock or crops destroyed as a re

sult of a major disaster. 

Provides local assistance by (1) making loans, insuring 

loans, and making grants up to 50 percent of the cost 

involved to unincorporated communities for providing 

waste disposal systems, water systems, and the public 

facilities determined necessary for rebuilding the com

munity damaged by a major disaster and (2) providing 

reimbursement of up to 50 percent of the cost incurred 

by State and local governments in restoring public 

facilities to the same condition as existed prior to 

the major disaster. 

Authorizes additional assistance to public institu

tions of higher education to restore or r r>iace onuie-

ment, supplies, aiid facilities destroyed or s-'ric u.-,ly 
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damaged as a result of a major disaster, and authorizes 

loans to privately owned colleges and universities suf

fering from a major disaster. 

Directs the Office of Emergency Planning to conduct a 

complete study of additional or improved air operation 

facilities necessary to prevent or minimize loss of 

property and personal injury or death which result from 

forest fires or grass fires which threaten to become 

major disasters. 

Defines a "major disaster" as one determined by the 

President to be a major disaster for purposes of pro

viding Federal assistance. 

S. 3894: Authorizes the Commodity Credit Corporation to 

purchase hay and make it available for use in feeding 

livestock in disaster and other emergency areas, and 

authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to make cost 

assistance payments to livestockmen on hay purchased 

to feed livestock in areas affected by catastrophes. 

90TH CONGRESS 

Bills Introduced into the 90th Congress 

H. R. 505: Authorizes a study of methods of helr>ing to pro

vide disaster insurance coverage and other financial 

assistance to victims of future natural disasters by the 
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Housing and Home Finance Administration in cooperation 

with appropriate Federal and State agencies. 

H. R. 849: Provides additional drought disaster relief by 

reimbursement of one-half the cost of shipment of hay. 

S. 438; H. R. 3162; H. R. 11629: Disaster Relief Act—Pro

vides loans for homeowners up to $30,000 or for business 

concerns up to $100,000 under the Small Business Act 

and disaster loans up to $30,000 under the Consolidated 

Farmers Home Administration. Provides that such loans 

be made without regard to whether or not the required 

financial assistance might be provided by private 

sources. 

Establishes a new cost-sharing program so as to enable 

homeowners and business concerns sustaining major disas

ter property losses to seek direct Federal assistance. 

Requires each State to develop a comprehensive disaster 

relief plan and designate a State agency to administer 

aid to disaster victims. 

Permits the Government to share up to 50 percent and 

States up to 25 percent of property losses in major 

disasters with a maximum loss limit of $30,000 in the 

case of homes and $100,000 for business concerns. re

quires the property owner to bear at least 2 5 percent 

of the loss and provides that :.o gr..nt :;.av be maae for 
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any damage for which private insurance is available and 

collected at reasonable rates. 

Authorizes the President to provide necessary shelter 

for the owners or tenants of places of residence made 

uninhabitable by a major disaster and who are unable to 

provide suitable accommodations for themselves and their 

families. Establishes a new grant system for farmers 

who sustain extensive losses in major disaster areas. 

Permits the Secretary of Agriculture to make grants 

equal to two-thirds of the cost of restoring lands to 

cultivation or replenishing livestock herds, with the 

maximum amount paid to any farmer limited to $10,000. 

Increases to 100% of the cost of repairing any 

Federal-aid highways damaged by a major disaster. Pro

vides authorization for public works damaged during a 

major disaster which have been authorized by an Act of 

Congress. 

H. R. 6097: Provides that losses of business property due 

to major disasters shall not be considered an involun

tary exchange of such assets when losses resulting 

therefrom exceed gains from such conversions. 

S. 1157; H. R. 8474; H. R. 13505: Provides for the excused 

absence from duty, without loss of pay or reduction 

in annual or sick leave, of bedcra^ e:. in areas 
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covered by official warnings of imminent danger of 

hurricanes or other inherently dangerous weather 

conditions (Adds 5 U.S.C. 6325). 

H. R. 6607: Provides temporary assistance in the form of 

short-term loans, where elementary or secondary public 

school buildings are destroyed or seriously damaged by 

fire, flood, earthquake, or other casualty. 

S. 1253: Provides a program of repayable Federal advances 

to local elementary and secondary school authorities 

for the replacement of individual schools damaged as a 

result of: (1) pinpoint disasters, (2) malicious in

dividual actions, or (3) other catastrophes, in addi

tion to those funds already available to local school 

agencies located in major disaster areas. 

H. R. 7538: Provides Federal assistance by the Commodity 

Credit Corporation in connection with any major disas

ter for the preservation and maintenance of swine. 

S. 1374: Provides a five-year program of Federal assistance 

to local elementary and secondary school authorities 

for the continued operation through lease or other simi

lar arrangements, of classroom, cafeteria, and related 

school facilities destroyed or seriously danaged as a 

result of local disasters. 
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Establishes prerequisites with which applicants must 

comply in order to receive assistance, and provides 

that grants for the second, third, and fourth years of 

such program shall not exceed 75, 50, and 25 percent, 

respectively, of the grant amount extended during the 

first program year. 

H. R. 7866: Provides additional assistance in the repair 

or replacement of public elementary and secondary 

schools suffering the results of fire, flood, storm, 

earthquake, or other casualty in major disaster areas. 

Sets a time limit (after January 30, 19 66 and before 

July 1, 19 72) for the availability of these funds. 

H. R. 10240: Authorizes Federal assistance to nonprofit 

hospitals damaged or destroyed in major disasters. 

(Amends 42 U.S.C. 1855 (b)). 

H. R. 12690: Authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to make 

arrangements for an improved insurance protection pro

gram for loss from damage or destruction of property 

in areas where such insurance at reasonable rates is 

not now available. 

S. 2575: Authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture, under 

the sudden disaster conditions, to purchase hay and 

other feed and to make it available '.."tiioat charge for 

surviving livestock (Adds 7 U.S.C I440a-l(b)). 
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S. 2714; H. R. 15449: Provides additional loan assistance 

under the Consolidated Farmers Home Administration Act 

to farmers who have suffered severe production losses 

as a result of a national disaster by providing: (1) an 

emergency loan for which the farmer is otherwise quali

fied for a term of 3 years, rather than 1 year; (2) that 

such a loan shall include an amount sufficient to rea

sonably insure continued operation of the farm for the 

repayment period and to cover existing debts of the 

farm which would have been paid from the proceeds of 

sale of the lost crop. 

H. R. 14339; H. R. 14342: Provides additional loan assis

tance under the Consolidated Farm.ers Home Administra

tion Act to farmers who have suffered severe production 

losses as a result of a national disaster. 

H. R. 14478: Provides relief to property owners in the 

area of the South Port Isabel numbered 2 urban renewal 

project in Port Isabel, Texas, whose properties were 

damaged by Hurricane Beulah in 19 67. 

H. R. 14547: Authorizes emergency measures for removal of 

surface water accumulation resulting from the recent 

hurricane (Hurricane Beulah) in four counties of Texas. 
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S. 3686; H. R. 16767; H. R. 16866; H. R. 17047; H. R. 17558; 

H. R. 18030; H. R. 19 576: Authorizes the Secretary of 

Commerce to conduct research and development programs 

to increase knowledge of tornadoes, squall lines, and 

other severe local storms, to develop methods for de

tecting storms for prediction and advance warning, and 

to provide for the establishment of a National Severe 

Storm Service. 

H. R. 18530: Provides that milk prices be adjusted to re

flect the price of feeds, and other conditions, such 

as a drought that may affect the price of milk. Autho

rizes the Secretary of Agriculture to hold a hearing, 

when there has been less than fifty percent of the 

normal precipitation for three consecutive months, in 

order to determine the effects of the drought upon the 

dairy industry and milk prices (Amends 7 U.S.C. 60 8c 

(18)) . 

H. R. 18801: Excludes from gross income under the Internal 

Revenue Code insurance payments received by an individ

ual to cover additional personal, living, or family 

expenses incurred as the result of the loss of use of 

a residence as a result of casualty or theft (Axaends 

26 U.S.C 123, 124) . 
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91ST CONGRESS 

Laws Enacted 

Public Law 79 (H. R. 6508): Disaster Relief Act—Provides 

for a recognition by Congress of the extensive property 

loss and damage suffered by a niomber of States as a 

result of recent major disasters as well as of the need 

for special measures to assist in the reconstruction 

and rehabilitation of these devastated areas. 

Authorizes the President to allocate funds to States 

affected by a major disaster for the permanent repair 

and reconstruction of permanent street, road, and high

way facilities which are not on a Federal-aid highway 

system and which are destroyed or d<a.agcd as a result 

of a major disaster. 

Provides that these funds are to be allocated on the 

condition the State pay at least 50 percent of the cost 

of the repair or reconstruction. 

Provides that the Federal Government will bear the 

cost of repairing timber roads damaged as a result of 

this disaster under certain conditions: (1) If the 

timer sale was under 1 million board feet, the contrac

tor would bear the cost of the damage if the additional 

construction work required by the storm amounted to less 

than $1,000. If it is more than ?̂ 1,000 thn Federal 
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Government would bear the cost; (2) If the timber sale 

was between 1 million and 3 million board feet, the 

figure would increase $1 per 1,000 board feet; and 

(3) If the timber sale was over 3 million board feet 

and damage over $3,000, the Federal Government would 

bear the cost. 

Authorizes the Secretary in the case of disaster to 

reduce from 30 to 7 days the minimum time required to 

advertise the sale of national forest timber in the 

affected area. 

Provides that the reduction from 30 to 7 days of the 

minimum time required to advertise the sale of national 

forest timber in the affected area can also take effect 

if the Secretary determines that the sale of the timber 

is necessary to salvage the value of timber damaged in 

the major disaster or to protect undamaged timber. 

Authorizes the President, to the extent he determines 

it to be in the public interest and acting through the 

Director of OEP, to make grants to States or political 

subdivisions for the purpose of removing from privately 

owned land timber damaged as a result of a major disas

ter and in turn the State is authorized to make payments 

to persons for reimbursement of expenses actually in

curred by that person in tlie removal of damaged timber 

but such t:aym* nts. ar(-! not to exceed the amount that 
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removal expenses actually exceed the salvaged value of 

the timber. 

Authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to give any 

public land entryman additional time to comply with 

requirements of law in connection with a public land 

entry in any State affected by a major disaster if the 

Secretary finds that because of such major disaster 

the entryman was unable to comply with such requirement. 

Repeals a provision of the Public Works Appropriation 

Act for fiscal 1967 which requires appropriations ex

pended by the Bureau of Reclamation in connection with 

disaster relief under Public Law 81-875 shall be reim

bursed in full by the OEP to the Bureau of Reclamation. 

Provides that in the administration of the disaster 

loan program under the Small Business Act the Small 

Business Administration to the extent the loss or dam

age is not compensated for by insurance or otherwise 

would, at the borrower's option, be required to cancel 

up to $1,800 of interest, principal, or any combination 

thereof, and, in addition, would be authorized to defer 

any or all interest or principal payments during the 

first 3 years of the term of the loan without regard 

to the borrower's ability to make these payments. 

Provides that the Small Business Administration will 

be authorized to grant loans to repair, rehabilitate, 
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or replace lost or damaged property without regard to 

whether the financial assistance is otherwise available 

from private sources, except that (A) a loan made under 

this authority would bear interest at a rate equal to 

the average interest rate on all interest-bearing obli

gations of the United States having maturities of 20 
9-

years or more and forming a part of the public debt 

computed at the end of the fiscal year next preceding 

the date of the loan and adjusted to the nearest one-

eighth of one percent and (B) any such loan would not 

be eligible for cancellation or deferral as otherwise 

authorized. 

Provides that, in addition, the SBA is authorized in 

the case of total destruction or substantial property 

damage of a home or business concern to refinance mort

gages, or liens outstanding against the destroyed or 

damaged property if the refinancing is for the repair, 

rehabilitation, or replacement of that property with 

any such refinancing loan subject to the provisions of 

this Act. 

Authorizes in the administration of the emergency 

loan program under subtitle C of the Consolidated Farm

ers Home Administration Act of 1961 the same benefits 

subject to the same conditions and limitations as are 

provided in the case of SUA loans. 
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Provides that the State program for assistance must 

include a provision for appointment of a State coordi

nating officer to cooperate with the Federal coordi

nating officer. 

Authorizes the President to make reports to Congress 

from time to time concerning the implementation and 

funding of the plans. 

Requires the President, immediately upon his desig

nating an area as a major disaster area, to appoint a 

Federal coordinating officer who shall be responsible 

for coordinating all Federal disaster relief and assis

tance and who shall be required to establish field 

offices to the extent necessary for the rapid and ef

ficient administration of Federal disaster relief pro

grams and otherwise to assist local citizens and State 

and public officials in obtaining the assistance to 

which they are entitled under the laws of the United 

States as promptly as is possible. Authorizes the 

President to provide dwelling accommodations for indi

viduals and families displaced by a major disaster. 

Provides that these accommodations are to be made 

available only to individuals or families certified as 

having occupied as owner or tenant a dwelling destroyed 

or damaged to such an extent as to make it uninhabitable 

as a result of a major disaster, and that tb.ese accommo

dations are to be provided on a temporary basis. 
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Authorizes the President to provide these accommoda

tions by (1) using unoccupied housing owned by the 

United States, (2) arranging for the use of unoccupied 

public housing, (3) acquiring existing dwellings through 

leasing, or (4) acquiring mobile homes or other readily 

fabricated dwellings, through leasing, and placing them 

on sites furnished by the State or local government or 

by the owner-occupant upon condition that no site charge 

be made. 

Authorizes the President to distribute food-stamp 

coupons and surplus commodities to low-income house

holds which are not able to purchase adequate amounts 

of nutritious food because of a major disaster. Such 

distribution of food stamps and comiaodities would be 

done pursuant to laws now governing the handling of 

these matters, except that the President would be free 

to disregard conflicting eligibility requirements in 

order to bring quick aid to disaster sufferers. 

Authorizes the President to provide assistance to 

those individuals unemployed as a result of a major 

disaster who are not receiving unemployment compensation 

or private income protection insurance. Any assistance 

provided under this section could not exceed the nun̂ ber 

or amount of payments such an individual would have re

ceived if he had been qualified fee: .L.ae unemployment 

compensation payments. 
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Insures that the assistance the President is autho

rized to provide to an individual unemployed as a re

sult of a major disaster is not to exceed the maximum 

amount and the maximum duration of payments under the 

State unemployment compensation program and that any 

amount of assistance to an individual under this sec

tion will be reduced by any amount of unemployment 

compensation or of private income protection insurance 

available to him for that period of unemployment. 

Authorizes the President to make grants and loans to 

States for the purpose of assisting in the suppression 

of fires on either public or private lands which 

threaten to become major disasters. 

Authorizes the President whenever he determines it 

to be in the public interest and acting through OEP to 

make grants to a State or political subdivision for 

removing debris deposited on privately owned lands and 

in or on privately owned waters as a result of a major 

disaster. 

Provides that the State or political subdivision is 

authorized to make payments to persons for reimburse

ment for expenses actually incurred by such persons for 

the removal of such debris except that such payments 

are not to exceed the amount that the removal expenses 

exceed the salvage value of the d b̂ ris . 
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Public Law 606 (S. 3619): Disaster Relief Act—Title I: 

Findings and Declarations: Definitions—Declares that 

because major disaster cause loss of life, human suf

fering, loss of income, property loss and damage and 

because such disasters disrupt the normal functioning 

of government and the community special measures are 

required to expedite assistance and emergency welfare 

services and reconstruct and rehabilitate devastated 

areas. 

Title II: The Administration of Disaster Assistance— 

Provides for the presidential appointment of a Federal 

Coordinating Officer for the designated disaster areas. 

Provides that the duties of this officer would include 

but not necessarily be limited to these functions: 

(1) initial appraisal of the relief most needed; (2) es-^ 

tablishment of field offices; (3) coordination of relief 

di.*3tribution activities; and (4) supervision of emer

gency support teams and other actions to assist local 

citizens and officials to receive aid. 

Authorizes the Director to form emergency support 

teams and personnel to assist the Federal Coordinating 

Officer in carrying out his responsibilities. 

Authorizes Federal agencies to assist disaster areas 

in several ways, including: the utilization or lending 

of personnel, facilitie?, supplies, equipment, and other 
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resources with or without compensation, to State and 

local governments; the distribution of medicine, food 

and other consumable supplies and the rendering of 

emergency services through relief and disaster assis

tance organizations; the donation or lending of Fed

eral surplus equipment and supplies; and the performing 

on public or private lands or waters of any emergency 

work essential for the protection and "preservation of 

life and property. 

Includes within such emergency work clearing and re

moving debris and wreckage, and making repairs, or 

restoring to service, damaged or destroyed public 

facilities belonging to State and local governments, 

except that the Federal contribution would r.ct exceed 

the net cost of restoring such facilities to their 

predisaster capacity. 

Provides for emergency sh^-lter for individuals and 

families who require such assistance because of a major 

disaster. 

Authorizes Federal agencies to make contributions to 

State or local governments for the purpose of carrying 

out the types of assistance authorized under this Act. 

Provides for an investigation and study to determine 

what additional improved plans, procedures, and facili

ties are necessary to prevent or minimize property loss 
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or damage and personal injuries and deaths from fires 

(forest and grass), earthquakes, tornadoes, freezes 

and frosts, tsunami, storms, surges, tides, and floods. 

Provides that the Federal Government would not be 

liable for any claim based on the exercise or perfor

mance, or failure to exercise or perform, of a Federal 

agency or employee in carrying out the provisions of 

this section. 

Provides that any Federal agency designated by the 

President to exercise authority under this Act could 

establish and fund the necessary expenses of special 

groups, interdepartmental or otherwise, which it deemed 

appropriate to assist in carrying out Federal disaster 

preparedness and ass •'stance laws. 

Requires the President through the Office of Emergency. 

Preparedness, to periodically review the disaster assis

tance activities of Federal and State departments and 

agencies, in order to assure maximum coordination, and 

to evaluate progress in the development of Federal, 

State and local preparedness to cope with major 

disasters. 

Provides that in expending Federal funds for debris 

clearance, distribution of supplies, reconstruction and 

other major disaster assistance activities carried out 

by contract with private organizations, firms or 
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individuals, preference should be given in awarding 

such contracts to residents and persons who do business 

primarily in the disaster area. 

Authorizes any agency administering aid to disaster 

areas to waive the administrative procedural condi

tions, except matching provisions, for receipt of Fed

eral grant-in-aid programs as would otherwise prevent 

the giving of assistance for the duration of the disas

ter proclamation, if inability to meet such conditions 

resulted from the disaster. 

Provides for the formulation by the States of compre

hensive plans.and programs for preparation against 

major disasters and their losses. Grants up to $250,000 

would be made by tlr*e President to any applicant State 

on a matching basis for no more than half the cost of 

developing such plans and programs and up to $25,000 

per annum would be made available to update and improve 

the developed plans. 

Provides that in order to be eligible for a planning 

grant, a State would have to establish or designate an 

agency which would be responsible for developing and 

administering its disaster relief plan and program, in

cludes a comprehensive and detailed State program for 

preparation against and relief following a major disas

ter and provisions for ohe appointment of a State 
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coordinating office to assist the Federal coordinating 

officer. 

Requires the Director to prepare a report to the 

President, for siibmission to the Congress, containing 

his recommendations for the Federal role in implementing, 

funding, and coordinating disaster relief activities. 

Authorizes the Director to make agreements with re

lief or disaster assistance organizations, including 

but not limited to the American National Red Cross, 

the Salvation Army, the Mennonite Board of Missions, 

the Mennonite Disaster Service and Charities, to help 

the distribution of food, clothing, medicine and other 

supplies, and the restoration, rehabilitation or recon

struction of community services and facilities. Autho

rizes the Director to make agreements with organizations-

which would allow the Federal coordinating officer to 

coordinate all relief activities of private agencies 

in a given disaster area. 

Requires the Director to ascertain that no person or 

business would be receiving aid from more than one 

source for the same disaster damage. 

Requires the Director to issue regulations forbidding 

discrimination by race, color, age, sex, nationality, 

religion or economic status in providing disaster relief 

supplies and services. 
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Authorizes the President to provide needed warning to 

governmental authorities and civilian population in 

areas endangered by imminent natural disasters. 

Permits the President to take effective action to 

avert or lessen the effects of a catastrophe which 

threatens to become a major disaster. 

Authorizes the Director to establish emergency tem

porary communications in any major disaster area which 

would be made available to State and local government 

officials and other persons as he saw fit. 

Authorizes the use of Federal agencies to clear debris 

from publicly and privately owned lands and waters, when 

determined to be in the public interest. 

Authorizes the President to make grants tc 2ny State 

in order to assist in the suppression of fires on pub

licly or privately owned forest and grass lands which 

threatened such destruction as would constitute a major 

disaster. 

Authorizes the Director to provide temporary housing 

or other emergency shelter, including mobile homes, 

for those who as a result of a major disaster require 

temporary housing or other emergency shelter. Provides 

that for the first 12 months of occupancy, no rental 

shall be established, and thereafter, rentals will be 

based on fair market value of the accommodations being 
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furnished, adjusted to take into consideration financial 

ability of the occupant. Provides that emergency hous

ing which is acquired by purchase may be sold directly 

to the occupants at prices that are fair and equitable. 

Authorizes the President to provide assistance on a 

temporary basis in the form of mortgage or rental pay

ments. Provides reemployment assistance services under 

other laws to individuals who are unemployed as a result 

of a major disaster. 

Provides that in the administration of the disaster 

loan program of the Small Business Act in the case of 

property loss or damage or injury resulting from a major 

disaster as determined by the President or a disaster 

determined by the Small Business Administrator, such 

Administrator: (1) to the extent the loss, damage, or 

injury is not compensated for by insurance or other.vise 

(A) shall on that part of the loan in excess of $50 0 

cancel the principal, except that the total amount so 

canceled is not to be more than $2,500 on loans made 

to cover losses, damages, and injuries resulting from 

major disasters determined by the President, and (B) 

may defer interest or principal payments or both in 

whole or in part during the first three years of the 

term of the loan, these deferred payments, however, are 

to bear interest at the rate determined under section 
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234 of the Act; (2) to the extent it is not compensated 

for by insurance or otherwise, may grant any loan to 

repair, rehabilitate, or replace property damaged or 

destroyed, whether or not financial assistance is 

otherwise available from private sources; and (3) may, 

in the case of total destruction or substantial damage 

of a home or business concern, refinance mortgages or 

other liens outstanding against that property if it is 

to be repaired, rehabilitated, or replaced with the 

limitation that the amount refinanced is not to exceed 

the amount of the physical loss sustained and that this 

refinancing is to be subject to the provisions of this 

Act. 

Provides the same benefits in the case of the Farmers 

Home Administration emergency loans as are provided in 

the conference substitute in the case of Small Business 

Administration loans. 

Authorizes the Administrator of the Veterans' Adminis

tration to agree to the modification of the terms of 

any loan made or acquired by him on any residential 

property securing such loan which was lost, destroyed, 

or damaged as the result of a major disaster. 

Directs the Administrator in major disaster areas 

to provide the owner of such property with counseling 

and other services, to inform him of disaster assistance 
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available from other Federal, State or local agencies 

and to extend such forbearance on an individual case 

basis as he determined to be warranted by the facts of 

the case. 

Provides that loans made under the Small Business 

disaster loan program and the Consolidated Farmers 

emergency loan program is not to exceed the current 

cost of repairing and replacing the disaster injury, 

loss, or damage in conformity with current codes and 

specifications. Requires any such loan to bear interest 

at a rate determined by the Secretary of the Treasury, 

taking into consideration the current average market 

yield on outstanding marketable obligations of the 

United States with remaining periods to maturity of 

10 to 12 years, reduced by not to exceed 2 percent per 

annum but in no event is any such loan to bear interest 

at a rate in excess of 6 percent per annum. 

Requires all applicants for Federally administered 

disaster loans must be considered without discrimination 

because of age. 

Authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to extend 

maturity dates of REA loans to a period not beyond forty 

years and to readjust payment schedules of borrowers 

from the Rural Electrification Administration, if the 

borrowers were unable to make payments because of 

disaster damage. 
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Authorizes the S.B.A. or the Farmers Home Administra

tion to make loans to industries and businesses which 

were a major source of employment in a disaster-stricken 

area and which were no longer in substantial operation. 

Authorizes the President to distribute food stamps 

and surplus commodities to low-income households which 

were not able to purchase adequate amounts of nutri

tious food because of a major disaster: Authorizes the 

President to make coupon allotments and surplus commodi

ties available to such households for as long as he 

determined necessary. 

Provides that whenever the Director determines that 

low-income individuals are unable to secure legal ser

vices adequate to meet their needs as a consequence of 

a major disaster, consistent with the goals of the pro

grams authorized by this Act, che Director shall assure 

that such programs are conducted with the advice and 

assistance of appropriate Federal agencies and State 

and local bar associations. 

Authorizes the President to provide assistance to 

those individuals unemployed as a result of a major 

disaster who were not receiving unemployment compensa

tion or private income protection insurance. Provides 

that any assistance provided under this section could 

not exceed the number of payments such an individual 
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would have received if he had been qualified for State 

unemployment compensation payments. 

Authorizes the President to make grants under certain 

limitations to any local government, which, as a result 

of a major disaster has suffered substantial loss of 

property tax revenue (both real and personal). 

Authorizes the Secretary of the Interior and the Sec

retary of Agriculture to reimburse timber sale con

tractors or to arrange for road and trail construction 

and restoration costs incurred in restoring roads, 

previously authorized by contracts for the purchase 

of timber which had been damaged by major disasters. 

Provides that if the estimated cost of such additional 

construction would exceed: (1) $1,000 for cales under 

one million board feet, or (2) $1 per thousand board 

feet for sales of one to three million board feet, or 

(3) $3,000 for sales over tliree million feet, the in

creased cost would be borne by the United States. 

Provides that no loan or grant made by a relief orga

nization operating under the supervision of the Director 

of OEP for repairing, restoring, reconstructing, or re

placing a residential structure in a major disaster area 

is to be made unless the structure will be so repaired, 

restored, reconstructed, or replaced in accordance with 

the applicable standards of decency and sanitation 
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and in conformity with applicable building codes and 

specifications. 

Authorizes contributions to States or local communi

ties for repairing, restoring, reconstructing or re

placing damaged portions of public facilities belonging 

to State or local governments, including flood control, 

navigation, irrigation, reclamation, public power, sew

age treatment, and collection, water supply and distri

bution, watershed development, airport, non-Federal-aid 

street, road, or highway, and any other essential 

facility damaged by a major disaster. Provides that 

such Federal contribution could not exceed 100 percent 

of the net cost of restoring such facility to its pre

disaster capacity and in conformity with applicable" 

codes and standards. 

Allows the President to prescribe a period not to 

exceed six months during which processing of applica

tions for assistance would be given priority and immedi

ate assistance under various Acts. 

Provides that, notwithstanding any other provision of 

law, no person otherwise eligible for any kind of relo

cation assistance payment authorized by the Housing Act 

of 1949 shall be denied such eligibility as a result of 

his being unable, because of a major disaster declared 

by the President, to reoccupy property from which he 

was displaced by such disaster. 
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Title III: Miscellaneous—Makes various technical 

amendments in existing laws required by the adoption 

of the Disaster Relief Act. 

Bills Introduced into the 91st Congress 

H. R. 390: Provides priority for grants under title VI of 

the Public Health Service Act for projects for the con

struction of hospital facilities damaged or destroyed 

by tornadoes (amends 42 U.S.C. 803(a)). 

H. R. 470: Authorizes reimbursement of overtime pay for 

police and firemen for extra services performed because 

of a major disaster (Amends 42 U.S.C. 1855b). 

H. J. Res. 131: Constitutional Amendment—Establishes a 

method of filling vacancies in the House of Representa

tives during any national emergency or national disaster 

whenever the total number of vacancies exceeds 145. 

Directs the President to issue a proclamation declar

ing such facts after certification by the proper offi

cial of the House (Speaker, Clerk). Gives the proper 

executive authority of each State the power to make 

temporary appointments to fill any vacancies from each 

State after such proclamation. Such appointees shall 

serve until the vacancy is filled by election as pro

vided by the United States Constitution. 
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H. R. 2360: Provides temporary assistance in the form of 

short-term loans, where elementary or secondary public 

school buildings are destroyed or seriously damaged by 

fire, flood, earthquake, or other casualty. 

H. R. 2702: Authorizes loans to small business concerns 

which the Small Business Administration finds has suf

fered substantial physical or economic injury as a 

result of any occurrance or series of occurrances. 

H. R. 3135: Authorizes the Secretary of the Army to under

take a study of landslides and flood control in Los 

Angeles and Orange County, California. 
« 

H. R. 3257; S. 2385: Authorizes loans under the Small Busi

ness Act to small business concerns situated in a high-

risk area, if the Administration determines that such 

concerns are acceptable credit risks considering the 

availability of counseling and related services under 

the Act, and the need to preserve and encourage the 

development of small business enterprise in such areas 

in furtherance of the public interest. 

S. 407: Provides additional loan assistance under the Con

solidated Farmers Home Administration Act to farmers 

who have suffered severe production losses as a result 

of a national disaster by providing: (1) an emergency 
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loan for which the farmer is otherwise qualified for a 

term of 3 years, rather than 1 year; (2) that such a 

loan shall include an amount sufficient to reasonably 

insure continued operation of the farm for the repayment 

period and to cover existing debts of the farm which 

would have been paid from the proceeds of sale of the 

lost crop. 

H. R. 6508; H. R. 6509: California Disaster Relief Act— 

Expresses that Congress recognizes that the State of 

California has suffered extensive property damage as 

a result of storms and floods during December 19 68 and 

January and February 1969. 

Authorizes the appropriation of $15,000,000 for each 

of the fiscal years 19 69 and 19 70 for repair and recon

struction of California highway facilities for which no 

emergency funds are available under existing Federal 

laws. 

Directs the Secretary of the Interior and the Secre

tary of Agriculture to reimburse timber sale contractors 

or otherwise arrange to bear the costs of construction 

and restoration of California forest roads to the condi

tion they were in before the storms. Provides for the 

timber purchasers to bear fifteen percent of these costs, 

but not more than $4,500 for any one purchaser, and the 
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Secretaries will bear the rest. Authorizes the appro

priation of $17,500,000 for such purpose. 

Directs the Administrator of the disaster loan pro

gram under the Small Business Act, in the case of 

property damage by the storms and floods and to the 

extent such loss is not compensated for by insurance, 

to make certain concessions to borrowers at their option 

and authorizes him to v.̂ aive interest and defer principal 

payments in such loans for the first three years. Di

rects the Secretary of Agriculture to make similar con

cessions to such borrowers under the emergency loan 

program of the Consolidated Farmers Home Administratioil 

Act. 

S. 993: California Disaster Relief Act—Provides Federal 

assistance to the State of California for the reconstruc

tion of areas damaged by recent storms, floods, land

slides, and high waters. Authorizes appropriations of 

$15,000,000 for loans, etc. Authorizes aid from other 

programs such as the Highway Act to rebuild roads. Small 

Business Act to rebuild businesses, and aid from the 

National Forest lands to aid in reconstruction. 

H. R. 7701: Provides for engineering investigations, includ

ing the collection and appraisal of data, on effects of 

earthquakes and seismic sea waves to achieve a better 
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understanding of the fundamental nature of these effects 

and to improve methods for the design and construction 

of shore protection work, dams, buildings, and other 

structures subject to damage as a result of such 

disturbances. 

H. R. 9339; H. R. 11222; H. R. 11229; H. R. 11277; 

H. R. 11292; H. R. 11322; H. R. 11366; H. R. 11401; 

H. R. 11492; H. R. 11874; H. R. 12218; H. R. 12271; 

H. R. 12295; H. R. 13414: Authorizes the Secretary of 

Commerce to conduct research and development programs 

to increase knowledge of tornadoes, squall lines and 

other severe local storms, to develop methods for de

tecting storms for prediction and advance warning, and 

provides for the establishment of a National Severe 

S terms S ervi c e. 

S. 1685: Disaster Relief Act—Extends the Federal Loan divi

sions of the Small Business Act and the Consolidated 

Farm Home Administration Act to persons injured by major 

disasters. 

Authorizes a cost-sharing program under which States 

are encouraged to develop comprehensive disaster relief 

plans. Provides that any State establishing an approved 

disaster plan will be eligible for Federal grants up to 

50 percent of the losses sustained in major disasters. 
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In such plans the State government and individual owners 

would each assume 25 percent of the remaining cost. 

Limits Federal obligation under such plan at $15,000 

for homes and $50,000 for businesses. 

Expands Federal authority to provide emergency shelter 

for disaster victims. Permits a maximum of 25 percent 

of a family's monthly income to be levied for such emer

gency accommodations. 

Authorizes a Federal program to help reimburse severe 

losses suffered by farmers as a result of major disas

ters. Authorizes up to $10,000 in grants equal to two-

thirds of the cost of restoring lands to cultivation or 

replenishing livestock herds. Requires producers to 

bear one-third of the cost up to $15,000 as well aS all 

over that amount. Authorizes Federal grants to aid 

States to surpress grass and forest fires, either on 

State-owned or privately-owned lands which threaten to 

become national disasters. 

S. 1782: Provides that, whenever an individual or small 

business is ineligible for a (3 percent interest) disas

ter loan under the Small Business Act, on the basis of 

availability of credit or the existence of liquid assets, 

the Administrator may make a loan at an interest rate 

not exceeding the average annual interest rate on all 
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interest-bearing obligations of the United States then 

forming a part of the public debt. 

H. R. 10694: Provides protection under the National Flood 

Insurance Act of 19 68 against losses resulting from 

earthquakes, earthslides, or mudslides. 

S. 2853: Hurricane Camille Disaster Relief Act—Provides 

additional assistance to the States of Alabama, Loui

siana, Mississippi, Virginia, and V7est Virginia for 

the reconstruction of areas damaged by Hurricane 

Camille. 

Empowers the Department of Housing and Urban Develop

ment to provide mobile homes as temporary housing and 

may sell these trailers to refugee-occupant.*' at fair and 

reasonable prices. 

Allows the President to make available housing where 

requirements go beyond the cemporary—and such housing 

can be rented or purchased at reasonable rates. 

Authorizes long-term low-interest refinancing of home 

and business loans by SBA. 

Authorizes the Small Business Administration to for

give existing disaster loans in the amount of $5,000 

and to waive interest for 4 years in a like amount. 

Lifts the SBA's loan ceiling of $100,000 for business 

loans and $30,000 for home construction to allow 
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borrowers to rebuild the tourist and seafood processing 

facilities which are the baclcbone of the area's economy— 

and—to allow homeowners to rebuild despite mortgage 

commitments or moneys owing from Hurricane Betsey. 

Expands the Small Business authority to encompass loans 

to public and private schools as well as to colleges and 

universities as provided under existing law and simpli

fies the forms and procedures for obtaining loans. 

Authorizes the Director of the Office of Emergency 

Preparedness to make payments to any person in reim

bursement of expenses not otherwise compensated which 

were incurred.by such person in the removal of debris 

deposited on privately owned lands as the result of 

Hurricane Camille. 

Authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to make direct 

grants of money to any political subdivision or entity 

of Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, Virginia, or West 

Virginia in amounts equal to the tax or bond obligations 

outstanding at the time of the Hurricane Camille disas

ter, if such obligations cannot be met due to damage 

resulting by Hurricane Camille of the revenue sources 

for meeting such obligations. 

Authorizes the President to: (1) provide dwelling 

accommodations; (2) food coupons; (3) unemployment aid; 
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and (4) lake clearance projects; which are necessary as 

a result of the Hurricane Camille. 

Provides for road restoration payments to timber sale 

contractors as a result of damages caused by Hurricane 

Camille. 

S. 2854: Provides assistance for the disaster area of Hur

ricane Camille. 

Provides that with respect to the disaster loan pro

gram under the Small Business Act, and the emergency 

loan program under the Farmers Home Administration Act, 

there may be canceled up to $1,800 of loans in excess 

of $500, or interest waived for 3 years up to $1,800. 

Authorizes loans to homeowners and businesses whether 

or not financing is available from private sources, and 

a higher ceiling would be established for business 

loans. Forgiveness is provided for in existing loans 

where the same property destroyed by Hurricane Betsy in 

19 65 was again destroyed by Camille 4 years later. 

Authorizes shelter for disaster victims, a food stamp 

and surplus commodity program, unemployment assistance, 

and grants for removal of debris from private lands 

when necessary for health and safety. 

Authorizes certain grants and funds for renewals of 

bonds or equivalent public debts or expenses. 
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Authorizes matching funds for repair or reconstruc

tion of the non-Federal-aid systems. 

H. R. 13581: Hurricane Camille Disaster Relief Act—Provides 

that trailers provided as temporary housing for persons 

whose dwellings were destroyed by Hurricane Camille may 

be sold directly to the persons who are the occupants 

thereof at a fair and reasonable price. 

Allows the Small Business Administration, in the case 

of loans to assist persons suffering loss or damage in 

the States of Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, Virginia, 

and West Virginia as the result of Hurricane Camille to: 

(1) cancel up to $5,000 of the loan; (2) waive interest 

due on the loan in a total amount of not more than 

$5,000 over a period of not to exceed 3 years; and (3) 

make such loans without regard to any limitation on the 

maximum amount of the Small Business Administration's 

share or guaranteed percentage of any disaster loan 

established by regulation or otherwise. 

Allows the Small Business Administration to grant 

loans to privately owned schools damaged by the Hurri

cane. 

Authorizes the Director of the Office of Emergency 

Preparedness to make payments to any person in reim

bursement of expenses not otherwise compensated which 
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were incurred by such person in removal of debris de

posited on privately owned lands as the result of 

Hurricane Camille. 

Authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to make direct 

grants of money to any political siibdivision or entity 

of Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, Virginia, or West 

Virginia in amounts equal to the tax or bond obligations 

outstanding at the time of the Hurricane Camille disas

ter, if such obligations cannot be met due to damage 

resulting by Hurricane Camille of the revenue sources 

for meeting such obligations. 

Authorizes the President to: (1) provide dwelling 

accommodations; (2) food coupons; (3) unemployment aid; 

and (4) lake clearance projects which are necessary as 

a result of the Hurricane Camille. 

Provides for road restoration payments to timber .̂ ale 

contractors as a result of damages caused by Hurricĵ ĉ 

Camille. 

H. R. 13593; H. R. 13611; H. R. 13619; H. R. 13632; H. R. 

13633; H. R. 13649; H. R. 13655; H. R. 13660; H. R. 

13672; H. R. 13744; H. R. 13855: Provides additional 

assistance for the reconstruction of areas in the States 

of Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, Virginia, 

ans West Virginia which were damaged by Hurricane 

Camille of 1969. 
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Provides for insurance coverage, dwelling accommoda

tions, direct grants, attractive loans to both individ

uals and communities which suffered losses as a result 

of Hurricane Camille. 

Authorizes the President to grant food coupons and 

provide unemployment compensation to individuals in 

need of such, as a result of the Hiirricane. 

Provides funds for reconstruction and debris removal. 

Provides for road reconstruction or restoration pay

ments to timber sale contractors for costs which were 

caused by Hurricane Camille. 

H. R. 13900: Provides that the basis for determining the 

amount of the deduction for disaster losses of property 

sustained as a result of Hurricane Camille in 19 69 

shall at the election of the taxpayer be the fair mar

ket value of the property (determined by taking the 

replacement cost in account). Allows the taxpayer to 

treat one-third of the loss as having occurred in the 

taxable year in which the loss actually occurred and 

one-third as having occurred in each of the two suc

ceeding taxable years (Amends 26 U.S.C. 165). 

H. R. 14781: Provides protection under the National Flood 

Insurance Act of 1968 against losses resulting from 

earthquakes and earth slides. 
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S. 3227: Allows the settlement of claims of military per

sonnel and civilian employees of military departments 

for off-base property lost or damaged as a result of 

Hurricane Camille. 

S. 3349: Evaluates, under the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, 

the amount of the deduction allowable for casualty. 

losses to timber as not less than the amount by which 

the fair market value of the timber immediately before 

the casualty exceeds the fair market value of the tim

ber immediately after the casualty (Amends 26 U.S.C. 

165 Cb)). 

S. 3619: Omnibus Disaster Assistance Act—Title I. Findings, 

Declarations, and Definitions—Recognizes that the ex

tensive property damage, loss of life and limb, loss of • 

income, and human suffering caused by major disasters 

generally interrupts the normal functioning of govern

ment and adversely affects individuals and families. 

Declares the intent of Congress to render aid in such 

cases by revising and broadening existing relief pro

grams, encouraging States to develop disaster plans, 

and consolidating the administration of Federal disaster 

assistance. 

Provides that the definition of a major disaster would 

include such disasters as "high waters, wind-driven 

waters, tidal waves, and tornado." 
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Title II: Office of Disaster Assistance—Establishes 

a new agency, the Office of Disaster Assistance within 

the Executive Office of the President, which would ad

minister Federal disaster relief programs. Provides 

that the Office would be headed by a Director and an 

Assistant Director, both appointed by and responsible 

to the President for an unfixed term. 

Directs that all of the present functions of the 

Office of Civil Defense, as well as the major disaster 

relief functions of the Office of Emergency Prepared

ness, would be transferred to the new Office of Disas

ter Assistance. Authorizes the President to transfer 

during the next 6 months to the Office of Disaster 

Assistance any functions of any other agency or office 

which he determined related primarily to the functions 

of the new office. Transfers all personnel, assets, 

liabilities, contracts, property, and records belonging 

to such agencies. 

Title III: The Administration of Disaster Assistance--

Provides that assistance would be classified in three 

groups: (1) emergency relief to be made available im

mediately after a declaration of a major disaster by the 

President; (2) recovery assistance for long-range resto

ration and rehabilitation of an area; and (3) general 
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provisions which would be applicable to the administra

tion of all major disaster relief. 

Provides for a Federal coordinating officer, emergency 

support teams, emergency communications systems and the 

cooperation of other Federal agencies. Continues the 

requirement for a coordinating officer and strengthens 

and expands this role. Authorizes the restoration of 

Federal facilities damaged in a major disaster. 

Establishes a new community disaster loan fund in the 

Treasury. Provides that local governments which have 

suffered a loss of more than 25 percent of their tax 

base because of a major disaster would be able to bor

row from this fund in order to make payments of inter

est and principal due on outstanding bonded irdebtedness 

which they could not otherwise do. Asserts that loans 

for this purpose would be for a maximum period of 20 

years and would carry an interest rate similar to that 

for other programs, equivalent to the average annual 

rate on all outstanding interest-bearing obligations of 

the United States having a maturity of 20 years or more. 

Authorizes the Director to waive payment of interest and 

principal on community disaster loans for a period not 

to exceed 5 years. Authorizes $100 million to be appro

priated for the purposes of the community disaster loan 

fund. 
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Authorizes the Director to arrange with the American 

National Red Cross, the Salvation Army, the Mennonite 

Board of Missions and Charities, and other private re

lief organizations for the use of their personnel and 

facilities in the distribution of medicine, food, sup

plies , or other material if he found that this would 

be necessary. 

TJitle IV: National Major Disaster Insurance—Provides 

a period of more than a year in which the insurance 

industry could develop an acceptable program. Provides 

that, unless the Secretary of Housing and Urban Develop

ment should determine and certify to the President and • 
» • • 

Congress not later than June 30, 1971, that private in

surance companies have made available on reasonable 

terms major disaster insurance with coverage equal to 

or more extensive than that proposed by title IV, the 

Secretary would be directed to establish a national 

major disaster insurance program. 

Provides that the Secretary of Housing and Urban De

velopment would be authorized to establish and carry 

out the national disaster insurance system. Directs 

him to encourage and arrange for the financial partici

pation and risk sharing in the program by private insur

ance companies or other insurers. Asserts that priority 

would have to be given to the coverage of residential 
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properties housing from one to four families. Provides 

that coverage provided by the bill would be divided 

into two categories: (1) a basic minimum amount, the 

premiums for which could be fixed by the Secretary at 

a rate below established costs; and (2) amounts above 

the basic minimxim, which would be charged at rates not 

less than those estimated to be needed for all costs 

of providing that protection. 

Asserts that the basic coverage for residential prop

erties housing up to four families would be $15,000 

aggregate liability for any single dwelling unit, 

$30,000 for any structure containing more than one 

dwelling, and $5,000 aggregate liability for the con

tents of any dwelling unit. Provides that, if the 

Secretary should declare other types of property to be 

eligible for major disaster insurance, any single scruc-

ture in those specified categories would have an aggre

gate liability of $30,000. 

Title V: Miscellaneous--Makes a number of technical 

amendments in existing laws to bring them into conform

ity with the new proposed Omnibus Disaster Assistance 

Act. Repeals the three extant basic disaster relief laws 

of 1950, 1966, and 1969. Provides for the appropriation 

of such sums as necessary to carry out the act. 
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S. 3745; H. R. 17518; H. R. 17824: Disaster Assistance Act-

Revises the definition of the term "major disaster" in 

P.L. 81-875 to require the Governors to certify a need 

for "Federal disaster assistance." 

Revises the definition of the word "State" to include 

the District of Columbia and deletes the reference to 

the District of Columbia in the definition of "local 

government." 

Authorizes agreements with private relief organiza

tions to distribute needed supplies in disaster areas 

in accordance with nondiscrimination provisions of Fed

eral law. 

Extends and modifies various provisions of the Disas

ter Relief Act of 19C9 (P.L. 91-79). 

Authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to designate 

areas which have suffered a major disaster to be "re

development areas" eligible for grant and loan assis

tance under the Public Works and Economic Development 

Act of 1965. 

Authorizes 15-year Federal loans by prescribed formula 

to local governments in areas in which disaster damage 

has resulted in a substantial loss of property tax 

revenue. Payments on interest and principal may be 

deferred during the first three years of the term of 

the loan. Provides for the creation of a separate loan 

fund for this purpose. 
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Permits the President to take effective action to 

avert or lessen the effects of a catastrophe which 

threatens to become a major disaster. Provides that 

it is not necessary for the President to declare a 

"major disaster" before assistance can be provided 

under this Act. 

Authorizes the President to assign advisory personnel 

to the chief executive officer of a State or local gov

ernment in order to assure full utilization of disaster 

relief and assistance resources and programs. 

Forbids discrimination on the grounds of race, color, 

or national origin in Federal disaster assistance pro

grams and authorizes the President to take the necessary 

action to insure compliance. 

Authorizes the President to utilize the resources of 

Federal departments and agencies for use in disaster 

relief, with or without reimbursement, as he deems 

appropriate. 

Authorizes the establishment by Federal agencies of 

advisory groups to assist in carrying out the provisions 

of law relating to Federal disaster preparedness and 

assistance and authorizes use of funds for that purpose. 

S. 3774; H. R. 17697; H. R. 17700; H. R. 17783: Authorizes 

Federal participation in the cost of protecting shore 
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areas in order to authorize increased Federal participa

tion in the cost of projects providing hurricane protec

tion (Amends 33 U.S.C. 426e(b)). 

S. 3848; H. R. 17728; H. R. 18684: Declares that Congress 

recognizes that the State of Texas suffered extensive 

property loss and damage as a result of tornadoes occur

ring on April 17 and 18 and May 11, 1970, including 

loss and damage from wind and flooding caused by such 

tornadoes, and that there is a need for special mea

sures designed to aid these States in their efforts to 

reconstruct highways and public works projects, and to 
« 

otherwise rehabilitate those devastated areas. 

Authorizes the Small Business Administration to for

give existing disaster loans in the amount of $5,000 

and to waive interest for 4 years in a like amount. 

Authorizes the Farmers Home Administration to cancel 

up to $5,000 of a loan for the purpose of rebuilding or 

repairing agricultural property. 

Authorizes loans under the Small Business Act and the 

Consolidated Farmers Home Administration Act if such a 

loan is for the repair, rehabilitation, or replacement 

of property damaged or destroyed as the result of a 

major disaster. 
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Authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to make direct 

grants of money to the cities and political subdivisions 

in the affected areas in amounts equal to tax or bond 

obligations outstanding at the time of the tornado which 

now cannot be met because of the disaster. 

Authorizes the President to: (1) provide dwelling 

accommodations; (2) food coupons; (3) unemployment aid; 

and (4) lake clearance projects; which" are necessary as 

a result of the tornadoes. 

S. 4046: Provides that local expenditures for street and 

highway construction shall be regarded as local grants-

in-aid to the tornado urban renewal project in Monroe, 

Wisconsin. 

S. 40 58: 'Provides that, as a result of the Good Friday 

earthquake, which occurred i.n March 27, 19 64, the Small 

Business Administration shall, at the borrower's option, 

on that part of any loan in excess of $500, cancel 

(1) the interest due on the loan; (2) the principal of 

the loan; or (3) any combination of such interest or 

principal except that the total amount so cancelled 

shall not exceed $1,800 (Amends 15 U.S.C. 636(b)). 

H. R. 18608: Federal Disaster Assistance Act—Provides in 

the administration of the disaster loan program under 
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the Small Business Act, in the case of injury, loss, or 

damage resulting from a major disaster as determined by 

the President, a natural disaster as determined by the 

Secretary of Agriculture, and a disaster as determined 

by the Administrator of the Small Business Administra

tion to the extent such injury, loss, or damage is not 

compensated for by insurance or otherwise, may grant 

any loan for repair, rehabilitation, or replacement of 

property injured, damaged, or destroyed, without regard 

to whether the required financial assistance is other

wise available from private sources. 

Asserts that the Administrator or Secretary may, in 

the case of the total destruction or substantial prop

erty damage of a home or business concern, rpfinance 

any mortgage or other liens outstanding against the 

destroyed or damaged property if such property is to 

be repaired, rehabilitated, or replaced, except that 

the amount refinanced shall not exceed the amount of the 

physical loss sustained. 

Directs that, to the extent that repayment of such a 

loan would constitute a hardship upon the borrower, the 

Administrator or Secretary may, on that part of any loan 

in excess of $500, cancel the principal of the loan, ex

cept that the total amount so canceled shall not exceed 

$2,500. Asserts that this clause shall apply only to 
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loans made to cover injury, losses, and damage resulting 

from major disasters as determined by the President. 

Provides that they may also defer interest payments 

or principal payments, or both, in whole or in part, 

on any loan made under this section during the first 

three years of the term of the loan. 

Authorizes the President to make grants to any local 

government which, as the result of a major disaster, 

has suffered a substantial loss of property tax revenue 

(both real and personal) . Asserts that grants made may 

be made for the tax year in which the disaster occurred 

and for each of the following two tax years. Provides 

that the grant for any tax year shall not exceed the 

difference between the annual average of all property 

tax revenues received by the local government during 

the three-tax-year period immediately preceding the tax 

year in which the major disaster occurred and the actual 

property tax revenue received by the local government 

for the tax year in which the disaster occurred and for 

each of the two tax years following the major disaster 

but only if there has been no reduction in the tax rates 

and tax assessment valuation factors of the local 

government. 

Asserts that, if the President determines that a major 

disaster is imminent, he is authorized to use Federal 
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departments, agencies, and instrumentalities, and all 

other resources of the Federal Government to avert or 

lessen the effects of such disaster before its actual 

occurrence. 

Authorizes the President to assign advisory personnel 

to the Governor of any State and to the chief executive 

officer of any local government within a major disaster 

area, upon request by such Governor or"officer, whenever 

the President determines that such assignment is desir

able in order to insure full utilization of disaster 

relief and assistance resources and programs. 

H. R. 19392: Authorizes the Director of the Office of Emer

gency Preparedness to make in cooperation with the 

heads of other affected Federal and State agencies a 

full and complete investigation and study of plans, 

procedures, and facilities that would be necessary to 

prevent or minimize losses of property and personal in

juries and deaths that result from fires, earthquakes, 

tornadoes, freezes and frosts, and floods. 

92ND CONGRESS 

Laws Enacted 

Public Law 209 (S. 1237): Authorizes the President to make 

grants for the post-disaster repair, reconstruction, or 
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replacement of any damaged or destroyed medical care 

facility which is owned by an organization exempt from 

Federal income taxes and operated to carry out the 

exempt purposes of such organization. 

Allows the President to grant up to 100 percent of the 

net cost of restoring the medical care facility to its 

predisaster condition, in confoinnity with currently 

applicable codes, specifications, and standards. 

Provides that if the medical facility was under con

struction when the disaster occurred, the Federal grants 

may cover 50 percent of the cost of restoring the facil

ity to its predisaster condition, and may also help 

defray increases in construction costs which are due to 

changed conditions resulting from the disaster. 

Provides that medical care facilities covered by this 

proposal would include any hospital, diagnostic or 

treatment center, rehabilitation facility, and mental 

health facility, and any similar facility. 

Bills Introduced into the 92nd Congress 

H. R. 899: Authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to conduct 

research and development programs to increase knowledge 

of tornadoes, squall lines, and other severe local 

storms; to develop methods for detecting storms for 

prediction and advance warning; and to provide for the 

establishment of a National Severe Storm Service. 
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Authorizes funds not in excess of $750,000 to carry 

out the provisions of this Act. 

H. R. 1163: Strategic Storable Agricultural Commodities 

Act—Directs the Secretjary of Agriculture to establish 

and maintain reserve inventories of wheat, feed grains, 

and soybeans, to include not more than: (1) 300,000,000 

bushels of wheat; (2) 25,000,000 tons of feed grains; 

and (3) 100,000,000 bushels of soybeans. Permits re

serves to be withdrawn for: (1) relieving distress 

because of unemployment or major disasters; (2) use in 

a state of civil defense emergency; and (3) perserving 

and maintaining foundation herds of livestock and pro

viding emergency feed for livestock. 

S. 45: Permits the Small Business Administration to forgive 

a portion of disaster loans granted as a result of the 

Good Friday earthquake of 19 64 by canceling at the 

borrower's option, on any part of the loan over $500, 

(1) the interest due, (2) the principal, or (3) any part 

of the interest or principal, except that the amount 

canceled may not exceed $1,800. 

S. 1237; H. R. 6834; H. R. 7754: Authorizes the President to 

make grants for the post-disaster repair, reconstruc

tion, or replacement of any damaged or destroyed medical 
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care facility which is operated on a nonprofit basis by 

an organization exempt from Federal income taxes. 

Allows the President to grant up to 100 percent of 

the net cost of restoring the medical care facility 

to its predisaster condition, in conformity with cur

rently applicable codes, specifications, and standards. 

Provides that if the medical facility was under con

struction when the disaster occurred, then Federal 

grants may cover 50 percent of the cost of restoring 

the facility to its predisaster condition, and may also 

help defray increases in construction costs which are 

due to changed conditions resulting from the disaster. 

Provides that medical care facilities covered by this 

proposal would include any hospital, diagnostic or 

treatment center, rehabilitation facility, and mental 

health facility. 

H. R. 6269: Authorizes contributions by the Federal Govern

ment to repair, restore, reconstruct, or replace non

profit hospitals under the provisions of the Disaster 

Relief Act of 1970. 

H. R. 6270: Makes periodic assistance payments available 

under section 235 of the National Housing Act to fami

lies whose homes are destroyed or damaged by natural 
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disasters. Authorizes the Secretary of the Treasury 

to prescribe such regulations and take such actions 

as are necessary to carry out this Act. 

Authorizes to be appropriated such sums as are neces

sary to make such assistance payments. 

H. R. 6557; H. R. 8003: Authorizes the Secretary of Commerce 

to: (1) conduct a comprehensive research and develop

ment program on the nature of tornadoes, their fore

casting and detection, and the communication and 

dissemination of information concerning tornadoes to 

the public; (2) conduct a comprehensive research and 

development program on the nature of squall lines and 

other severe local storms, their forecasting and detec

tion, and the communication and dissemination of infor

mation concerning severe weather to the public; (3) pre

pare a comprehensive plan for the establishment in the 

Department of Commerce of a National Severe Storms 

Service including a division for a National Tornado 

Detection and Warning System in the United States and 

to report on this plan to the President and to the Con

gress within one hundred and eighty days from the date 

of the enactment of this Act; and (4) provide for the 

implementation of this plan during the one-year period 

following presentation of the report to the President 

and to the Congress. 
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Directs the Secretary to: (1) utilize to the fullest 

extent possible all appropriate information, personnel, 

and facilities in the United States, including, but not 

limited to, the information, personnel, and facilities 

of private industry, and the use of meteorologists and 

other specialists in universities and other private 

organizations, in order to supplement the information, 

personnel, and facilities of the Federal Government; 

and (2) consider the application of radar, acoustic, 

and other devices and the use of computers and computer 

simulation models, in order to provide for the optimum 

system and most effective coverage of tornadoes and 

related severe storms. Authorizes to be appropriated 

such sums as may be necessary to carry out the pro

visions of this Act, not to exceed $10,000,000. 

S. 1375: Fixes a uniform date of enactment, under the Disas

ter Relief Act of 1970, for provisions authorizing the 

President to make contributions to State and local" gov

ernments for the reconstruction and repair of State 

and local government facilities damaged by disaster. 

S. 1427: Provides additional authority for the cancellation 

of disaster and emergency loans by the Administrator of 

the Small Business Administration and the Secretary of 
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Agriculture. Sets the following limitations with regard 

to the cancellation of such loans: (1) any loan over 

$500 and less than $3,000 cancel that part of the loan 

in excess of $500; and (2) cancel $2,500 on a loan 

with a face value over $3,000 plus 50 percent of the 

excess over $3,000, except the total amount canceled 

on any one loan shall not exceed $20,000. 

S. 1607: Provides for additional acreage diversion under 

the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938 to protect the 

environment or the local economy of any area from the 

results of a natural disaster. 

Provides that diversion payments made to protect the 

environment or local economy of any area shall be equal 

to not more than 50 percent of the estimated basic 

county loan rate for the commodity on the normal pro

duction of the acreage diverted (amends 7 U.S.C. 1379b). 

H. R. 8010: Authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to make 

any farm commodity or product and livestock feed avail

able to farmers and stockmen affected by an emergency 

caused by a natural disaster. States that the Secretary 

shall make available such assistance as he deems appro

priate to unemployed farm and ranch workers provided 

such assistance does not exceed the maximum payment 
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under the State unemployment program where the disaster 

exists. 

Provides that the assistance authorized by this Act 

shall be made available through the funds and facilities 

of the Commodity Credit Corporation. 

H. R. 8128: Citizen Warning Act—Establishes the Bureau of 

Citizen Warning as an independent agency of the Federal 

Government. Authorizes the Bureau to coordinate the 

activities of all Federal agencies concerned with mat

ters affecting the interests of citizens with respect 

to major disasters and warnings thereof. 

S. 1775: Provides that in any area in which the Secretary 

of Agriculture determines that an emergency e'̂ ists be

cause of flood, drought, fire, hurricane, earthquake, 

storm, disease, insect infestation, or other natural 

disaster: (1) the Secretary may make available any 

farm commodity or product thereof owned or controlled 

by the Commodity Credit Corporation and livestock feed, 

whether in CCC stocks or private stocks, including 

grain, mixed feed, hay, or any roughage, to farmers and 

stockmen affected by the disaster, on such terms and 

conditions as he may deem in the public interest and 

(2) the Secretary may make available such assistance 

as he deems appropriate to the unemployed farm workers. 
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- Provides that such assistance shall not exceed the 

maximum amount and the maximum duration of payment 

under the unemployment program of the State in which 

the emergency exists, and the amount of assistance under 

this Act to any such individual shall be reduced by the 

amount of unemployment compensation or by private income 

protection insurance compensation available to such in

dividual for such period of unemployment. 

Provides that the assistance authorized under this 

Act shall be made available through the funds and 

facilities of the CCC. 

H. R. 9205: Provides emergency indemnity payments, under 

the Emergency Conservation Measures Act, to farmers 

suffering total crop or livestock loss as a result of 

a natural disaster occurring after June 1, 1971. 

H. R. 949 6: Economic Disaster î.rea Assistance Act—Declares 

that the purpose of the Act is to authorize the Presi

dent to provide a direct program of Federal assistance 

to individuals, and to State and local government, in 

order to alleviate the wasteful economic disruption and 

loss resulting from regional economic disasters. 

Revises the Public Works and Economic Development Act 

of 1965. Establishes within the Department of Commerce 

an Office of Aid to Economic Disaster Areas, to be 
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headed by a Director who shall be appointed by the 

President to serve at his pleasure, by and with the 

advice and consent of the Senate. 

Makes it the duty and function of the Office and the 

Director: (1) to carry out the purposes of this Act; 

(2) to assist and advise the President on methods, 

policies, and programs designed to reduce unemployment 

and to stimulate the economies of economic disaster 

areas; (3) to train and have available a professional 

staff of Federal coordinating officers for assignment 

to areas designated as economic disaster areas; (4) to 

review and appraise the various Federal assistance pro

grams for the purpose of determining the extent to 

which such programs and activities do or can contribute 

to reducing regional unemployment and stimulating re-

tional unemployment and stimulating regional economies; 

and (5) to make such studies, reports, and recommenda

tions as the President may request. 

Authorizes to be appropriated for the administration 

of the Office not to exceed $2,500,000 for each fiscal 

year. 

Authorizes the President, on the request of the Gov

ernor of a State, to designate as an economic disaster 

area an area or community, without regard to political 

or geographical boundaries, if due to the loss, removal, 
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curtailing, or closing of a major source or sources of 

employment: (1) the average unemployment in the area 

for at least three consecutive months is 150 percent of 

the national average for the preceding calendar year; 

(2) the current unemployment rate in the area is in ex

cess of the national average for the prior month and 

has increased by at least 100 percent within the past 

twelve months; of (3) there is a current unemployment 

rate in the area of six percent or more and there are 

such other critical economic conditions as the President 

determines warrant assistance. 

Requires the assignment of a Federal coordinating 

officer to coordinate the administration of Federal pro

grams in any major disaster area. 

Permits the President to reprogram up to fifteen 

percent of any federally appropriated funds scheduled 

for expenditure in an economic disaster area into o-her 

programs which are better able to relieve economic dis

tress, reduce unemployment, and respond to the condition 

presented in that area. Requires reports to Congress on 

such reprogrammed funds. Authorizes the President to 

require waiver of conditions which impede assistance 

under Federal grant-in-aid programs to economic disaster 

areas. 
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Establishes a separate fund in the Treasury of the 

United States to be known as the Federal economic re

covery fund. 

Aurhorizes to be appropriated to the economic recovery 

fund $1,250,000,000 and such funds as are necessary in 

subsequent years to maintain the fund at a level of 

$1,250,000,000, to be used by the President for the pur

poses set forth therein. 

Requires the Director of the Office, together with 

the heads of other Federal agencies, to review existing 

Federal grant-in-aid, loan and loan guarantee programs, 

and prepare a report identifying those programs eligible 

for assistance from the economic recovery fund. 

Provides that assistance may include: (1) loans to 

businesses and individuals to enable them to meet busi

ness and residential mortgage payments; (2) unrestricted 

grants to State and local governments to implement local 

initiatives and projects designed to relieve unemploy

ment and stimulate the economy; and (3) relocation 

assistance for the unemployed. 

Directs that an economic disaster area will remain 

eligible for Federal assistance for at least one year, 

after which time the Director may review the local 

economy and recommend continuation of assistance. 
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S. 2358: Makes various amendments to the Disaster Relief 

Act of 1970. Guarantees that SBA, FHA, and VA will not 

be denied solely on the grounds that homeowners might 

be unemployed or on public welfare. 

Provides that the Federal coordinating officer could 

supervise and direct the distribution of food coupons 

and surplus commodities to low-income households in 

disaster areas where there does not exist a regular 

administrative system for such distribution or in those 

instances in which he determines that distribution has 

been inadequate, unnecessarily delayed or lacks 

coordination. 

Makes public recreational facilities eligible for 

disaster contributions. Authorizes the President to 

make advance payments of not to exceed 50 percent of 

the estimated amount of the total final contributions 

which are expected to be made for these purposes. Per

mits such advance payments to be made only after an 

application has been presented by the State or local 

government, certified as to its accuracy by the Federal 

coordinating officer, which sets forth a full descrip

tion by competent and responsible officers of the dam

ages incurred or the amount of property taxes lost. 

Provides that if the total amount of advance payments 

should ever exceed the total amount of the final grant 
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to be made that the State or local government would be 

obligated to reimburse the Treasury for any amount of 

overpayment. 

Authorizes the President to make grants for the re

pair, reconstruction or replacement of any medical care 

facility owned and operated by a private., non-profit 

organization which is exempt from taxation under the 

Internal Revenue Code and which has been damaged or 

destroyed by a major disaster. 

Provides assistance for adrainistrative and other sup

port facilities essential to the operation of such 

medical facilities. 

Authorizes the President to make additional supple

mentary grants to enable a private health care facility 

to resume or continue its full operations if the Federal 

coordinating officer deteriuined that the normal costs 

of operation had been increa.sed by the effects of a 

major disaster to such an extent that it had been in

hibited or impeded in its ability to render needed 

health care services. 

Authorizes the President to make grants for loss or 

damage caused by a major disaster to an owner-occupied 

dwelling totaling more than $3,000 and not compensated 

by insurance or otherwise. Provides that grants made 

under these circumstances cannot exceed 50 percent of 
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the net cost of repairing, restoring, reconstructing, 

or replacing an owner-occupied residence as it existed 

immediately prior to the disaster and in conformity 

with applicable codes, specifications and standards, 

nor be in excess of a total amount of $15,000. 

Directs that in providing for the design, construc

tion, extention, and remodeling of any federally owned 

or leased building regularly used by more than 50 per

sons, the Administrator of General Services should 

insure that all architectural, engineering, construc

tion, and supervision services conform with the highest 

practicable standards and specifications which would 

help those structures withstand the destructive effects 

of catastrophic acts of nature. 

Provides for a nationwide, comprehensive survey to 

identify all public or private structures used by more 

than 50 persons, the safety of which would be in doubt 

during a major disaster of any type. Includes in the 

inventory such gathering places as schools, hospitals, 

hotels, office buildings, auditoriums, theaters, gym

nasiums, stadiums, and airport, railroad and bus termi

nals. Includes an evaluation of the ability of such 

structures to withstand forces exerted by hurricanes, 

tornadoes, floods, earthquakes, and other natural catas 

trophes. Indicates which ones could be economically 
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strengthened or protected against the type of major 

disasters which historically have occurred in a par

ticular geographical section as well as those which 

should be demolished and replaced. 

Authorizes $15,000,000 for the fiscal year beginning 

July 1, 1972 and for each of the nine succeeding fiscal 

years for seismic research and investigations. 

S. 2393; H. R. 10 576: Economic Disaster Area Relief Act— 

Provides that the Congress finds and declares that: 

(1) the human suffering, loss of personal income, dis

location of families, and national economic loss caused 

by severe unemployment in particular communities is a 

matter of critical national concern; (2) the personal 

suffering caused by severe unemployment cannot be dis

tinguished from that resulting from natural disasters; 

and (3) Federal assistance is necessary to alleviate 

the effects of severe unemployment, to enable families 

to maintain their residence and support themselves and 

minimize further disruption of the local economy. 

Broadens the definition of "major disaster" under the 

Disaster Relief Act of 1970 so as to include the exis

tence of a rate of unemployment 50 percent above tiie 

national average for 6 of the preceding 12 months or a 

100 percent increase in unemployment to 6 percent or 

more over the preceding 12 months in any area, community, 
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or neighborhood, in any part of the United States, 

which in the determination of the President, is or 

threatens to be of sufficient severity and magnitude 

to warrant assistance by the Federal Government to 

supplement the efforts and available resources of 

States, local governments, and relief organizations 

in alleviating the damage, loss, hardship, or suffer

ing caused thereby, and with respect to which the Gov

ernor of any State in which such catastrophe occurs or 

threatens to occur certifies the need for Federal assis

tance under this Act and gives assurance of the expendi

tures of a reasonable amount of the funds of such State, 

its local governments, or other agencies for alleviating 

the damage, loss, hardship, or suffering resulting from 

such catastrophe. 

Directs the President under the Disaster Relief Act 

of 19 70 to insure that individuals within any major 

disaster area have full access to medical services 

without regard to ability to pay. Directs the President 

to provide for such hospitals, medical care clinics, 

and medical and non-medical personnel to staff such 

facilities in major disaster areas as may be necessary. 

Permits the President to utilize the facilities and per

sonnel of the United States Public Health Service, the 

Armed Forces of the UniLed States and State governments. 
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Permits the President to provide reemployment assis

tance services under other laws to unemployed individ

uals in a major disaster area. 

H. R. 10893: Provides under the Disaster Relief Act the in

crease of the portion of the first $3,000 (in principal 

amount) of any disaster loan made by the Small Business 

Administration, or of any emergency loan or rural hous

ing loan made by the Secretary of Agriculture, which 

may be canceled in the case of loss,damage, or injury 

resulting from a major disaster as determined by the 

President. 

H. J. Res. 893; H. J. Res. 920: Authorizes, under the Disas

ter Relief Act, disaster loans with respect to certain 

losses arising as a result of recent natural disasters. 

H. R. 10971: . . . Revises the Small Business Act so as to 

reduce to 3 1/2 percentum the maximum permissable net 

interest rate on SBA disaster loans to homeowners. . . . 

H. J. Res. 902: Authorizes assistance under the Small Busi

ness Act to any person suffering loss or destruction of, 

or damage to, real or personal property as the result 

of a flood or other natural disaster occurring subse

quent to one year following the date on which flood 

insurance was made available in the area in which such 
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property was located under the authority of the National 

^ Flood Insurance Act of 1968, if: (1) such person would 

have been eligible for such assistance in the event 

such loss, destruction, or damage had occurred prior 

to the expiration of such one-year period; and (2) ap

plication for such assistance is made within one year 

after the date of enactment of this subsection. 

H. J. Res. 90 6: Authorizes assistance under the Small Busi

ness Act to any person suffering loss or destruction of, 

or damage to, real or personal property as the result 

of a flood or other natural disaster occurring subse

quent to one year following the date on which flood 

insurance was made available in the area in which such 

property was located under the authority of the National 

Flood Insurance Act of 19 68; if: (1) such person would 

have been eligible for such assistance in the event such 

loss, destruction, or damage had occurred prior to the 

expiration of such one-year period; and (2) application 

for such assistance is made within one year after the 

date of enactment of this subsection. 

Extends to December 31, 19 73, the date by which State 

and local public bodies shall adopt land use controls 

in order to be eligible for flood insurance under the 

National Flood Insurance Act of 1968. 
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S. 2648: Strategic Storable Agricultural Commodities Act-

Directs the Secretary of Agriculture to establish and 

maintain reserve inventories of wheat, feed grains, and 

soybeans to include not more than: (1) 300,000,000 

bushels of wheat; (2) 25,000,000 tons of feed grains; 

and (3) 100,000,000 bushels of soybeans, cherry, and 

poultry products. 

Permits reserves to be withdrawn for: (1) relieving 

distress because of unemployment or major disasters; 

(2) use in a state of civil defense emergency; and 

(3) preserving and maintaining foundation herds of live

stock and providing emergency feed for livestock, and 

for use to meet famine or other urgent or extraordinary 

relief requirements as determined by the President. 

H. R. 11273: Increases the limit on the amount of a disaster 

loan which may be cancelled under the Disaster Relief 

Act by the Small Business Administration and the 

Farmers Home Administration to: (1) $5,000 in the case 

of any one home; (2) $30,000 in the case of any multiple-

unit dwelling containing at least six units; and (3) 

$100,000 in the case of any one business concern. Sets 

forth the requirements for such cancellations. 
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APPENDIX B: EXECUTIVE ORDERS AND REORGANIZATION 

PLANS (1937^1972) 

EXECUTIVE ORDER 10221 

Providing for the Administration of 
Disaster Relief 

By virtue of the authority vested in me by the act of 

September 30, 1950, entitled "An Act to authorize Federal 

assistance to States and local governments in major disas

ters and for other purposes" (Public Law 875, 81st Con

gress) , hereinafter referred to as the act, and as President 

of the United States, it is hereby ordered as follows: 

1. The following-described authority and functions 

shall be exercised or performed by the Housing and Home 

Finance Administrator, or by any officer or officers in his 

agency designated by him: 

(a) The authority conferred upon the President by 

section 3 of the act to direct Federal agencies to providi 

assistance in any disaster which is in the determination 

of the President a major disaster. 

(b) The authority conferred upon the President by 

section 5 (a) of the act to coordinate the activities of 

Federal agencies in providing disaster assistance and to 

direct any Federal agency to utilize its available personnel, 

equipment, supplies, facilities, and other resources, in 

accordance with tlie authority contained in the act. 
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(c) The preparation of proposed rules and regulations 

for the consideration of the President and issuance by him 

under section 5 (b) of the act. 

(d) The preparation of the annual and supplemental 

reports provided for by section 8 of the act, for the con

sideration of the President and transmittal by him to the 

Congress. 

2. Nothing in this order shall be construed to prevent 

any Federal agency from affording such assistance and taking 

such other action as may accord with the existing policies, 

practices, or statutory authority of such agency, in the 

event of any disast^er which will not permit delay in the 

commencement of Federal assistance or other Federal action, 

and pending the determination of the President whether the 

disaster is a major disaster. 

THE WHITE HOUSE HARRY S. TRUMAN 
March 2, 19 51 

EXECUTIVE ORDER 10 4 27 

Administration of Disaster Relief 

By virtue of the authority vested in me by the act of 

September 30, 19 50, entitled "An Act to authorize Federal 

assistance to States and local governments in major disas

ters, and for other purposes," 64 Stat. 1109, as amended 

(42 U.S.C. 1855 ff.), hereinafter referred to as the act. 
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and as President of the United States, it is hereby ordered 

as follows: 

SECTION 1. The following-described authority and func

tions shall be exercised or performed by the Federal Civil 

Defense Administrator: 

(a) The authority conferred upon the President by 

section 3 of the act to direct Federal agencies to provide 

assistance in major disasters. 

(b) The authority conferred upon the President by 

section 5 (a) of the act to coordinate the activities of 

Federal agencies in providing disaster assistance, and to 

direct any Federal agency to utilize its available personnel, 

equipment, supplies, facilities, and other resources, in 

accordance with the authority contained in the act. 

(c) The preparation of proposed rules and regulations 

for the consideration of the President and issuance by him 

under section 5 (b) of the act. 

(d) The preparation of the annual and supplemental re

ports provided for by section 8 of the act for the consider

ation of the President and transmittal by him to the Congress 

SEC 2. In order to further the most effective utili

zation of tlie personnel, equipment, supplies, facilities, 

and other resources of Federal agencies pursuant to the act 

during a major disaster, such agencies shall from time to 

time make suitable plans and preparations in anticipation 
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of their responsibilities in the event of a major disaster. 

The Federal Civil Defense Administrator shall coordinate on 

behalf of the President such plans and preparations. 

SEC. 3. To the extent authorized by the act, the Fed

eral Civil Defense Administrator shall foster the develop

ment of such State and local organizations and plans as may 

be necessary to cope with major disasters. 

SEC. 4. Nothing in this order shall be construed to 

prevent any Federal agency from affording such assistance 

and taking such other action as may accord with the existing 

policies, practices, or statutory authority of such agency 

in the event of any disaster which will not permit delay in • 

the commencement of Federal assistance or other Federal 

action, and pending the determination of the President 

whether the disaster is a major disaster: Provided, that 

such as.«:lstance and such other action shall be subject to 

coordination by the Federal Civil Defense Administrator, 

acting on behalf of the President. 

SEC. 5. The Federal Civil Defense Administrator may 

delegate any authority or function delegated or assigned 

to him by the provisions of this order to any other officer 

or officers of the Federal Civil Defense Administration or, 

with the consent of the head thereof, to any other Federal 

agency. 
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SEC. 6. Federal disaster relief provided under the act 

shall be deemed to be supplementary to relief afforded by 

State, local, or private agencies and not in substitution 

therefor; Federal financial contributions for disaster relief 

shall be conditioned upon reasonable State and local expendi

tures for such relief; the limited responsibility of the 

Federal Government for disaster relief shall be made clear 

to State and local agencies concerned; and the States shall 

be encouraged to provide funds which will be available for 

disaster relief purposes. 

SEC. 7. As used herein, the terms "major disaster" and 

"Federal agency" shall have the meanings ascribed to them 

in the act. 

SEC 8. So much of the records of the Hous.ing and * 

Home Finance Agency relating to the activities delegated by 

Executive Order No. 10221 as the Housing and Home Finance 

Administrator and the Federal Civil Defense Administrator 

shall jointly determine shall be transferred to the Federal 

Civil Defense Administration. 

SEC. 9. Executive Order No. 10 221 of March 2, 19 51 

(16 F. R. 2051), is hereby revoked: Provided, That the 

Housing and Home Finance Administrator is hereby authorized 

and directed to carry out and complete all activities, in

cluding reports thereon, provided for by that order in con

nection with any disaster determined, in accordance with the 
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provisions of the act and prior to the effective date of 

this order, to be a major disaster: And provided further. 

That the Housing and Home Finance Administrator shall pre

pare the annual and supplemental reports provided for by 

section 8 of the act for the calendar year 1952 for the 

consideration of the President and transmittal by him to 

the Congress. 

SEC. 10. This order shall become effective January 16, 

1953. 

THE WHITE HOUSE HARRY S. TRUMAN 
January 16, 19 53 

REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 2 OF 1954 

Prepared by the President and transmitted to the Senate and 

House of Representatives in Congress assembled, April 29, 

19 54, pursuant to the provisions of the Reorganization 

Act of 19 49, approved June 20, 19 49, as amended. 

^Effective July 1, 1954, under the provisions of sec
tion 5 of tlie plan; published pursuant to section 11 of the 
act (63 Stat. 206; 5 U.S.C. 1332-9). 
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Liquidation of Certain Affairs of the 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation 

SECTION 1. Transfer of function 

(b) There are transferred to the Small Business Admin

istration the said functions relating to loans made by the 

Corporation to victims of floods or other catastrophes. 

SECTION 5. Effective date. The provisions of this 

reorganization plan shall take effect at the time determined 

under the provisions of section 6 (a) of the Reorganization 

Act of 1949, as amended, or at the close of June 30, 19 54, 

whichever is later, and shall be effective notwithstanding 

any heretofore enacted provisions of law transferring the 

duty of completing the liquidation of the assets and the 

winding up of the affairs of the Corporation. 

EXECUTIVE ORDER 10 634 

Providing for loans to aid in the reconstruction, rehabili

tation and replacement of facilities which are destroyed 

or damaged by a major disaster and which are required 

for national defense. 

By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Defense 

Production Act of 19 50, as amended (50 U.S.C. App. 2061, 

et. seq.) and as President of the United States, it is hereby 

ordered as follows: 
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Whenever financial assistance is not otherwise avail

able on reasonable terms, provision may be tnade for loans 

(including participations in, or guarantees of, loans) under 

Section 302 of the Defense Production Act of 1950, as 

amended (50 U.S.C. App. 2092) ̂  to aid in carrying out the 

reconstruction, rehabilitation,or replacement of facilities 

which are destroyed or damaged by major disaster as defined 

and determined under the provisions of the Act entitled, 

"An Act to authorize Federal assistance to States or local 

Governments in major disasters, and for other purposes" 

(64 Stat. 1109), whenever such facilities are required for 

national defense as determined by the Director of the Office 

of Defense Mobilization. 

THE WHITE HOUSE DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER 
August 25, 19 53 

REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 1 OF 1957 

Prepared by the President and transmitted to the Senate and 

the House of Representatives in Congress assembled, 

April 29, 19 57, pursuant to the provisions of the Re

organization Act of 1949, approved June 20, 1949, as 

amended. 
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Abolition of the Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation 

SECTION 1. Definitions. As used in this reorganiza

tion plan: (a) The term "Corporation" means the Reconstruc

tion Finance Corporation. 

(b) The term "remaining functions: means (1) all func

tions of the Corporation, (2) except as otherwise provided 

in subsections (b) and (c) of section 6 of this reorganiza

tion plan, all functions of the Secretary of the Treasury 

under section 10 of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation 

Act, as amended (15 U.S.C. 609), and (3) all functions of 

the Secretary of the Treasury under sections 10 2 and 10 6 (b) 

of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation Liquidation Act 

(67 Stat. 230, 231), as amended. 

(c) The term "transferees" means the Housing and Home 

Finance Administrator, the Administrator of General Services, 

the Administrator of the Small Business Administration, and 

the Secretary of the Treasury. 

SEC. 2. Transfer of functions. (a) There are hereby 

transferred to the Housing and Home Finance Administrator 

the remaining functions with respect to or arising out of 

(1) the securities and obligations of, loans made to, and 

contracts or other agreements with, States, municipalities, 

political subdivisions thereof, public agencies, boards, 

commissions or other public bodies, and (2) loans, securities 
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and obligations acquired in connection with programs of fi

nancial assistance for drainage and irrigation projects. 

(b) There are hereby transferred to the Administrator 

of General Services the remaining functions with respect to 

or arising out of (1) the affairs of the Smaller War Plants 

Corporation which were transferred to the Corporation pur

suant to Executive Order No. 9 665 of December 27, 1945 

(11 F. R. 3) and section 207 of Public Law 132—80th Con

gress (61 Stat. 209), (2) the national defense, war and 

reconversion activities with respect to which notes of the 

Corporation were cancelled pursuant to the provisions of 

Title II of Public Law 860—80th Congress (62 Stat. 1187), 

and (3) activities of the RFC Price Adjustment Board and 

the functions transferred to the Corporation by Executive 

Order No. 9841 of April 23,1947 (12 F. R. 2645). 

(c) Except as otherwise provided in sections 2 (d) (1) 

and 2 (d) (2) of this reorganizcition plan (relating to 

financial assistance to railroads, etc., and to Schedule A 

hereto annexed), there are hereby transferred to the Admin

istrator of the Small Business Administration the remaining 

functions with respect to or arising out of programs of 

financial assistance to business enterprises and to victims 

of floods or other disasters. 

(d) There are hereby transferred to the Secretary of 

the Treasury all functions of the Corporation not otherwise 
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transferred by the provisions of this reorganization plan, 

including, but not limited to, all functions of the Cor

poration with respect to or arising out of (1) programs of 

financial assistance to railroad companies, financial in

stitutions, and insurance companies, (2) the obligations and 

loans listed in Schedule A hereto annexed, and (3) the War 

Damage Corporation. 

(e) The foregoing transfers include the transfer to 

each transferee, for use in executing his respective func

tions thereunder, of the powers, authority, rights, and 

immunities now vested in or available or applicable to the 

Corporation for carrying out the functions transferred to 

the transferee under this reorganization plan. 

SEC. 3. Transfer of assets and liabilities. The loans, 

obligations, securities, capital stock, and other assets 

pertaining to the functions transferred by section 2 of this 

reorganization plan (including accrued interest thereon, and 

property acquired in connection therewith) and the liabili

ties, contracts, bonds, mortgages, notes and other instru

ments relating thereto are hereby transferred from the 

Corporation to the respective transferees: Provided, how

ever. That all assets, liabilities, and commitments relating 

to the functions transferred by section 2 (a) of this reorga

nization plan are hereby transferred to the Revolving Fund 
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(Liquidating Programs) established by the Independent Offices 

Appropriation Act, 1955 (68 Stat. 295). 

SEC. 4. Administrative property, personnel, funds, and 

records. In addition to the transfers made by the provisions 

of section 3 of this reorganization plan, there shall be 

transferred to the Housing and Home Finance Agency, General 

Services Administration, Small Business Administration, and 

Treasury Department so much as the Director of the Bureau 

of the Budget shall determine to be appropriate by reason 

of transfers made by sections 2 and 3 of this reorganization 

plan of the administrative property, personnel, records, 

liabilities and commitments of the Corporation or of the 
» 

Office of Production and Defense Lending in the Department 

of the Treasury and of the authorizations, allocations, and 

funds available or to be made available with respect to the 

transferred functions (including, but in no way limiting the 

generality of the foregoing, the authority to issue notes or 

other obligations to the Secretary of the Treasury, which 

may be purchased by the Secretary, under section 7 of the 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act, as amended (15 U.S.C. 

606), and the duty of making payments on such notes or obli

gations issued by or transferred to the respective transferee 

hereunder). In allocating the administrative expense funds 

applicable to the functions transferred by the provisions of 

this reorganization plan the said Director shall allocate and 
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transfer to the General Services Administration as a payment 

on behalf of the Housing and Home Finance Agency, General 

Services Administration, Small Business Administration and 

Treasury Department such sum for rent of building space for 

the carrying out of the transferred functions during the 

fiscal year ending June 30, 1958, as the said Director shall 

determine. Such further measures and disposition as the 

Director of the Bureau of the Budget shall determine to be 

necessary in order to effectuate the transfers provided for 

in this section shall be carried out in such manner and by 

such agencies as the Director shall direct. 

SEC 5. Delegation of authority. Each transferee may 

from time to time make such provisions as he shall deem 

appropriate authorizing the performance by any officer, 

employee, agency, or administrative unit under his juris

diction of any function transferred to him by the provisions 

of this reorganization plan. 

SEC. 6. Abolition of the Corporation. (a) The Corpor

ation is hereby abolished. 

(b) The Secretary of the Treasury shall retire the 

capital stock of the Corporation and, subject to the pro

visions of section 4 hereof, shall pay into the Treasury, as 

miscellaneous receipts, all unused funds of the Corporation. 

(c) Not later than June 30, 1959, the Secretary of the 

Treasury shall transmit a report to the Congress, v.'hich 
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report (1) shall cover the affairs of the Corporation up to 

the time of the taking effect of the provisions of this 

reorganization plan, and (2) shall correspond to the final 

report required by section 10 of the Reconstruction Finance 

Corporation Act, as amended (15 U.S.C. 609). The function 

of making the final report provided for in the said section 

10 is hereby abolished. 

S^C' "7- Effective date. The provisions of this reorga

nization plan shall take effect at the time determined under 

the provisions of section 6 (a) of the Reorganization Act 

of 19 49, as amended, or at the close of June 30, 1957, 

whichever is later. 

EXECUTIVE ORDER 10737 

Further Providing for the Administration 
of Disaster Relief 

By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Act of 

September 30, 19 50, entitled "An Act to authorize Federal 

assistance to States and local governments in major disas

ters, and for other purposes," as amended (42 U.S.C. 1855-

1855g), hereinafter referred to as the Act, it is hereby 

ordered as follows: 

SECTION 1. Any State in which a major disaster has 

occurred which can establish the need for Federal assistance 

and which shall give such assurance as may be required of 
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expenditure of a reasonable amount of the funds of the gov

ernment of such State, local governments therein, or other 

agencies, for the same or similar purpose with respect to 

such disaster shall be eligible to receive Federal assistance 

under this order. 

SEC. 2. The following procedures for qualifying for 

assistance under this order shall be observed upon the occur

rence, or, insofar as applicable, upon the threat, of a 

major disaster within a State which, in the opinion of its 

Governor, constitutes or will eventuate in, respectively, a 

major disaster requiring supplementary Federal assistance. 

• (a) The Governor shall present to the Federal Civil 

Defense Administrator (hereinafter referred to as the Ad

ministrator) , through the appropriate Regional Administrator 

of the Federal Civil Defense Administration, any request for 

Federal assistance, which request shall include assurance 

of expenditure of a reasonable amount of the funds of the 

State, local governments therein, or other agencies for 

alleviating damage resulting from such disaster, together 

with the following information: 

(1) An estimate of the severity and extent of damage 

resulting from the disaster and the total funds, personnel, 

equipment, and material or other resources required to 

alleviate such damage. As used in this order, the term 

"damage" comprehends suffering and hardship. 
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(2) A statement of action taken or recommended to be 

taken by the State legislature or local legislative and gov

erning authorities with regard to the disaster. 

(3) An estimate of State and local funds, personnel, 

equipment and material or other resources, available and to 

be made available, to alleviate such damage. 

(4) A statement of the extent and nature of Federal 

assistance needed, including an estimate of the minimum Fed

eral funds, personnel, equipment, material or other re

sources needed to alleviate the damage. 

(b) Any Regional Administrator shall forward each re

quest for Federal assistance received by him from a Governor 

in consonance with the provisions of this order, together 

with a report and the recommendations of the Regional Admin

istrator thereon, to the Administrator. 

(c) The Administrator shall forward to the President 

each request of a Governor for assistance under this order, 

together with the Administrator's recommendation as to 

action by the President thereon. In arriving at his recom

mendation the Administrator shall consider (1) the severity 

and extent of the disaster, (2) the reasonableness of State 

and local efforts in relation to the severity of the disaster, 

the resources and funds available to State and local govern

ments for the alleviation of damage resulting from the 

disaster, and the operational disaster plans of the State 
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and local governments, (3) the extent and nature of Federal 

assistance requested, (4) the report and recommendation of 

the Regional Administrator, and (5) any other available 

information. 

(d) Upon consideration of any request of a Governor 

hereunder and of information and recommendations pertaining 

thereto, a determination will be made by the President as to 

whether or not the conditions constitute a major disaster 

within the meaning of the Act, and the Governor will be noti

fied immediately of such determination. 

(3) If it is determined that a major disaster has oc

curred or threatens, 

(1) Federal assistance will be made available on the 

basis of an agreement, which shall be jointly executed by the 

Governor, acting for the State, and the Administrator, act

ing for the Federal Government. Such agreement shall con

tain the assurance of the State that a reasonable amount of 

the funds of the State, local governments or other agencies 

therein will be expended in alleviating damage caused by the 

disaster and such other terms and conditions, consistent v/ith 

the provisions of the Act, as the Administrator may require. 

(2) If and as may be necessary, the President will al

locate to the Administrator funds for use in connection with 

the specific major disaster. The funds so allocated to the 

Administrator may be utilized by him (i) upon a showing of 
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.need, for reallocation for use in aid of the State and local 

governments, and (ii) for reimbursement pursuant to the pro

visions of section 1 (c) of Executive Order No. 10427 of 

January 16, 1953, as added by this order. 

(f) Federal assistance heretofore or hereafter extended 

under the Act shall terminate upon notice by the Administra

tor to the Governor of the State in which a major disaster 

has occurred, or upon the expiration of one'year from the 

date of notification to the Governor of the President's 

determination that a major disaster exists,• whichever is 

first: Except, however, in unusual circumstances, the Ad

ministrator, with the consent of the President, may extend 

this period: Provided, That upon a showing of need, the 

Administrator may extend such termination dates, for such 

purposes and such periods of time as he may determine to be 

necessary, with respect to disaster relief assistance solely 

for agricultural purposes. 

SEC 3. Section 1 of Executive Order No. 10427 of 

January 16, 19 53, relating to the administration of disaster 

relief, is hereby amended by re-lettering subsections (c) 

and (d) thereof as (f) and (g), respectively, and by insert

ing the following new subsections after subsection (b) 

thereof. 

"(c) The authority conferred upon the President by 

section 7 of the Act to reimburse any Federal agency for any 
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of its authorized expenditures made under section 3 of the 

Act in connection with a major disaster: Provided, however, 

that such reimbursement shall be made from funds allocated 

by the President to the Administrator for use in aid of a 

specific State under section 2 (e) 2 of the Executive order 

by which this subsection (c) was added to this order, and. 

Provided further that such authority shall be exercised sub

ject to the concurrence of the Director of the Bureau of 

the Budget. 

"(d) The authority to issue rules and regulations gov• 

erning such reimbursement, subject to the concurrence of 

the Director of the Bureau of the Budget. 

"(e) The authority to prescribe such rules and regula

tions as may be necessary and proper to carry out the provi

sions of sections 3 and 5 of the Act, as amended." 

SEC. 4. (a) The Federal Civil Defense Administrator may 

carry out any authority or function delegated or assignee '_o 

him by the provisions of this order through any other officer 

of the Federal Civil Defense Administration. 

(b) The Federal Civil Defense Administrator may delegate 

or assign to the head of any agency of the executive branch 

of the Government, subject to the consent of the agency head 

concerned in each case, any authority or function delegated 

or assigned to the said Administrator by the provisions of 

this order. Any such head of agency may redelegate any 
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authority or function so delegated or assigned to him by the 

Administrator to any officer or employee subordinate to such 

head of agency whose appointment is required to be made by 

and with the advice and consent of the Senate. 

THE WHITE HOUSE DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER 
October 29, 1957 

EXECUTIVE ORDER 11051 

PRESCRIBING RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE OFFICE OF EMERGENCY 

PLANNING IN THE EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

WHEREAS national preparedness must be achieved and main

tained to support such varying degrees of mobilization as 

may be required to deal with increases in international ten

sion, with limited war, or with general war including attack 

upon the United States; and 

WHEREAS the national security and our continuing eco

nomic growth and prosperity are interdependent, appropriate 

attention must be directed to effective coordination of emer

gency preparedness measures with national economic policies 

and objectives; and 

WHEREAS mobilization readiness and civil defense activ

ities can be accomplished most effectively and efficiently 

through the performance by departments and agencies of the 

Government of those emergency preparedness functions related 

to their established roles and capabilities; and 
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WHEREAS responsibility for emergency preparedness in

volves virtually every agency of the Federal Government, 

and there is need to provide a central point of leadership 

and coordination in the Executive Office of the President: 

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue of the authority vested in 

me as President of the United States, including the authori

ties contained in the National Security Act of 1947, the 

Defense Production Act of 1950 (50 U.S.C. App. 2061 et seq.), 

the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950 (50 U.S.C. App. 2251 

et seq.), and other authorities of law vested in me pursuant 

to Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1958 (72 Stat. 1799), and 

also including tlie authority vested in me by the provisions 

of Section 301 of title 3 of the United States Code, it is 

hereby ordered as follows: 

' Part I. Scope 

SECTION 101. Resume of responsibilities. The Director 

of the Office of Emergency Planning (hereinafter referred to 

as the Director) shall: 

(a) Advise and assist the President in the coordination 

of and in the determination of policy for the emergency 

plans and preparedness assignments of the Federal departments 

and agencies (hereinafter referred to as Federal agencies) 

designed to make possible at Federal, State and local levels 

the mobilization of the human, natural and industrial re

sources of the nation to meet all conditions of national 

emergency, including attack on the United States. 
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(b) Under the direction of the President, be responsible 

for the preparation of nonmilitary plans and preparedness 

programs with respect to organization and functioning of the 

Federal Government under emergency conditions and with re

spect to specific areas of Federal activity necessary in 

time of war which are neither performed in the normal opera

tions of the regular departments and agencies nor assigned 

thereto by or under the authority of the President. 

(c) Perform such other functions as are vested in him 

by law or are by this ̂ rder, or by orders referred to in this 

order, delegated or otherwise assigned to him. 

(d) Perform such additional functions as the President 

may from time to time direct. 

Part II. General Coordinating Responsibilities 

SEC. 201. General. (a) The director shall advise and 

assist the President in (1) the development of planning 

assumptions and broad emergency preparedness objectives \.ith 

respect to various conditions of national emergency, (2). the 

development of policies and procedures to determine the rela

tionship between available supplies of the nation's resources 

and the requirements of military, foreign, and essential 

civilian programs, including those of civil defense, (3) the 

development of policies, programs, and control systems de

signed to deal with supply deficiencies and to meet effec

tively the most urgent requirements for those resources 
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in the interests of national defense, and (4) coordinating 

the governmental programs designed to achieve these ends. 

(b) The Director shall advise and assist the President 

with respect to resolving any issues, related to emergency 

preparedness responsibilities of Federal agencies, which 

arise between two or more such agencies. 

SEC. 202. Resources and Requirements. The Director 

shall provide policy guidance to the heads of Federal agen

cies having resource mobilization or claimancy responsibil

ities to assist them in (1) the development" and submission 

of estimated military and foreign as well as industrial and 

consumer requirements, (2) the development of resource sup

ply estimates; and (3) the periodic evaluation of require

ments estimates in relation to estimates of availability of 

resources from all sources. 

SEC. 203. Central program determination. The Director 

shall develop an overall emergen:y system for reaching cen

tral program decisions for the utilization of resources on 

the basis that he will have the responsibility for making 

such central decisions in the initial period of an emergency. 

This system shall include uniform criteria and procedures 

for: 

(a) The development by each Federal agency of the 

amounts and types of resources which it must claim in order 

to meet the requirements of its planned programs; 
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(b) The central consideration of the supply-requirements 

evaluations of planned programs; 

(c) The central determination of major resource utili

zation programs under varied conditions of national emer

gency on a relative urgency basis and central direction for 

the adjustment of agency programs consistent with such deter

minations ; and 

(d) The decentralization of controls if required by 

emergency conditions. 

SEC. 204. Control systems. The Director shall develop 

policies and procedures for the coordinated application by 

Federal agencies, in time of emergency, of priorities, allo

cations, and other resource control and distribution svstems 

(including a system for the rationing of consumer goods) for 

the conduct of approved major programs. 

SEC 20 5. Research. The Director shall develop, mcm-

tain, and conduct a central research planning program for 

emergency preparedness purposes. The Director shall maintain, 

with the participation and support of Federal agencies con

cerned, a national resources evaluation capability for pre

dicting and monitoring the status of resources under all 

degrees of emergency, for identifying resource deficiencies 

and feasible production programs and for supplying resource 

evaluations at national and subordinate levels to support 

mobilization base planning, continuity of government, re

source management and economic recovery. 
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SEC. 206. Dispersal and protection of facilities. (a) 

The Director, after consultation with the appropriate Federal 

agencies, shall advise the President concerning the strategic 

relocation of industries, services, government and economic 

activities, the operations of which are essential to the na

tion's security. He shall coordinate the efforts of Federal 

agencies with respect to the application of the principle of 

geographic dispersal of certain industrial facilities, both 

government- and privately-owned, in the interest of national 

defense. 

(b) The Director, under authority of, and in accordance 

with the provisions of. Executive Order No. 10421 of Decem

ber 31, 1952, shall perform functions in respect of the 

physical security of facilities important to the national 

defense. 

• (c) In addition, the Director shall reviev/ all measures 

being taken by the Federal agencies with respect to the p.s.-̂ i-

cal security and protection of facilities important to de

fense mobilization, defense production, civil defense or the 

essential civilian economy, including those under the pro

visions of emergency preparedness assignments to such agen

cies and shall recommend to the President such actions as 

are necessary to strengthen such measures. 

SEC. 20 7. Civil defense. (a) Under authority of the 

provisions of Section 2 of Executive Order No. 10952 of 
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July 20, 19 61, and as there prescribed, the Director shall 

advise and assist the President, and shall perform other 

functions, in respect of civil defense. 

(b) Under authority of, and in accordance with the 

provisions of. Executive Order No. 10958 of August 14, 1961, 

the Director shall advise and assist the President with 

respect to the stockpiling of food and medical supplies. 

(c) The Director shall advise and assist the President 

with respect to the need for stockpiling various items essen

tial to th.e survival of the population, additional to food 

and medical supplies, and with respect to programs for the 

acquisition, storage, and maintenance of such stockpiles. 

SEC. 208. Federal-State relations. (a) The Director 

shall represent the President in working with State Governors 

to stimulate vigorous State and local participation in emer

gency preparedness measures. 

(b) He shall provide advice and guidance to the States 

with regard to preparations for the continuity of State and 

local civilian political authority in the event of nuclear 

attack on the United States which shall include, but not be 

limited to, programs for maintaining lines of succession to 

office, safekeeping of essential records, provision for 

alternate sites of government, the protection and effective 

use of government resources, personnel, and facilities, and 
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interstate compacts and reciprocal legislation relating to 

emergency preparedness. 

(c) He shall assist the President in achieving a coor

dinated working relationship between the various elements of 

State governments and the Federal agencies to which specific 

emergency preparedness functions have been assigned pursuant 

to statute or Executive order. 

(d) The civil defense activities involved in the func

tions prescribed by the foregoing provisions of this section 

shall be carried out in accordance with the provisions of 

Section 2 of Executive Order No. 10952 of July 20, 1961. 

SEC. 209. Review and evaluation. The Director shall 

from time to time furnish the President overall reports and 

recommendations concerning the emergency preparedness pro

grams, including the state of preparedness of Federal, State, 

and local governments to carry out their emergency functions. 

Part III. Special Emergency 
Planning Responsibilities 

SEC 301. General. Under the direction of the Presi

dent, the Director shall have primary responsibility (1) for 

planning assumptions and broad nonmilitary emergency pre

paredness objectives, (2) for planning the nonmilitary orga

nization and functioning of the Federal Government in time 

of national emergency, (3) for developing, in association 

with interested agencies, the emergency planning, including 
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making recommendations to the President as to the appropriate 

roles of Federal agencies, in currently unassigned matters, 

such as, but not necessarily limited to, economic stabiliza

tion, economic warfare, emergency information, and wartime 

censorship, (4) for planning for the emergency mobilization 

of telecommunications resources, and (5) for the development 

of nonmilitary policies and programs for use in the event of 

enemy attack on the United States designed to restore the 

national defense potential of the nation. 

SEC. 302. Emergency organization. The Director, in 

consultation with the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, 

shall plan for the organization and functioning of the Fed- • 

eral Government in an emergency, including provisions for 

the central direction of all emergency mobilization activi

ties and the creation of such emergency agencies as may be 

required for the conduct of emergency activities including 

those within the normal jurisdiction of existing agencies. 

Plans shall provide for maximum practical reliance to be 

placed on existing Federal agencies with competence in emer

gency operations and, as best may be, shall be harmonious 

with related operations of the Government as a whole. 

SEC. 303. Emergency authorities. The Director shall 

provide for the prompt exercise of Federal emergency author

ity through the advance preparation of such proposed legis

lation. Executive orders, rules, regulations, and directives 
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as would be necessary to put into effect operating programs 

appropriate to the emergency situation. 

SEC. 304. Continuity of Federal Government. The Direc

tor shall develop policies and plans to assure the continuity 

of essential Federal Government activities through programs 

to provide for lines of succession to office, safekeeping of 

essential records, alternate sites for Government operations, 

and the protection and effective use of Government resources, 

personnel, and facilities. 

SEC 30 5. Executive Reserve. The Director,under author

ity of, and in accordance with the provisions of. Executive 

Order No. 10 660 of February 15, 19 56, shall develop policies 

and plans for the provision of an Executive Reserve of per

sonnel capable of filling executive positions in the Govern

ment in time of emergency. 

SEC. 306. Emergency telecommunications. The Direĉ -or 

shall be responsible for (1) planning for the mobilization 

of the nation's telecommunications resources in time of 

national emergency, and (2) carrying out, under the authority 

of, and in accordance with the provisions of. Executive Order 

No. 10705 of April 17, 1957, the functions thereby delegated 

or otherwise assigned to him. 

SEC. 307. Post-attack recovery. Under the direction of 

the President, the Director, with the cooperation and assis

tance of the Federal agencies, shall develop policies, plans. 
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and programs designed to provide for the rapid restoration 

after an attack on the United States of a national capability 

to support a strong national defense effort. 

Part IV. Current Management 
Responsibilities 

SEC. 401. Defense production. Under the authority of, 

and in accordance with the provisions of. Executive Order No. 

10480 of August 14, 1953, the Director shall perform the 

functions thereby delegated or otherwise assigned to him. 

SEC 402. Strategic and critical materials stockpiling. 

(a) There are hereby delegated to the Director all those 

functions under the Strategic and Critical Materials Stock

piling Act (50 U.S.C. 98 et seq.), under Section 4 (h), and 

under Section 204 (f) of the Federal Property and Adminis

trative Services Act of 1949 (40 U.S.C. 485 (f)), which were 

transferred to the President by the provisions of Reorga

nization Plan No. 1 of 1958 (72 Stat. 1799). 

(b) The Director, under the provisions of the said Stra

tegic and Critical Materials Stockpiling Act, shall determine 

which materials are strategic and critical and the quality 

and quantity of such materials which shall be stockpiled, 

and shall direct the General Services Administration in the 

purchase, storage, refinement, rotation, and disposal of 

materials. 
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(c) The Director is hereby designated as an agency 

under and for the purposes of the provisions of clause (b) 

of Section 5 of the Strategic and Critical Materials Stock

piling Act (50 U.S.C. 98d (clause (b)); and, accordingly, in 

the event of enemy attack upon the United States the Direc

tor is authorized and directed to order the release by the 

Administrator of General Services of such materials from 

stockpiles established under the said Act, in such quantities, 

for such uses, and on such terms and conditions, as the Di

rector determines to be necessary in the interests of the 

national defense. 

SEC. 40 3. Supplemental stockpile. The Director, under-

authority of the provisions of Section 4 (d)(2) of Executive 

Order No. 10 900 of Janua.ry 6, 19 61, shall determine from 

time to time the materials to be contracted for or purchased 

for a supplemental stockpile with foreign currencies pur

suant to the Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance 

Act of 1954 (7 U.S.C. 1704(b)). 

SEC. 404. Imports threatening the national security. 

(a) The Director, under the authority of, and in accordance 

with the provisions of. Section 2 of the Act of July 1, 1954 

(68 Stat. 360; 19 U.S.C. 1352a), shall make appropriate inves

tigations of the effects of imports on the national security 

and shall advise the President of any case in which the 

Director is of the opinion th^t an article is being imported 
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into the United States in such quantities or under such cir

cumstances as to threaten to impair the national security. 

(b) The Director, under authority of, and in accordance 

with the provisions of. Section 3(d) of Executive Order No. 

10582 of December 17, 1954, shall furnish advice to pro

curing agencies with respect to the rejection of bids or 

offers to furnish materials of foreign origin on the ground 

that such rejection is necessary to protect essential na

tional security interests. 

SEC. 405. Disaster relief. The Director, uider author

ity of, and in accordance with the provisions of. Executive 

Order No. 104 27 of January 16, 19 53, and Executive Order 

No. 10 737 of October 29, 19 57, shall exercise authority 

under the Act of September 30, 19 50, entitled "An Act to 

authorize Federal assistance to States and local governments . 

in major disasters, and for other purposes" (42 U.S.C. 1855 

et seq.). 

SEC. 40 6. Telecommunications. Under authority of, and 

in accordance with the provisions of, Executive Order No. 

10995 of February 16, 1962, the Director shall perform func

tions in respect of telecommunications. 

Part V. General Provisions 

SEC 501. Rules and regulations. In carrying out his 

responsibilities under this order, the Director is authorized 

to issue such rules and regul-^tions, and directives, 
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consonant with law and Executive order, as he deems neces

sary and appropriate to the functions involved. 

SEC. 502. Boards and committees. The Director is 

hereby authorized to establish in headquarters and in the 

field such boards and committees as he deems necessary to 

advise him in the conduct of activities outlined herein. 

SEC. 503. Certain additional authorities. (a) There 

are hereby delegated to the Director all those now-existing 

functions under the National Security Act of 1947 which were 

transferred to the President by the provisions of Reorgani

zation Plan No. 1 of 1958 (72 Stat. 1799). 

(b) In performing the functions under the Federal Civil 

Defense Act of 19 50 assigned to him, and subject to appli

cable provisions of Executive orders, the Director is 

authorized to exercise the authority conferred by Title IV 

of that Act. The foregoing provjcion of this subsection 

shall not be deemed to derogate froiu any authority under 

Title IV heretofore available to the Secretary of Defense. 

SEC. 504. Reports. The Director is authorized to re

quire from Federal agencies such statistical data and prog

ress reports at such intervals as he deems necessary to dis

charge his responsibilities under this order. 

SEC 505. Prior actions. All orders, regulations, 

rulings, certificates, directives, and other actions relat

ing to any function affected by this order shall remain in 
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effect except as they are inconsistent herewith or are here

after amended or revoked under proper authority, and nothing 

in this order shall affect the validity or force of anything 

done under previous delegations or other assignments of the 

functions affected by this order. 

SEC. 506. Executive Order 11030. Nothing in this order 

or in any order amended by this order shall derogate from the 

provisions of Executive Order No. 11030 of June 19, 19 62. 

SEC. 507. References to orders and Acts. Except as 

may for any reason be inappropriate, references in this 

order to any other Executive order or to any Act, and refer

ences in this order or in any other Executive order to this 

order, shall be deemed to include references thereto, re

spectively, as amended from time to time. 

Part VI. Prior Executive Orders 
and Proclamations 

SEC 601. General amendments. Each reference to the 

Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization or to the Director 

of the Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization in the fol

lowing is hereby amended to refer to the Office of Emergency 

Planning and the Director of the Office of Emergency Planning, 

respectively: 

(1) Executive Order No. 10296 of October 2, 1951 

(2) Executive Order No. 10312 of December 10, 1951 

(3) Executive Order No. 10346 of April 17, 1952 (penul

timate sentence of Section 2, only) 
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(4) Executive Order No. 10421 of December 31, 1952 

(5) Executive Order No. 10427 of January 16, 1953 

(6) Executive Order No. 10480 of August 14, 1953 

(7) Executive Order No. 10494 of October 14, 1953 

(8) Executive Order No. 10 601 of March 21, 1955 

(9) Executive Order No. 10634 of August 25, 1955 

(10) Executive Order No. 10660 of February 15, 1956 

(11) Executive Order No. 10705 of April'17, 1957 

(12) Executive Order No. 10737 of October 29, 19 57 

(13) Executive Order No. 1090C of January 5, 1961 

(14) Executive Order No. 10952 of July 20, 1961 

(15) Executive Order No. 10958 of August 14, 1961 

(16) Proclamation No. 3279 of March 10, 1959 

SEC. 60 2. Executive Order 10242. Executive Order 

No. 10242 of May 8, 1951, is hereby amended: 

(1) By deleting from subsection 101(a) thereof the fol

lowing: "upon the Director of the. Office of Civil and De

fense Mobilization, hereinafter referred to as the Director." 

(2) By deleting from Sections 101(c), 101(d), 102, 103, 

104, 106 (preamble), 201, and 301 the following: "upon the 

Director of the Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization." 

(3) By substituting for the words "the Director of the 

Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization," at each place 

where they occur in the order and are not deleted or other

wise amended by this order, the following: "the dele^-atc of 

the President." 
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(4) By substituting for the words "shall not be dele

gated" in subsection 101(d) the following: "shall not be 

redelegated by the delegate of the President." 

(5) By adding after Section 10 6 new Sections 107, 108, 

and 109, reading as follows: 

"SEC 107. The words 'the delegate of the President' 

as used in this order: 

"(1) In respect of functions under the Act delegated 

or otherwise assigned to the Secretary of Defense, mean the 

Secretary of Defense. 

"(2) In respect of functions delegated or otherwise 

assigned to the Director of the Office of Emergency Plan

ning, mean the Director of the Office of Emergency Planning. 

"SEC. 108. The authority conferred by Section 401(a) 

of the Act to employ part-time or temporary advisory per

sonnel deemed necessary in carrying out the provisions of 

the Act, and delegated by the provisions of Section 101 (i\) 

of this order, shall be available as follows: (1) To the 

Secretary of Defense in respect of not to exceed eighty per

sonnel (including not to exceed twenty subjects of the United 

Kingdom and Canada), and (2) to the Director of the Office 

of Emergency Planning in respect of not to exceed twenty 

personnel (including not to exceed five subjects of the 

United Kingdom and Canada). 
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"SEC. 109. The relevant provisions of this Part shall 

be subject to the provisions of the Memorandum of the Presi

dent, pertaining to conflicts of interest, dated February 9, 

1962 (27 F.R. 1341 ff.)." 

(6) By amending Section 401 to read as follows: 

"SEC. 401. The approval of the President is hereby 

given for the employment of retired personnel of the armed 

services, pursuant to the provisions of subsection 401(a) 

of the Act as follows: (1) By the Secretary of Defense, not 

to exceed twenty persons, and (2) by the Director of the 

Office of Emergency Planning, not to exceed five persons." 

SEC 603. Other orders. (a) Executive Order No. 10260" 

of June 27, 19 51, is hereby amended by striking from Sec

tion 1 thereof the follovring: "Office of Civil and Defense 

Mobilization, the". 

(b) Executive Order No. 10346 of April 17, 1952, is 

hereby a:,nended by substituting for the reference therein to 

the Director of the Office of Civil and Defense Mobiliza

tion, and for each reference therein to the Office and De

fense Mobilization except that in the penultimate sentence 

of Section 2, the following: "the Office of Emergency Plan

ning or the Department of Defense or both, as may be deter

mined under the provisions of appropriate Executive orders". 

(c) Executive Order No. 10421 of December 31, 1952, is 

hereby amended by inserting before the period at the end of 
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Section 3(b)(9) thereof a comma and the following: "includ

ing recommendations as to actions necessary to strengthen 

the program provided for in this order". 

(d) Executive Order No. 10529 of April 22, 1954, is 

hereby amended by substituting for each reference therein 

to the Director of the Office of Civil and Defense Mobili

zation the following: "the Director of the Office of Emer

gency Planning or the Secretary of Defense or both as may 

be determined under appropriate Executive orders". 

(e) Executive Order No. 10582 of December 17, 1954, is 

hereby amended by striking from Section 3(d) thereof the 

words "from any officer of the Government designated by the • 

President to furnish such advice" and by inserting in lieu 

of the stricken words the following: "from the Director 

of the Office of Emergency Planning. In providing this 

advice the Director shall be governed by the principle that 

exceptions under this section shall be made only upon a 

clear showing that the payment of a greater differential 

than the procedures of this section generally prescribe is 

justified by consideration of national security". 

(f) Executive Order No. 10 789 of November 14, 19 58, 

is hereby amended by striking from Section 21 thereof the 

words "Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization". 

SEC. 604. Superseded orders. To the extent that the 

following have not heretofore been made or become inappli

cable, they are hereby superseded and revoked: 
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(1) Executive Order No. 9981 of July 26, 1948 

(2) Executive Order No. 10219 of February 28, 1951 

(3) Executive Order No. 10269 of July 6, 1951 

(4) Executive Order No. 10438 of March 13, 1953 

(5) Executive Order No. 10461 of June 17, 1953 

(6) Executive Order No. 10524 of March 31, 1954 

(7) Executive Order No. 10539 of March 31, 1954 (with

out prejudice to final liquidation of any affairs 

thereunder) 

(8) Executive Order No. 10638 of October 10, 1955 

(9) Executive Order No. 10773 of July 1, 1958 

(10) Executive Order No. 10 782 of September 6, 1958 

(11) Executive Order No. 10902 of January 9, 1961 

THE WHITE HOUSE JOHN F. KENNEDY 
September 27,- 19 62. 

EXECUTIVE ORDER 11495 

Providing for the Administration of the Disaster 

Relief Act of 1969 

By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Disaster 

Relief Act of 1969 (Public Law 91-79, approved October 1, 

1969; hereinafter referred to as the Act) and section 301 

of title 3 of the United States Code, and as President of 

the United States, it is hereby ordered as follows: 

SECTION 1. The following-described authorities shall 

be exercised by the Director of the Office of Emergency 

Preparedness: 

; ^ 
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(1) The authority conferred upon the President by sec

tion 2 of the Act to allocate funds for the permanent repair 

and reconstruction of street, road, and highway facilities. 

(2) The authority conferred upon the President by 

section 3(d) of the Act to make grants to any State or polit

ical subdivision thereof, for the purpose of removing dam

aged timber from privately-ov/ned lands when the Director 

determines it to be in the public interest. 

(3) The authority conferred upon the President by sub

sections (a) and (b) of section 8 of the Act to provide 

assistance, including-grants, to States in developing plans 

and programs for assisting individuals suffering loss as the-

result of a major disaster. 

(4) The authority conferred upon the President by sec

tion 9 of the Act to appoint a Federal coordinating officer 

to operate in a major disaster area. 

(5) The authority conferred upon the President by sec

tion 10 of the Act to provide temporary dwelling accommoda

tions for displaced individuals and families. 

(6) The authority conferred upon the President by 

section 12 of the Act to provide assistance to any individ

uals unemployed as a result of a major disaster. 

(7) The authority conferred upon the President by sec

tion 13 of the Act to make grants and loans to States for 

suppression of fires. 

L 
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(8) The authority conferred upon the President by sec

tion 14 of the Act to make grants to any State or political 

subdivision thereof for the purpose of removing debris from 

private property when the Director determines it to be in 

the public interest. 

(9) The authority to prescribe such rules and regula

tions as the Director deems necessary and proper to perform 

the functions assigned by this section. 

SEC 2. The Secretary of Agriculture shall exercise 

the authority conferred upon the President by section 11 

of the Act to determine the need and the duration of the 

need for distributing food coupon allotments and surplus 

commodities as a result of a major disaster, and to distrib

ute them under such terms and conditions as he may prescribe. 

SEC 3. (a) The Director of the Office of Emergency 

Preparedness may carry out any authority or function dele

gated or assigned to him by the previsions of this order 

through any other officer of the Office of Emergency Pre

paredness . 

(b) The Director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness 

may delegate or assign to the head of any agency of the exec

utive branch of the Government, subject to the consent of 

the agency head concerned in each case, any authority or 

function delegated or assigned to the said Director by the 

provisions of this order. Any such head of agency m?y 
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redelegate any authority or function so delegated or assigned 

to him by the Director to any officer or employee subordinate 

to such head of agency whose appointment is required to be 

made by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. 

SEC. 4. (a) Federal assistance under section 1 of this 

order will be made available on the basis of a Federal-State 

agreement. 

(b) Allocations of funds appropriated to the President 

to carry out the Act shall be authorized by the President. 

THE WHITE HOUSE • RICHARD NIXON 
November 18, 19 69 

EXECUTIVE ORDER 11526 

Establishing the National Council on 
Federal Disaster Assistance 

WHEREAS the Congress has enacted a number of statutory 

provisions authorizing Federal assistance to areas devas

tated by large-scale disasters; ana 

WHEREAS the Federal Disaster Act (P.L. 81-875), the 

Federal Disaster Relief Act of 1966 (P.L. 89-769), and the 

Disaster Relief Act of 1969 (P.L. 91-79) are, pursuant to 

delegations of authority by the President, administered by 

the Director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness; and 

WHEREAS the Departments of Defense, the Interior, Com

merce, Agriculture, Labor, Health, Education, and Welfare, 

Housing and Urban Development, and Transportation, and the 
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Small Business Administration and the Office of Economic Op

portunity, also administer important disaster assistance 

programs; and 

WriEREAS a prompt and effective Federal response to a 

major disaster requires coordinated action by all of the 

Federal agencies involved; and 

WHEREAS Federal coordination will be served by the 

establishment of a National Council on Federal Disaster 

Assistance: 

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue of the authority vested in 

me as President of the United States, it is ordered as 

follows: 

SECTION 1. Establishment of Council. (a) There is 

hereby established the National Council on Federal Disaster 

Assistance (hereinafter referred to as the "Council") which 

shall be composed of the Director of the Office of Emergpucy 

Preparedness, who shall be the Chairman of the Council, and 

policy level representatives of the Departments of Defense, 

the Interior, Agriculture, Commerce, Labor, Health, Educa

tion, and Welfare, Housing and Urban Development, and Trans

portation, and of the Small Business Administration and the 

Office of Economic Opportunity, and such other members as 

the President may from time to time designate. 

(b) Representatives of other Federal departments or 

agencies, officials of State and local governments, and 
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private citizens may be invited by the Chairman to partici

pate in the deliberations of the Council. 

^^^' 2- Functions of the Council. The Council shall 

advise and assist the Director of the Office of Emergency 

Preparedness in: 

(a) Insuring that Federal agencies furnish necessary 

assistance following a large-scale disaster on a priority 

basis to the Federal Coordinating Officer appointed by the 

President to operate under the Director, Office of Emer

gency Preparedness, pursuant to Section 9 of the Disaster 

Relief Act of 19 69; 

(b) Developing policies and programs to provide a -

strong and integrated total Federal disaster assistance 

effort; 

(c) Stimulating cooperation and the sharing of data, 

views, and information concerning disaster assistance among 

Federal agencies. State and local governments, and private 

organizations having disaster assistance responsibilities 

and interests; 

(d) Facilitating cooperation among Federal, State, and 

local governments with special concern for the maintenance 

of local initiative and decision making with respect to 

emergency restoration and rebuilding programs; 

(e) Promoting the participation of Federal agencies in 

providing Federal assistance for rebuilding efforts; 
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(f) Encouraging research on means of preventing disas

ters and ameliorating the effects of those that occur; 

(g) Reviewing, from time to time, the effectiveness of 

the Federal disaster assistance programs and suggesting 

needed changes. 

SEC 3. Assistance to the Council. Consistent with 

law, the Office of Emergency Preparedness shall provide staff 

and other assistance to the Council, and Executive departments 

and agencies shall furnish to the Council sucii available in

formation as the Council may require in performance of its 

functions. 

SEC 4. Construction. Nothing in this order shall be 

construed as subjecting any Federal agency or officer, or 

any function vested by law in, or assigned pursuant to law 

to, any Federal agency or officer, to the authority of the 

Council or of any other agency oi- officer or as abrogating 

any such function in any manner. 

THE WHITE HOUSE RICHARD NIXON 
April 22, 1970 




